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ABSTRACT 

The oeuvre of the Irish poet, novelist, playwright and essayist Eugene Rutherford Watters (later 

publishing under the name Eoghan Ó Tuairisc), who wrote both in English and Irish, has been 

mostly neglected by literary criticism. This thesis focuses on Watters’ ambitious long modernist 

poem The Week-End of Dermot and Grace (1964), which has so far received only perfunctory critical 

treatment. Formally, The Week-End shows clear affinities with the works of high modernism 

(especially with the poetry of T.S. Eliot), especially in terms of poly- and multivocal qualities of 

Watters’ overtly allusive language and the liberal employment of wide-ranging intertextual 

references. On the thematic level, the poem centres around Watters’ preoccupation with the 

dropping of the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima on 6th August 1945 by the American forces, a 

momentous event that impelled the poet to questions about faith, civilisation, technology, and 

collective guilt in the context of the Irish neutral stance during the Second World War. 

Reflections on Hiroshima also led him to contemplate the role of the poet and poetry in the 

modern “atomic age”. 

Given the aforementioned qualities of the work, the method chosen for the analysis consists of a 

close reading of the poem in the light of the historical, literary, and biographical background. The 

core of thesis consists of a section-by-section detailed commentary (Chapter 5). An account of 

the author’s life and work accompanies the analysis (Chapter 2), together with an overview of the 

historical (Chapter 3), literary and philosophical contexts (Chapter 4) in which the poem 

originated. The final chapter (Chapter 6) is dedicated to the overall assessment of The Week-End. 

Special attention is paid to the close relationship between The Week-End and its Irish counterpart 

“Aifreann na Marbh” (1964, Requiem Mass). The outcome of the thesis thus consists mainly in a 

coherent critical assessment of the poem, but it also attempts to reassess Watters’ poetic work 

both in the context of Irish literature and in the tradition of European modernist poetry, and to 

provide a solid basis for future research into his poetry.  

Key words: Eugene Rutherford Watters, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, modernism, atomic bomb, 

Hiroshima, long modernist poem, The Week-End of Dermot and Grace, “Aifreann na Marbh” 

  



 
 

ABSTRAKT  

Literární odkaz irského básníka, prozaika, dramatika a esejisty Eugena Rutherforda Watterse 

(později publikujícího pod jménem Eoghan Ó Tuairisc) zahrnuje jak díla v angličtině, tak práce 

psané irsky. Tento významný představitel irského modernismu byl však dosud z velké části 

přehlížen literární kritikou. Tato diplomová práce se zaměřuje na Wattersovu ambiciózní dlouhou 

modernistickou báseň The Week-End of Dermot and Grace (Víkend Dermota a Grace) vydanou roku 

1964, které se doposud dostalo pouze zběžného kritického zhodnocení. Po formální stránce 

báseň vykazuje spřízněnost s díly vysokého modernismu, zvláště pak s poezií T.S. Eliota, a to 

především co do mnohoznačnosti Wattersova jazyka, který využívá široké škály intertextuálních 

referencí. Po stránce tematické se báseň dotýká shození první atomové bomby na Hirošimu 6. 

srpna 1945 americkým letectvem. Tato přelomová událost na Watterse silně zapůsobila a 

inspirovala ho k úvahám o podstatě víry, civilizace, technologie a kolektivní viny v kontextu irské 

neutrality za druhé světové války. Zkáza japonského města ve jménu západních hodnot ho též 

přiměla uvažovat nad rolí básníka a poezie v moderním „atomovém věku“.       

Vzhledem k výše zmíněným atributům Wattersovy básně bylo jakožto metoda této práce zvoleno 

detailní čtení zohledňující historické, literární a biografické pozadí, přičemž jádro práce tvoří 

podrobný komentář k jednotlivým sekcím textu (kapitola 5). Analýzu doprovází stručný životopis 

autora (kapitola 2) a rovněž kratší přehledové studie osvětlující historické (kapitola 3), literární a 

filosofické kontexty (kapitola 4) vzniku díla. Závěrečná část (kapitola 6) se pokouší o celkové 

zhodnocení díla a důraz je kladen na úzkou provázanost mezi básní The Week-End a jejím irským 

protějškem „Aifreann na Marbh“ (1964, Zádušní mše). Přínos diplomové práce tak spočívá 

především v souvislém kritickém zhodnocení básně The Week-End, které je zároveň základem 

snahy o přehodnocení Wattersova básnického díla v kontextu irské literatury a evropské tradice 

modernistické poezie, a může posloužit jako odrazový můstek pro případný další výzkum 

Wattersovy poezie.     

Klíčová slova: Eugene Rutherford Watters, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, modernismus, atomová bomba, 

Hirošima, dlouhá modernistická báseň, The Week-End of Dermot and Grace, “Aifreann na Marbh” 
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1. Introduction 

 

Given the vast influence of the first atomic bomb, dropped on Hiroshima on 6th August 

1945, on the history of the world, the perception of humanity and civilization, the lack of direct 

response in Anglophone literatures is remarkable, especially as the bombing was carried by the 

U.S. with the consent of the United Kingdom, as specified in the 1943 Quebec Agreement. It is 

also rather surprising that in The Oxford Handbook of British and Irish War Poetry, a volume of some 

750 pages, there is only a handful of references to direct literary reactions to the events of August 

1945.1 When one tries to think of British and Irish poetry inspired by the bombing of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki, it is rather difficult to come up with names and titles. Anglophone literary 

reflections of the Second World War seem to be dominated by the images of burning London 

during the Blitz rather than by scenes from the wasteland which replaced the Japanese cities. 

One of the most remarkable exceptions is the Irish bilingual poet and author Eugene 

Rutherford Watters (1919-1982), known also by his Irish name Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, whose 

thought and oeuvre were deeply affected by the atomic blast. His most famous work, “Aifreann 

na Marbh” (1964, Requiem Mass), a long modernist poem in Irish responding to the bombing of 

Hiroshima, has been subject to a reasonable deal of literary criticism, while its English 

counterpart and sister poem, The Week-End of Dermot and Grace (1964), has been mostly waiting in 

its shadow and so far received only perfunctory critical treatment.  

This thesis not only strives for a coherent interpretation of The Week-End, an immensely 

complex and difficult modernist poem, but it also represents the first attempt to deal with the 

text itself in a greater detail. The scope and depth of this work, however, are understandably 

limited. Sean Lucy, one of the few commentators of the poem, suggests that the failure to 

understand a particular passage or line of the poem should always be put down to the reader’s 

lack of intellectual capacity rather than the poet’s lack of clarity, and his assertion could be taken 

as a starting point of the present enterprise.2 This thesis tries to elucidate as much as possible, 

with the aim to present the poem as a coherent artistic whole; but there are still many white 

spaces which could be filled by future scholars.   

Formally, The Week-End shows clear affinities with the works of high modernism (especially 

with the poetry of T.S. Eliot), especially in terms of poly- and multivocal qualities of Watters’ 

                                                 
1 Tim Kendal, ed., The Oxford Handbook of British and Irish War Poetry (Oxford University Press, 2007). The only 
prominent exception comparable to Watters’ work in conception though not in the scale are the “thee poems of the 
Atomic Age” by the English poet Edith Sitwell (1887-1964) in her 1947 collection Shadow of Cain, which draws 
inspiration from the eyewitness accounts of the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima in 1945. Similarly to 
Watters, Sitwell addresses the atomic bombing in religious terms. 
2 Seán Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” Poetry Ireland Review 13 (1985): 73. 
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overtly allusive language and the liberal employment of wide-ranging intertextual references. On 

the thematic level, the poem centres around Watters’ preoccupation with the dropping of the 

atomic bomb on Hiroshima, a momentous event that impelled the poet to questions about faith, 

civilisation, technology, and collective guilt in the context of the Irish neutral stance during the 

Second World War. Reflections on Hiroshima also led him to contemplate the role of the poet 

and poetry in the modern “atomic age”. 

Given the aforementioned qualities of the work, the method chosen for the analysis 

consists of a close reading of the poem in the light of the historical, literary, and biographical 

background. The core of thesis consists of a section-by-section detailed commentary (Chapter 5). 

The commentary is preceded by an account of the author’s life and work (Chapter 2), together 

with some notes on the historical context, especially on the topic of Irish neutrality during the 

Second World War (Chapter 3). Chapter 4 outlines the literary context of the poem, in terms of 

Irish literature in English and Irish, and of European modernism. It mentions some of the most 

important concepts of Watters’ personal philosophy as expressed in the lecture “Religio Poetae”, 

which represents an important reference point for both his long modernist poems. 

The final chapter (Chapter 6) is dedicated to the overall assessment of The Week-End. 

Special attention is paid to the close relationship between The Week-End and its Irish counterpart 

“Aifreann na Marbh”. The outcome of the thesis thus consists mainly in a coherent critical 

assessment of the poem. Moreover, it attempts to reassess Watters’ poetic work both in the 

context of Irish literature and in the tradition of European modernist poetry, and to provide a 

solid basis for future research into his poetry.  
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2. Biographical Context 

 

2.1 Life 

 

Eugene Rutherford Louis Watters, more widely known as Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, under which 

name he chose to publish his works in the Irish language and which he fully adopted later in his 

career,1 was born on 3 April 1919 in the town of Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. His father, Thomas 

Watters, who fought with the Connaught Rangers and was wounded in 1916 at the Somme, 

worked as a shoemaker. His mother, Maud Watters (née Sproule), was a seamstress. He had two 

brothers and two sisters. Thanks to a scholarship, he could study at the Catholic all-boys 

boarding secondary school St. Joseph’s College at Garbally Park near his hometown. He 

continued his education at the Irish-speaking St. Patrick’s Teachers Training College in 

Drumcondra, Dublin in 1939. In the same year, he joined the army and served as an officer, 

training volunteers, during the Emergency period until 1945. He began to work as a primary 

school teacher in Rathfarnham Boys’ National School in 1940. In 1944 transferred to Finglas 

where he taught until January 1961 when he resigned and decided to focus on full-time writing. 

He graduated from St. Patrick’s in 1945. On 10 July in the same year,2 he married Una 

McDonnell (1918-1965), who at that time worked as a librarian and later became a successful 

painter. From 1962 to 1965, he served as an editor of Feasta, an Irish-language monthly published 

under the aegis of the Gaelic League. After his wife’s death in 1965, Watters experienced 

numerous nervous breakdowns, withdrew from the public life and practically ceased any creative 

work. He resumed his literary activity after marrying a fellow poet and Ballinasloe compatriot Rita 

Kelly (1953)3 in 1972. The couple settled in Mageney, Co. Carlow and lived together until 

Watters’ death of heart attack on 24 August 1982 in Caim, Co. Wexford. 

 

2.2 Works 

 

                                                 
1 In 1975, Watters commented on his decision to write solely in Irish under the Irish form of his name: “Rightly or 
wrongly I came to the conclusion that from now on I am an Irish writer writing in Irish, that Irish is a vital force in a 
devitalised society, that my fate is to spend the rest of my creative life as ‘Eoghan Ó Tuairisc’, blindly cultivating my 
own square mile of territory, bringing Irish idiom to bear all aspects of life in town and country throughout Ireland, 
allowing the vibration of our English tradition to pass over as may into the trickle of modern writing in Irish.” 
Quoted in Máirín Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc: beatha agus saothar (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar, 1988) 349. 
2 Watters attended evening classes at University College Dublin and got his BA (1943) and MA (1947). 
3 Rita Kelly was born Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. She has published several collections in Irish and English, including 
Dialann sa Díseart (1981, with Ó Tuairisc) and An Bealach Éadóigh (1984).  
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Watters’ literary career was extensive and multifaceted: his oeuvre spans two languages and 

multiple genres including novels, short stories, poems, literary criticism, philosophical essays, and 

many pieces of occasional journalism. However, the kernel of his writing consists of a 

philosophical essay “Religio Poetae”, in which Watters devised his own philosophy and aesthetic 

theory, the novels L’Attaque and Dé Luain, which provided an original take on the two seminal 

events in Irish history, the 1798 rebellion and the Easter Rising of 1916, and two long modernist 

poems The Week-End of Dermot and Grace and “Aifreann na Marbh”.  

Watters had been publishing poetry, both in English and Irish, in newspapers and journals 

since the late 1930s until his death. In 1960, he published a detective novel Murder in Three Moves 

which is set in Connemara and focuses, as the title suggests, on a chess problem. The year 1964 

was a productive one for Watters, as he published his first Irish poetry collection Lux Aeterna, 

which contained a long poem “Aifreann na Marbh” (Requiem Mass), and also his first book-

length English poem The Week-End of Dermot and Grace. The two poems share similar formal 

approach and thematic preoccupations, as they both reflect the social and moral ramifications of 

the post-war era, specifically the sense of living in the post-Hiroshima world. Although both 

poems were written and published in the early 1960s, their gestation can be traced back to 1945, 

when Watters first read about the bombing while on honeymoon with his first wife.  

The publication of these seminal poems is framed by Watters’ two historical novels, 

L’Attaque (1960) and Dé Luain (1966). Both are set during pivotal moments of Irish history, focus 

on questions of heroism and historical change, and employ a mythological modernist method 

while drawing inspiration from old Irish literature. L’Attaque is a short poetic novel which takes 

place during the deals with the French invasion of Ireland in 1798.  The events are seen through 

the eyes of the Mayo farmer Máirtín Caomhanach who leaves his wife to follow the rising. Dé 

Luain focuses on 1916 rising and on its leaders. It is set during twelve hours culminating in the 

reading of the Proclamation of the Republic by Patrick Pearse. It is also remarkable, as Máirín 

Nic Eoin and Fintan O’Toole point out, that although the novel was published in the year when 

the fiftieth anniversary of the Rising was celebrated, it is remarkably analytical and “avoids either 

glorification or condemnation”.4 

In 1970s, he published two other novels: The Story of a Hedgeschool Master (1975) and An 

Lomnochtán (1977), a partly autobiographical work which attempts to depict the growing 

consciousness of a child. In 1982, he concluded his career with a publication of Dialann sa díseart, 

his second poetry collection in Irish and a joint effort with his second wife Rita.  

                                                 
4 Máirín Nic Eoin and Fintan O’Toole, “Modern Ireland in 100 Artworks: 1966 – Dé Luain, by Eoghan Ó Tuairisc”, 
The Irish Times, 31 October 2015 <http://www.irishtimes.com/culture/modern-ireland-in-100-artworks-1966-
d%C3%A9-luain-by-eoghan-%C3%B3-tuairisc-1.2408755> 27 February 2016. 
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Watters was also a prolific essayist. He developed his own philosophy and aesthetic theory 

in the essay “Religio Poetae” which constitutes an important point of reference for both the long 

poems. He also wrote a number of plays, for example Cúirt an Mhéan Oíche (1962) where he 

contrasts approaches to sexuality in present-day Ireland with the mythological court which was 

immortalised in Brian Merriman’s poem of the same name; La Fhéile Mhichíl (1963), set in the 

time of English Civil War; and Fornocht do Chonac (1979), dealing with contemporary Ireland. 

Moreover, Watters should be remembered as a translator, not only of his own verse but also for 

The Road to Brightcity, a volume in which he selected and translated the short stories his fellow 

Irish-language modernist Máirtín Ó Cadhain . The collection appeared in 1981, shortly before 

Watters’ death. 

. 
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3. Historical Context 

 

In a letter to Richard Kell from 14 May 1965, Watters recalled the moment when he first 

learnt about the fact that atomic bombs were dropped on Japan: “[…] first newspaper for many 

weeks, whole page, the A-bomb, Hiroshima. We were on a train, bright August light through the 

window. I can still see the black headlines, and the shock. As if I had been sleeping for years, 

jerked now awake.”1 This turning moment in history continued to cast its shadow over the rest of 

the twentieth century, just as over Watters’ personal life, his worldview, philosophical thought, 

and his literary works. 

The dropping of the atomic bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima in August 1945 was one of 

the major events in the aftermath of WWII in the Pacific, finally forcing Japan to surrender, but 

at the same time it can be understood as the beginning of the Cold War, with two world super-

powers, USA and the Soviet Union, and their spheres of influence, threatening one another with 

weapons of mass destruction. Watters recalled being “jerked awake” as if after “many years of 

sleep” by learning about what humanity was capable of. What made the events so difficult for 

him to deal with was the fact that the bombs were dropped in the name of Western civilization, 

of which he had considered himself a member. 

Just as the poet was suddenly awakened, so was the whole of Ireland after its “sleep of 

neutrality”. Historian Francis S. L. Lyons used Plato’s famous metaphor to describe the situation:  

“It was as if an entire people had been condemned to live in Plato’s cave, with their backs to the 

fire of life and deriving their only knowledge of what went on outside from the flickering 

shadows thrown on the wall before their eyes by the men and women who passed to and fro 

behind them. When after six years they emerged, dazzled, from the cave into the light of day, it 

was to a new and vastly different world.”2  

Ireland’s neutral stance during the Second World War proved to be a controversial issue 

not only in the international context of the worldwide conflict, but also among the Irish 

themselves. However, the policy was not unfounded upon genuine concerns. The Irish Free State 

was, like many small national states, a product of the aftermath of the First World War. As a 

newly established state with fresh memories of the Great War, Ireland was cautious not to get 

entangled in the clash of world powers. Thus, declaring neutrality was also taken as a sing and 

proof of Irish sovereignty. The mood of the nation that stressed the necessity of survival above 

all was captured in an article from 1937 by Irish academic and politician Michael Tierney: “We 

                                                 
1 Quoted in Máirín Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc: beatha agus saothar (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar, 1988) 93. 

2 F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine (London, Fontana Press, 1973) 557-8. 
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must be implicated, as far as in us lies, in no more wars to end wars or wars for democracy or for 

any of the other high-sounding ideals in which war-propaganda is so fruitful. Our course, above 

all in war-time, must be one of ‘sacred egoism.’”3 Crucially, however, the pragmatic egoism was 

supported by the lack of military power that could deter a possible German invasion, an 

eventuality constituting the real motivation behind the rhetoric of sovereignty.  

An important argument supporting the neutral stance was the history of Anglo-Irish 

relations: Ireland, perceiving its former position in the British Empire as that of an exploited 

colony, was not keen on entering the war as an ally and supporter of its ex-coloniser. Last but not 

least, Ireland’s neutrality was motivated by the effort to avoid another civil conflict as entering 

the war on the Allied side would meet with staunch opposition from the republican circles.  

Although there was no major opposition towards de Valera’s policy of neutrality, both the 

Irish government and the public showed signs of partiality towards the Allies’ cause, despite 

some pro-German sentiment among the hard-line republicans. As the Irish literary and cultural 

historian Terence Brown points out, the British and Irish shared intelligence during the war and 

many Irish citizens volunteered for service in the British army.4 Thus the Irish approach 

amounted to de facto pro-Allies neutrality.  At the same time, however, the efforts to carefully 

maintain the neutral position de jure led to some actions with uneasy implications, such as when 

Éamon de Valera offered his condolences to the German Envoy on the death of Adolf Hitler. 

From the diplomatic point of view, however, this represented correct proceedings. 

Despite the strict adherence to the official neutral stance, the Ireland did not escape several 

direct, though very rare, attacks. One of the most serious incident occurred on 30 May 1941 

when Luftwaffe bombed the area of North Strand in Dublin, leaving thirty four people dead, 

several hundred injured and around three hundred houses destroyed.5 The air-raid was an 

accident caused by the German planes being led astray by British interference into the radio 

signals. Although the scope of the damage and the number of causalities pales in comparison to 

the bombing of Belfast earlier that year or the London Blitz, the attack represented a powerful 

demonstration of the realities of war happening beyond the borders of the Republic of Ireland. 

Significantly, one of the areas damaged by the bombing was Amiens Street, near Amiens Station 

(renamed in 1966 as Connolly Station) where Watters situates the beginning of The Week-End. 

Given the historical context, the train station thus suggests another possible meaning besides its 

symbolic significance as a sign of civilization and modern age and as a beginning of a journey. 

                                                 
3 Michael Tierney quoted in Terence Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cultural History 1922–2002 (London: Harper 
Perennial, 2004) 170. 
4 Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cultural History, 172. 
5 Wills, That Neutral Island, 212. 
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The bombing of Dublin serves as a foreshadowing of the more significant bombing of 

Hiroshima and suggests the rude awakening with which the poem is concerned. 

The post-war decade, during which both Watters’ two long poems were in the process of 

gestation, was inevitably marked by Ireland’s neutral policy during the war. Owing to their 

isolationism, the Irish awakened after six years of silence and sleep into a completely different 

world and the following decade was to be characterised by coming to terms with the 

ramifications of the chosen political stance. Ireland indeed survived the war as a sovereign state. 

Yet, socially, culturally, and economically, the country was about to undergo radical changes. One 

of the most prominent features of this process was the rejection of rural life, resulting in a rapid 

depopulation of the countryside and massive emigration, which immediately after the war gave 

the impression of “an Irish exodus.”6 

The Irish poet Patrick Kavanagh reflected upon the phenomenon in his famous poem 

Great Hunger. Published in 1942, the poem depicts the harsh reality of the Irish rural life in the 

1920s and 1930s through the allusion to the Great Famine of the 1840s, yet the picture of rural 

disintegration and emigration to the cities was true even in the late 1950s. Kavanagh’s poem 

works against the vision of Ireland as an ideal agrarian country promoted by de Valera’s 

government with the idealized picture of frugal and morally sound countryside. In this particular 

aspect, it is interesting to juxtapose Kavanagh’s poem with Watters’ Week-End of Dermot and Grace 

and “Aifreann na Marbh”, both of which have, on the contrary, the city at their centre. Similarly 

to Kavanagh’s subversive depiction of the countryside, Watters works against the simplified 

image of a modern city as a shorthand for civilization and progress and in The Week-End he has 

his protagonists flee from the darker consequences of such modernity. 

According to Tierney, Ireland’s acceptance of the neutral stance during the Second World 

War granted its people “the nightmarish satisfaction of looking on in comparative safety at 

horrors [they] can do nothing to prevent.”7 The majority in Ireland would not object to paying 

such a price, favouring the pragmatic position against the great perils of being swallowed in the 

world war. Not that many would be actually aware of the precise scope and nature of the conflict, 

as the rigorous neutral policy was pursued also in the press, which practiced widespread 

censorship on the issues related to the war. Only after the war, when the embargo was lifted, the 

                                                 
6 Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cultural History, 221. It is necessary to point out that there were other causes of this 
phenomenon apart from Ireland’s neutrality. The Anglo-Irish Trade war in the 1930s was at fault also, as well as the 
general economic changes in Europe which had detrimental impact on the Irish economy.  
7 Tierney quoted in Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cultural History, 173. 
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Irish were made fully aware of the “emotional and cultural lag” they had experienced due to this 

six-year long information cocoon.8  

Despite the censorship, some Irish writers felt the urge to address the problematic issue 

of neutrality. Critical response came, not unsurprisingly, predominantly from Anglo-Irish 

authors,9 many of whom had family and cultural ties with England which were now severed by 

Ireland’s isolationist policy.  In his poem entitled, tellingly enough, “Neutrality” which has since 

become an emblematic expression of such sentiment, the Anglo-Irish poet Louis MacNeice 

turned his eyes towards “the neutral island facing the Atlantic” and bitterly pondered about what 

he considered to be a moral failure.10 Similarly, Elizabeth Bowen’s wartime stories capture the 

mood of uneasy isolation of the Irish from the world outside Ireland’s frontiers. In “Sunday 

Afternoon”, for example, “something less than a wind, a breath of coldness, fretted the edge of 

things,”11 while a party of Anglo-Irish friends gathers outside for a picnic. The growing cold is 

sensed by all, but ignored, similarly to the news of the London Blitz – registered but not 

understood. Sequestered from the rest of the world, the Irish are unable to fully grasp the reality 

of the recent conflict. 

Responses to Ireland’s controversial neutrality were not limited to the Anglo-Irish literary 

tradition, nor was it the exclusive domain of Anglophone authors. Beside Watters and his 

“Aifreann na Marbh”, other Irish-language writers commented on issues connected with the war 

with their own particular take on the matter. In “Blianta an Chogaidh” (The War Years), for 

example, the Irish language poet Máirtín Ó Direáin uses the backdrop of the wartime Dublin to 

offer a bleak view of Ireland’s future, particularly of the Irish language and the traditional culture. 

Working as a civil servant in the post office’s censorship division, dissatisfied Ó Direáin idealized 

his native Aran Islands and Ireland’s West in general as a place of tradition and moral purity, 

opposed to the squalor of modern urban life. The isolation of the individual in the urban 

environment thus chimed with the general isolation of the state. Yet, in “Cuireadh do Muire” 

(Invitation to the Virgin) the same conception lead Ó Direáin, perhaps paradoxically, into 

regarding neutrality of the “oileán mara” (sea-bound island) as a natural state given by geography 

rather than politics.12 The theme of isolation (and the depiction of the West for that matter) was 

treated very differently by another Irish language writer, Mairtín Ó Cadhain, whose opus 

magnum Cré na Cille (The Churchyard Clay) takes place in a village graveyard and features those 

                                                 
8 Clair Wills, That Neutral Island: A Cultural History of Ireland During the Second World War (London: Faber and Faber, 
2007) 418.  
9 Cf. Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cultural History, 173.  
10 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber, 1979) 202. 
11 Elizabeth Bowen, The Collected Stories of Elizabeth Bowen (New York: Anchor Books, 2006) 616. 
12 Peter Mackay, Edna Longley, and Fran Brearton (eds.), Modern Irish and Scottish Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011) 96. 
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buried there as the protagonists. The novel, written in 1949, was perhaps inspired by Ó Cadhain’s 

inter(n)ment in Curragh Camp in County Kildare, where he was imprisoned due to his continued 

support of the Irish Republican Army. Yet, the concept of a community buried under ground, 

whose only contact with the outer world are those recently deceased, offers an apt image for 

Ireland during the Emergency period.     

With the victory of Allied forces in Europe and the subsequent lifting of censorship in 

Ireland, the Irish emerged from the conflict, as Sean O’Faolain put it, “a little dull, bewildered, 

deflated” with “a great leeway to make up, lessons to be learnt, problems to be solved which, in 

those six years of silence we did not even allow ourselves to state.”13 However, before Ireland 

even started to step out of that Plato’s cave, August 1945 brought an event which shocked not 

only the Irish but the whole world.          

In reaction to the atomic bombing of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, Flann O’Brien, writing as 

in his Irish Times column as Myles na gCopaleen, viciously criticised the act, referring to it as 

“abombic tomb” and failing to correct himself declared: “I am a neutron in such matters”.14 As 

Clair Wills notes, O’Brien’s Joycean macabre pun implied O’Brien’s belief that neutrality at least 

allowed the Irish to avoid American propaganda and consequently to see the true meaning of the 

bombing of the Japanese cities – a mass tomb of civilians and a moral abomination, not a 

necessary and justified military action.15 

It is only fitting that the core of Watters’ reaction to the bombing and by implication to 

Ireland’s neutrality as well, artistically expressed in his two long poems, can be derived from a 

similarly grave pun. In the first part of “Aifreann na Marbh”, “Introitus”, the speaker watches the 

sun rise over the “clogtithe na hÁdamhchlainne” – the belfries of the children of Adam – on the 

morning when Hiroshima was bombed.16 The subtle but consequential wordplay on the “children 

of Adam” and “the children of Atom” sums up Watters’ main concerns. Although his vantage 

point is set in Ireland’s capital, his treatment of the subject transcends the island’s borders and 

builds upon more universal connections. While the policy of “sacred egoism” might have seemed 

blasphemous to Watters for its profane pragmatism, unlike MacNiece, for instance, Watters did 

not concern himself predominantly with the morality of Ireland’s neutral stance. The issue of 

collective guilt for the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which was in essence carried out in 

the name of the whole Western civilization, provoked Watters to more far-reaching questions of 

faith and the future of mankind and the individual in the post-war, post-atomic world. These 

questions lie at the very heart of Watters’ long poems.  
                                                 
13 O’Faolain quoted in Wills, That Neutral Island, 418. 
14 Flann O’Brien quoted in Wills, That Neutral Island, 419. 
15 Wills, That Neutral Island, 419-20. 
16 Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, Lux Aeterna (Baile Átha Cliath: Allen Figgis, 1964) 26. 
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4. Literary and Philosophical Contexts 

 

4.1 Literary Context 

 

In the context of the developments in twentieth-century Irish-language poetry, Watters’ 

poetic work gives the impression of a solitary, though spectacular voice which seems to have 

emerged unprecedented from nowhere only to disappear without successors. Coincidentally, the 

1960s, when Watters produced his Irish-langue magnum opus, “Aifreann na Marbh”, has been at 

times described as a period of hiatus in the development of the modern Irish-language poetry 

between its mid-century boom and the emergence of the new generation of poets associated with 

the magazine Innti. This perception has been challenged, most notably by the Irish bilingual poet 

and critic Conleth Ellis, who opposed the overdramatic notion that “the Innti poets faced into a 

silence” of the previous decade by citing his own influences, including Watters’ collection Lux 

Aeterna, which includes “Aifreann na Marbh”, and his editorship of the literary magazine Feasta.1 

Yet, the notion of a lull in the development is understandable, given the revolutionary impulse 

created by the emergence of the “big three” of the Irish-language poetry in the 1940s and 1950s: 

Máirtín Ó Direáin, Máire Mhac an tSaoi and Sean Ó Ríordáin. Although each of the poets wrote 

in an individual vein, together their works represented a new beginning and an emergence of a 

decidedly modern voice in the Irish-language poetry.  

Ó Direáin’s innovation resides mostly in his ability to express the sense of alienation and 

spiritual dislocation – caused by his move from the traditional Irish-speaking community on the 

Aran Islands to the English-speaking Galway and Dublin – in the vernacular of his childhood, 

thus introducing a Modernist sensibility to poetry in Irish. Máire Mhac an tSaoi draws equally on 

the spoken dialect as on the older models of Irish literary tradition, including traditional metres. 

Despite the conservative use of language and form, however, her poetry proved thematically 

radical as it introduced the notions of female sexuality and women’s experience into the Irish-

language poetry. Ó Ríordáin, coming from a bilingual background, is perhaps the boldest 

member of the illustrious group in terms of linguistic experimentation, his poetry being inspired 

by European modernism and characterised by an unresolved tension between the two languages 

and idiosyncratic imagination often verging on the surreal. 

Furthermore, Ó Ríordáin had a considerable influence on the generation of the Innti poets 

who emerged in the early 1970s at the University College Cork where he acted as an occasional 

lecturer and a writer in residence. The work of the poets, including the founding editor of the 

                                                 
1 Conleth Ellis, “The Creature from the Black Lacuna”, Poetry Ireland Review 17 (Autumn 1986): 13. 
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magazine Michael Davitt, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, Gabriel Rosenstock, Liam Ó Muirthile and 

others can, be regarded as a reaction to the social and political changes in Ireland of the 1960s in 

a similar way as the poetry of Ó Direáin, Mhac an tSaoi and Ó Ríordáin responded to the 

changing face of the post-war Ireland. The Innti generation is, as the Irish poet and critic Louis 

De Paor points out, an “agglomeration” rather than a literary movement given its manifest 

eclecticism,2 where the influences range from the renewed interest in traditional Irish music and 

indigenous culture to the thematic and stylistic innovations of the American Beat poets and in 

some of the contributors to the interest in Easter mysticism.    

However, Watters’ intention was to implement the techniques of high modernism akin to 

the works of T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound or James Joyce into the Irish-language literary tradition, and 

in this respect his writing stands alone. His modernist opus “Aifreann na Marbh”, which has 

been described by De Paor as “the single most ambitious long poem in modern Irish”,3 emerged 

in something of a vacuum. 

The situation is quite different in case of The Week-End of Dermot and Grace, the English-

language counterpart to “Aifreann na Marbh”. Here, the Anglophone tradition of high 

modernism provides a natural background to the composition, with the poetry of T.S Eliot being 

the most obvious predecessor of Watters’ long poem. Yet, when one considers it solely in the 

context of Irish poetry written in English, The Week-End still appears as a highly exceptional 

work.  

Up to now, Irish Anglophone poets have been struggling with the legacy of W.B. Yeats, 

trying to free themselves from his influence, and his legacy was even more pressing in the 

decades right after the great man’s demise. As Dillon Johnston and Guinn Batten point out, 

“censorship, enacted in 1929, banned the work of many Irish writers at home and interdicted 

much important writing from elsewhere. While economic and social conditions, combined with 

the Emergency, as the Irish called World War II, pressed down on these writers, Yeats’s 

prescribed heroic topics and grand style corseted their verse.”4 Some of the immediate successors 

who could not escape the Irish subject, such as Louis MacNeice, Austin Clarke and Patrick 

Kavannagh, had to find their own way to manoeuvre around Yeats’s legacy; others, like Denis 

Devlin, Samuel Beckett, Thomas MacGreevy, Brian Coffey and George Reavey, turned away 

from Ireland and Irish topics to embrace European modernism and Joyce rather than Yeats.  

                                                 
2 Louis De Paor, “Contemporary poetry in Irish: 1940–2000”, The Cambridge History of  Irish Literature, Vol. 2, eds. 
Margaret Kelleher and Phillip O’Leary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) 337. 
3 De Paor, “Contemporary poetry in Irish”, 334. 
4 Dillon Johnston and Guinn Batten, “Contemporary poetry in Irish: 1940–2000,” The Cambridge History of Irish 
Literature, Vol. 2, eds. Margaret Kelleher and Phillip O’Leary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006) 359. 
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Yeats’s influence is certainly perceptible in The Week-End. The famous line from “Easter 

1916” about “the terrible beauty” being born is quoted multiple times, and the connection 

between sexual violence and historical changes, thematised in Yeats’s famous apocalyptical 

sonnet “Leda and the Swan”, becomes the source of one of the principal images of Watters’ long 

poem. Yet, the prevalent tone of whole is closer to Joyce’s irony and wordplay than Yeats’s lofty 

rhetoric. The Week-End is also formally more related to Joyce’s experiment. Furthermore, as 

Radvan Markus points out in relation to the novel L’Attaque, Watters “shares with Joyce an 

essentially ironic and ambiguous use of myth which casts doubt on the original mythical values of 

personal valour and heroism.”5 The argument is perfectly applicable to The Week-End where the 

use of myth is used to undermine the idea of heroism in the context of the technically advanced 

modern warfare. 

The experimental nature of Watters’ long poem is also one of the topics discussed in John 

Goodby’s chapter in The Oxford Handbook of Modern Irish Poetry, which explores what the author 

calls “alternative poetry”, that is the broadly experimental, “modernist-driven” strain in modern 

Irish poetry which stands in contrast to the more conservative and more visible main stream.6 

Goodby argues that reluctance to avant-garde and experiment is well established in the largely 

empirical tradition of Anglophone cultures. However, while American and British critics have at 

least acknowledged the importance of the modernist legacy, the Irish experimental poets are 

largely unknown. This is certainly true of Watters and Goodby asserts that it is due to the 

prevalent focus on national and cultural discourse which does not favour experiment.7 The 

tendency can be aptly illustrated by a pun from W. R. Rodgers’s review of the Oxford Book of Irish 

Verse written in  1958, in which the author noted that the “Irish have never been bitten by the 

T.S.E. fly: they are not given to exploring the waste land of the spirit or the private condition of 

man.”8 Needless to say, that Watters’ Week-End has been infected to a large degree by that 

particular modernist insect. 

The genre and form of The Week-End alone point towards one of the most prominent 

exponents of high modernism, but the legacy of Eliot’s modernist aesthetic is evident throughout 

Watters’ long poem. In a letter from 6 December 1969, Watters alluded slightly cryptically to 

Eliot as one of his sources in a letter to the American scholar Kathy Engel who asked him about 

the influences in The Week-End: “Re background reading, I don’t know – any reading in the 

                                                 
5 Radvan Markus, Echoes of the Rebellion: The Year 1798 in Twentieth Century Irish Fiction and Drama (Bern: Peter Lang, 
2015) 128. 
6 John Goodby, “‘Repeat the Changes, Change the Repeats’: Alternative Irish Poetry,” The Oxford Handbook of Modern 
Irish Poetry, eds. Fran Brearton and Alan Gillis (Oxford University Press, 2012) 607-8. 
7 Goodby, “Alternative Irish Poetry,” 607. 
8 W. R. Rogers quoted in Goodby, “Alternative Irish Poetry,” 607. 
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English poets and dramatists will tune your ear for the W-E – especially, I think, Keats, the early 

Milton, Shakespeare, Chaucer … with the merest and most enlightening touch of the 

metaphysical school and its modern successor.”9 Here, Watters refers to Eliot in connection with 

his essay “The Metaphysical Poets” which contains a reappraisal of the seventeenth-century 

English poets, including John Donne, George Herbert, Andrew Marvell and others. In the essay, 

Eliot praised the poets’ capacity to unite thought and feeling, an ability which he suggested had 

disappeared from the English poetry since the late seventeenth century. However, according to 

Eliot, this unification of sensibility is not limited to the Metaphysical school and “a degree of 

heterogeneity of material compelled into unity by the operation of the poet’s mind is omnipresent 

in poetry”.10 Therefore, overcoming this “dissociation of sensibility” became one of the principal 

features of his own poetry and the effort to achieve unity through the workings of the poet’s 

mind in the context of the chaotic and fragmentary experience of the modern world is equally 

essential in The Waste Land as in Watters’ Week-End.   

There is an apparent similarity between The Waste Land and The Week-End (and by analogy 

“Aifreann na Marbh”) as both Eliot and Watters conceived their respective work as a poetic 

response to the complexities of the twentieth-century world. Eliot’s reaction to the aftermath of 

the First World War and his disillusionment of the post-war generation in The Waste Land chimes 

well with Watters’ similar treatment of the aftermath of the Second World War, the post-

Hiroshima world and the birth of a nuclear age in The Week-End. Similar employment of the 

modernist techniques of fragmentation of time and space, non-linear structure and frequent use 

of arcane allusions and references in both poems echo Eliot’s claim that “it appears likely that 

poets in our civilization, as it exists at present, must be difficult. Our civilization comprehends 

great variety and complexity, and this variety and complexity, playing upon a refined sensibility, 

must produce various and complex results.”11 

 

4.2 Philosophical Context 

 

An important underpinning of Watters’ oeuvre is his philosophical thought, defined in his 

Irish-language lecture called “Religio Poetae” (The Religion of Poetry) which he delivered at the 

Shelbourne Hotel in Dublin on 23 November 1962. In it, Watters described his artistic method 

which is based on the conception of the poet’s role as a religious one. The core of this 

                                                 
9 Watters quoted in Máirín Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc: beatha agus saothar (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar, 1988) 
412. 
10 T. S. Eliot, “The Metaphysical Poets,” Selected Essays (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1950) 243. 
11 Eliot, “The Metaphysical Poets,” 248. 
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conception lies in the etymology of the word religio, which means “to tie together”, or simply a 

bond, a connection: 

 

In Latin, this term [religio] derives from religare, which means to 
connect or to create a union between two things. That, however, 
is not all, for in the word religio the stress falls on the prefix re and 
religio therefore implies creating a strong, tight, unbreakable bond. 
[…] What are the two things joined together by this religio? Two 
worlds. This world and the other. Religio connects two kinds of 
reality: that is, god and man.12 

 

According to Watters, the poet’s role is to connect these two principles and the raison d’être 

of poetry is to facilitate this connection. Besides the two different worlds, the divine and the 

human, Watters proposes that the poet’s role consists of bringing into a union other dualities 

including body and soul, the concrete and the abstract, this world and the other, and ultimately 

the two aspects of the universe: matter and form. As Radvan Markus argues, Watters’ philosophy 

might seem like the essential Platonism, however, the difference is that Watters “does not give 

ontological precedence to any to either of the pair, but sees them as mutually dependent”.13 

Furthermore, Watters applies this dualistic conception onto modern physics, quoting Einstein’s 

famous formula E=mc2 as an example a fundamental law of the universe being built upon such 

relationship of equivalence, in this case, energy and mass. For Watters, the rejection of the 

Newtonian model of a fixed and determined universe reveals the essentially mysterious quality of 

the world, which in his conception can be fully grasped only through the “religious” attitude of a 

poet. In other words, the understanding of the matter of this world is facilitated by the form – 

the word. In the context of this process, Watters uses the term “tóraíocht”, which means 

“pursuit”: “though his art, without any guidance but that of his craft, the Poeta arrives at the 

fundamental meaning of the world” and “the poet does not recognize any other aim, but to hunt 

for the truth, wherever it is, by means of words”.14 Last but not least, the relation between matter 

and form, or between the word and the flesh, has obvious connotations with the Christian liturgy 

and the notion of poetry as a Mass and the poet as a priest dedicating himself to the ministry of 

word lies at the heart of The Week-End. 

                                                 
12 “Tá an téarma seo bunaithe sa Laidin, religare, is é sin, nasc, nó ceangal a dhéanamh idir dhá rud.  Ach tá níos mó 
ná sinn ann, mar san fhocal religio is é re an réimir treise, dá bhrí sin is ionann religio agus ceangal láidir a dhéanamh, 
dlúthcheangal, ceangal doscaoilte. […] Cad iad an dá rud a cheangalaítear ina chéile leis an religio seo? An dá shaol. An 
shaol thall agus an shaol abhus. Cangalaíonn an religio le chéile an dá ghné den réalachas: is é sin le rá, an dia agus an 
duine”. Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, “Religio Poetae”, ‘Religio Poetae’ agus Aistí eile, ed. Máirín Nic Eoin (Baile Átha Cliath: An 
Clóchomar, 1987) 11. 
13 Markus, Echoes of the Rebellion, 127. 
14 “Trí mheán a ealaíne, gan treoir ar bith ach treoir a cheardaíochta féin, tagann an Poeta an bhunbhrí na cruinne […] 
Ní aithníonn an Poeta aidhm ar bith eile ach an fhírinne, cibé áit a bhfuil sí, a shealgadh trí mheán na bhfocal.” Ó 
Tuairisc, “Religio Poetae”, 15-16. Translation by Radvan Markus, see Markus, Echoes of the Rebellion, 131. 
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5. The Week-End of Dermot and Grace: Commentaries 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

The following part of the thesis seeks to provide extended commentaries on the whole 

poem, especially by tracing its multiple allusions and references. By explaining what Watters 

refers to, what connotations the allusion may provoke, and its meaning in the respective part of 

the text and in the poem as a whole, the commentaries serve as a basis for an overall 

interpretation of The Week-End of Dermot and Grace. Needless to say, no commentary can claim a 

definitive status, especially in case of such an intricate and allusive work as Watters’ long poem, 

and the following notes are designed as a basis for further research. 

The Week-End is a quintessential work of high modernism, indebted greatly to T.S. Eliot’s 

poetry and, to a lesser extent, to James Joyce’s prose: it abounds with allusions and quotations 

and moves freely across the boundaries of time and space, propelled by a free association 

triggered by sounds, images, and memories in the mind of the semi-autobiographical protagonist. 

The modernist mythological method, practiced by both Eliot and Joyce, lies at the core of 

Watters’ long poem. Similarly to the way Joyce navigates his characters in Ulysses according to the 

blueprint provided by Homer’s Odyssey, Watters’ Week-End uses the medieval Irish tale Tóraigheacht 

Dhiarmada agus Ghráinne (The Pursuit of Dermot and Grace) as a structural framework for his 

portrayal of the post-war Ireland. The original tale, which concerns Diarmuid and Gráinne, two 

lovers fleeing from the wrath of Gráinne’s husband, the legendary warrior Fionn Mac Cumhaill, 

serves Watters as a model for quite a different flight: the protagonists, Dermot and Grace, are 

leaving Dublin for the west of Ireland in the wake of the atomic bombing of Hiroshima in order 

to escape the civilization complicit in a mass murder. The bombing of Hiroshima is consistently 

linked with Giacomo Puccini’s opera Madama Butterfly. The story of Cio-Cio-san, a young 

Japanese girl betrayed by her lover, the American soldier Pinkerton, serves as a coded reference 

to the bombing of Japanese cities by American air force. The main theme of death, destruction 

and collective guilt is counterpointed by the motif of rebirth, resurrection and redemption 

embodied in the story of Christ’s Passion. These two narrative lines are interwoven and unfold 

according to the same pattern given by the division of The Week-End into three parts – Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday. These parts correspond both to the days of Dermot and Grace’s flight and 

to the story of Christ’s death and resurrection.  
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In a letter written to Mae Crowe in 1969, Watters discussed a possible radio version of the 

poem, done “Milkwood style” with individual voices being extracted from the text. For this 

purpose, he outlined the main characters and the structure of the poem: 

 

[…] There are 2 main voices, or personae, in the texture of 
the work: the Poet, and the Dark Girl (Grainne, Áine, Fáinne – 
symbolised in Celtic days by the Moon). They attempt to escape 
from the primal creative force, the Architect, Mr. Finn (Fionn, the 
Bright, symbolised by the Sun). The pursuing chorus includes 
Kelly (Dermot’s dead friend); Albert and Thomas (brothers of 
Dermot); Florrie (Albert’s wife); Grace’s Father and Mother. 

The old man encountered on the train may be taken as the 
ageing and wounded Finn. 

There is a further voice, a Japanese killed at Hiroshima, 
which is hard to place. 

Through the great fugues of the Sunday movement, these 
voices are woven together into the text, and are identified each by 
his or her dominating image: e.g. all images and overtones from 
Dickens (David Copperfield, Dombey, etc.) belong to Grace’s Mother, 
who in the first part is introduced as “fond of dickens” […]1  

 

The structure of The Week-End is based on the three-part structure of a fugue, with the initial 

exposition, the development and the final section returning to the main theme. The name of the 

musical form also scans well with the poems’ title and one of its themes. The term “fugue” 

comes from the Latin word fuga, which relates both to fugere (to flee) and fugare (to chase), and 

thus harks back to the original medieval Irish tale. Watters employs recurring phrases and 

sentences, often quotations, to simulate the effect of a musical motif. Similarly to Richard 

Wagner’s use of leitmotifs, Watters’ recurring phrases may serve as signposts to alert audience to 

the appearance of a particular character, emotion or situation, but can also acquire different, 

sometimes opposite, meaning in a specific context. With regard to the increasingly convoluted 

and digressive nature of the poem, the recurrent phrase also functions as a point of reference, 

taking the reader back to the initial situation. 

 

5.2 Dedication and the Epigraph 

 

The poem is dedicated “To my Father”. In a letter from 1964 to Mr. Bithrey, Watters 

explained: “It is dedicated to my Father, under which term I include, not only my real father, but 

also other teachers I have had. Of these, in poetry, you have a special place.”2 Mr. Bithrey taught 

Watters at Garbally College, and thanks to his influence, Watters always retained a deep interest 

                                                 
1 Quoted in Máirín Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc: beatha agus saothar (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar, 1988) 247. 
2 Quoted in Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 47. 
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and great affection for Classical literature.3 It is therefore no coincidence that the motto of the 

whole poem should come from a Classical source. 

The quotation, incidentally the only one in the poem expressly acknowledged by Watters, 

comes from Euripides’ Alcestis. The play concerns the fate of the eponymous heroine, whose 

voluntary sacrifice saves her husband, king Admetus, from death in return for the promise that 

he would never marry again, abstain from merriment and lead a solemn life in her honour. 

Admetus’ vow is challenged when his old friend Heracles, unaware of Alcestis’ death, demands 

hospitality, which Admetus cannot deny him. Heracles is reprimanded by one of the servants for 

his boisterous behaviour and finally learns about the whole situation. Embarrassed, he decides to 

challenge Death over Aclestis’ soul, and wins her back. Heracles then brings Aclestis to Admetus. 

Aclestis remains mute for three days, but afterwards she is fully restored to life.  

The two primary motifs – sacrifice and resurrection – are essential to the interpretation of 

The Week-End, and it is no coincidence that it should scan well with the Christian narrative. The 

story of Aclestis’ sacrifice bears striking resemblance to Christ’s death on the cross and the three-

day period of silence before her complete return into the world of the living corresponds with the 

three days preceding Christ’s resurrection. The reference to this particular play embodies the 

synthesis of the two sources constituting Watters’ worldview: the Classical, Greco-Roman 

foundation of the Western civilization, and the Christian faith. The Week-End thematises the crisis 

of those pillars after the Second World War – a crisis materialised in the bombing of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki. For Watters, the problem lay in the conflict between the act itself, which to him 

was morally reprehensible, and the motivation, which consisted, at least in theory, in saving the 

Western civilization. The relativisation of the Classical heritage and Christian faith form the very 

core of the poem. 

The quotation from Euripides itself represents a curious choice on Watters’ part. It is a line 

spoken neither by Alcestis nor Admetus, but by Death himself. It occurs at the beginning of the 

play: Death, coming for Admetus, passes Apollo, who has just come from the palace. In an 

English translation, the line reads: “Ho! What are you doing at the palace? Why do you loiter 

about here, Phoebus?”4 In the already mentioned letter to his former teacher, Watters sheds some 

light on the choice:   

 

One day, it was in the dark time before Easter, you picked 
up Aclestis, and read the staccato lines of Thanatos when he 

                                                 
3 ERW’s letter from 1964 to Mr. Bithrey, the Inspector at Garbally College (ca. 1930s), thanking him for introducing 
him to English poetry and Classical literature. Quoted in Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 47. 
4 Euripides, Cyclops, Alcestis, Medea, trans. David Kovacs (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994) 163. The 
line in the original Greek: “ΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ. ἆ ἆ· τί σὺ ̟ρὸς µελάθροις; τί σὺ τῇδε ̟ολεῖς, Φοῖβ᾿ ”      
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finds the Sun-god before him at the gates of the palace. I 
had the first shock of what drama was, and what the 
persona. You will find it as my epigraph – mismanaged by 
the printer.5 

 

One way to approach the line is to read it as a tuning fork for the rest of the poem. In relation to 

the musical structure and texture of the poem, Watters mentions that the epigraph has “the 

machinegun quality of Death’s opening crack”.6  In the context of the play, the tone of the 

speech strikes the reader as comic rather than tragic and the subsequent stichomythia abounds 

with ironic undertones. Alcestis has been variously termed as a “tragicomedy” or a “problem play” 

precisely for its use of different registers.7 Similarly, although Watters’ poem deals with a serious, 

even tragic, subject matter, its polyphonic nature opens the way for comical, ironic passages. Such 

technique is not unusual though, and one does not have to go far for examples, Joyce’s Ulysses 

being the obvious predecessor, together with the more heavy-handed approach in Eliot’s poetry. 

The tragicomic nature, however, might as well reflect a more profound concern characterised by 

the absence of the pure form in the twentieth century: the tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

renders no catharsis and the possibility of comedy in the Dantean sense is seriously undermined 

in the context of the post-war world.  

 

5.3 Part One: Friday 

 

The first part of The Week-End begins in “Amiens street”, near Amiens Station in Dublin. 

The train station, renamed in 1966 to Connolly station, contains another possible meaning 

besides its symbolic significance as a sign of civilization, modern age and as a beginning of a 

journey. It was damaged during the Second World War in one of the few German air raids on the 

city8 and thus serves as a foreshadowing of the more significant bombing with which the poem is 

concerned. The speaker 

 

[…] tipped the porter a shilling 
And walked the length of the platform twinned 
In the reflective windows of the carriages, 
The I and the I shall be.9 

                                                 
5 Quoted in Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 48. 
6 Quoted in Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 412. 
7 See, for example, Richard Garner, From Homer to Tragedy: The Art of Allusion in Greek Poetry (London: Routledge, 
2009) 64-5. 
8 The bombing of the North Strand on 30 May 1941. See the Chapter 3. Historical Context. 
9 Eugene R. Watters, The Week-End of Dermot and Grace (Dublin: Allen Figgis, 1964) 1. All future page references will 
be to this edition and will be included in parentheses in the text. 
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The notion of mirroring or doubling is an essential indicator of the speaker’s ambiguous nature. 

This harks back to the Passion narrative line, according to which Dermot is identified with 

Christ. The last line indeed echoes God’s name: “I am what I am”.10 More importantly still, 

Watters works with the notion of change and development. There is an ample amount of 

contrasting differences between Dermot’s present “I” and the potential future self: the walking 

“I” is reflected in the windows of the stationary train, which, however, shall move and thus bring 

a change to the “I”.  This image of moving and becoming is then reflected in the movements and 

cycles described in the next five lines: 

 

I was the sunrise and its shadow the evening,  
I was the spring field and the stooked corn,  
The alphabet and the Iliad,  
First kiss on a bench at startime,  
The last gag when candles are lit to sweeten the air. (1) 

 

In a masterfully succinct manner, Watters produces a beautiful evocation of eternity and 

omnipresence, taking the reader through four different vantage points in mere five lines. It is true 

that Watters’ “cosmic phase” has a very geocentric slant, i.e. the first and the last moments of a 

single day on earth. In the “natural” or “seasonal phase”, Watters significantly accentuates spring 

and late summer – seasons connected with the two events central to the poem: the Easter week 

(perhaps also hinting at the Easter Rising in 1916) and the bombing of Hiroshima in August 

1945. A “cultural phase” recounts the beginning of literacy and literature with Iliad represented as 

the foundation epic of the Western culture. Significantly, that there is no end point to the cultural 

phase, which suggests the cyclical nature of the other phases. The final “personal” or “individual 

phase” starts with the self-explanatory “first kiss”, which can be seen as a less crude version of 

the proverbial “the glint in the father’s eye” and ends with the similarly obvious “last gag” beside 

the deathbed candles. 

 The speaker’s affinity with Christ is further emphasised as he walks past the train: “The 

engine wagged its grey beard and said, / Vah! Himself he cannot save.” The second line clearly 

alludes to the Passion as recounted in Matthew 27:42: “He saved others; himself he cannot save. 

If he be the King of Israel, let him now come down from the cross, and we will believe him.” 

The biblical overtones and the motif of belief continue in the following lines:  

 

                                                 
10 Exodus 3:14. Unless otherwise noted, the biblical references are quoted according to the King James Version.   
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But the righteous were confident,  
Each with his thirdclass ticket duly clipped  
By the collector in the company’s uniform  
Might let his footfalls ring disdainfully  
On stone flags under a blackglass vault  
And carry his trim attache-case  
Stamped with his initials quaintly  
As a smug virtue in an old woodcut. (1) 

 

The mocking of the crucified Christ is contrasted with the lukewarm confidence in his 

resurrection in the first two lines of the passage. As the speaker walks beneath the glass roof 

blackened by the smoke, he sets himself apart from the rest of the passengers: 

 

The glass roof blotched like a print on crude paper  
Shaded us all walking,  
The righteous and I: 
I the imagemaker,  
I the masks that look out of the imagemaker’s line. (2) 

 

Here, Waters presents what might be one of the central concepts of the whole poem. The 

protagonist identifies himself as the “imagemaker”. From the Christian perspective, the speaker, 

now clearly identified with Christ, has divine attributes and as such he is the creator of the 

universe, nature and man who was made “in his own image”11. This perspective aligns with 

Watters’ beliefs, expressed in “Religio Poetae”, which cast the poet in the role of a priest. In a 

similar vein, the term also echoes the definition of a poet as a “maker of images” in the vein, for 

example, of Philip Sidney’s Apology for Poetry.  

While the first stanza introduced the main character – the poet/Dermot/Christ –, the 

following lines present the two remaining main characters: the dark girl and the old man: 

 

She beckoned and smiled when eyes met,  
The dark girl welcoming me; 
The tired air of the thirdclass compartment  
Smelled of Aphrodite 
The man with frayed collarband and friendly eyes  
Spat delicately; 
The linked train took us into the afternoon  
As from under the yews of a churchyard calvary. (2) 

 

                                                 
11 Genesis 1:27. 
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The multifaceted nature of Dermot’s female companion is evident from Watters’ description of 

the dramatis personae of the poem quoted above.12 The “dark girl” has both human and divine 

connotations: she is both Gráinne, the mythological figure from Tóraigheacht Dhiarmada agus 

Ghráinne (The Pursuit of Dermot and Grace), and Grace, her present-day version, whose name 

also connotes the divine “Grace” of Christian theology. The epithet “dark” also suggests a 

connection with the figure of Róisín Dubh (Little Dark Rose), the eponymous protagonist of the 

famous Irish political song and an embodiment of Ireland. The Irish national context is of 

particular interest here, as the similar figure of spéirbhean (“sky woman”), which appears frequently 

in Irish eighteen-century political poetry, contains both the incentive to self-sacrifice and a certain 

erotic dimension. This aspect is accentuated by the reference to Aphrodite, which serves as a 

sophisticated indication of a very mundane, perhaps comic situation. Dermot and Grace travel 

together in a compartment with a prospect of a weekend together. Their erotic desire is however 

checked by a third occupant. As Watters’ pointed out, “old man encountered on the train may be 

taken as the ageing and wounded Finn.”13 However, similarly to the previous characters, the old 

man has a wider connotative potential. The archetypal “old king” might be linked with similar 

vegetative myths, employed most notably in Eliot’s Waste Land in the character of the Fisher 

King. The “frayed collarband” may also suggest a clerical collar and therefore hint at celibacy, or, 

in more general terms, impotence. In any case, the situation presented by Waters clearly builds 

upon the contrast between the young lovers and the ageing fellow-passenger. As the train leaves 

the station, the reader is once again reminded, by the images of the churchyard yews and Calvary, 

of the central themes of death and sacrifice.  

 The following lines deal further with the confrontation between the young lovers and the 

old man. The speaker / Dermot addresses their fellow passenger:   

 

Let us alone, man of the friendly eyes  
And big brass honest collarstud;  
We have stolen no fire from heaven, none from hell,  
We were not with Agamemnon outside Troy  
Nor above the Japanese town whose name  
Is a phrase of the mating thrush’s eastersong.  
Why trouble us? We have no ambition  
To nail any man to a timber cross  
For claiming he was Gandhi born again,  
Born greater. What have we to do with you? (2) 

 

                                                 
12 See the Section 5.1 Introduction above. 
13 Quoted in Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 247. 
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The section introduces a couple of significant formal features, which were touched upon in the 

introduction. First, the initial call, “Let us alone”, represents the first instance of a recurring 

phrase which serves as a chorus in the overall musical structure of the poem. One can also detect 

Wagnerian influence, though with pronounced ironical overtones, in the Liebestod moment, 14  in 

which Watters binds together “the mating thrush’s eastersong” with the death and destruction of 

“the Japanese town” – Hiroshima.  The second formal feature is Watters’ use of classical epithets. 

In this case, the old man / Finn is introduced as a “man of the friendly eyes” in a fashion similar 

to Homer’s introduction of Achilles as “swift footed”, Athena as “bright eyed” or  “grey eyed” 

and Hector “of the glinting helmet”. Apart from the Classical reference, the epithets in The Week-

End have a function similar to the recurring phrases – as visual signposts and structural points of 

reference. 

 Watters employs references to Classical literature also in the following lines, which 

introduce one of the main themes of the poem – the notion of progress and civilization, 

contrasted with the collective guilt for the atrocities committed in the name of those ideals. 

Watters illustrates the speaker’s / Dermot’s assertion about not being involved in the crimes once 

again by drawing parallels between Classical Greece and today’s world: Prometheus stole the fire 

from gods and gave it to the people in the name of progress, yet some, like the warmongering 

Agamemnon, used it to burn down Troy; similarly the bombing of Hiroshima was preceded by 

harvesting nuclear energy, that is, stealing “the fire from hell”. The phrase “Why trouble us” then 

appears as a chorus indicating denial of all responsibility. This concept, on the other hand, is tied 

closely with the notion of great burden and sacrifice, symbolised here by the references to Christ 

and Mahatma Ghandi. 

 As the poem progresses, numerous narrative digressions, repetitions and thematic 

excursions appear more frequently, while the transitions between them appear less and less clear. 

At this point, however, Watters presents a short, clear-cut biographical digression:       

 

Son of a shoemaker  
Born in a small town  
Through no fault of my own -  
How have I wronged you, my good man?  
Secondary-school educated,  
Greek, Latin, mathematics,  
Football, old Celtic romances,  
Credo, and the whisper under the skirts of trees.  
Let us alone. The bright day is free. (2) 

                                                 
14 A literary term which derives from German words “Liebe” (love) and “Tod” (death) and refers to the theme of the 
love between two lovers being consummated in or after their death. The term is derived from the title of the final 
aria in Richard Wagner’s 1859 opera Tristan und Isolde.  
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One should probably say an autobiographical digression, as many of the facts from Dermot’s life 

scan well with the poet’s own life experience. Watters’ fondness of Classical languages as well as 

the Old Irish literature has already been mentioned. Needless to say, these elements, together 

with Christian theology (“Credo”, i.e. the statement of belief, also incorporated to the Mass), 

constitute a basis of The Week-End. 

The sequence is punctuated by the chorus “Let us alone”, which is now connected with another 

recurring phrase. “The bright day is free” echoes Watters’ “Aifreann na Marbh”, the sister poem 

to The Week-End, in which the phrase is rendered as “lá gréine na blasféime” (“the sunny 

blasphemous day” or “the day of sun’s blasphemy”) and appears several times in two parts 

(“Graduale” and “Dies Irae”) of the Irish-language poem. The phrase suggests the blasphemy of 

the sunny day in Dublin in the view of the bombing of Hiroshima, which occurred that very 

morning. The brightness also alludes to the famous description of the nuclear explosion as 

“brighter than a thousand suns”, a phrase which, according to the Austrian journalist Robert 

Jungk, is based on a verse from Bhagavad Gita that Robert Oppenheimer recalled when he saw 

the explosion at the Trinity nuclear test in 1945.15    

In the following lines, the autobiographical elements give way to fictional biography as 

Watters conflates his own life with Dermot’s experiences. 

 

Three years at the university  
(Albert and Thomas were there before me)  
Studying how to make both ends meet  
In concrete strains and iron stresses,  
Out of Gothic stone and Greek catharsis  
To design homes for the middleclasses;  
How to know what a girl means when  
Taking your arm in a hall she  
Speaks archly of Chaucer;  
How to talk without thinking,  
Get along without living,  
Sing drunk without thought of  
Mother’s moving knit-needles, moving lips.  
Ai ai I have worked in an architect’s office  
Hating the bald spot on the back of his head like hell.  
What can it matter? I have lain in the gutter  
Once, but that was the wedding-night of my friend,  
Kelly, he was killed after in Germany.  
I do not know why you should trouble your dead about me. (3) 

 

                                                 
15 Robert Jungk, Brighter Than a Thousand Suns: A Personal History of the Atomic Scientists, trans. James Cleugh (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1958) 201. 
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Unlike Watters, Dermot studies to be an architect (or possibly an engineer) at the 

university. The description of his studies features a wordplay which ties the biographical details 

with the overall theme of the poem. Dermot learns how to “make ends meet” financially as a 

student as well as literally by connecting two points as an architect, while in the meantime 

struggling with both the technical and psychological strain and stress. The two ends meeting also 

suggest the notion of cyclical structure and connection across distances, both spatial and 

temporal. Thus Dermot builds upon the previous architectural styles in order to “design homes 

for middle-classes”. While “Gothic stone” evokes sacral architecture and Christianity, “Greek 

catharsis” once again brings to the foreground the Classical heritage. Dermot’s work thus echoes 

one of the main themes of the poem: the crisis of the two pillars of Western civilization. 

The line in parentheses represents a curious example of Watters’ multi-layered style. It 

primarily alludes to Dermot’s older brothers who went to the university before him, which partly 

scans with Watters’ own family situation – Watters had an older brother Tom. However, the 

choice of names also allows a possible reference to the medieval Christian philosopher Thomas 

Aquinas and his teacher Albert Magnus, thus introducing the notion theological and 

philosophical scrutiny as another vital part of The Week-End.16 

Watters further describes Dermot’s background in a series of broad strokes, whilst 

introducing several recurring motifs and characters. He evokes the dull emotionless modern way 

of life (engages in a “talk without thinking” and tries to “get along without living”) in 

juxtaposition with the girl’s roguish allusion to Chaucer, which in the poem serves as a shortcut 

for conflation of literature and sex. The swift transition to the images of Dermot’s mother 

knitting, his employer, and his friend, Kelly, who was killed during the Second World War, 

illustrates Watters’ use of modernist stream-of-consciousness technique, which allows him to 

structure the poem thematically rather than according to a chronological narrative. The 

biographical section is then concluded by another chorus, which echoes the themes of death and 

guilt: “I do not know why you should trouble your dead about me”. 

All of a sudden, a droning noise takes the reader back to the train compartment: 

 

Thrum of the contrived wheel turning.  
Let us alone. The bright day is free.  
We talked thinly of the meeting at Strasburg,  
The paper at one page was full of it,  
Epical headline and flash photograph  
Of men’s fine fingers that are never easy.  
Let us alone. The bright day is free.  

                                                 
16 A similar point was made by Colbert Kearney in his “Ar Thóir na Tóraíochta: The Week-End of Dermot and 
Grace,” Comhar 44.10 (1985): 36. 
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May be our only hope, I said yawning,  
When I was in England, she said brightening,  
Listen to me now, the quiet man said  
Burdening us both in turn with the friendliness of his eyes  
And with one brown workman’s hand  
Covering her knee-  
Alone, alone, old man, the bright day is free.  (3) 
 

Here, Dermot and Grace talk softly about a non-specified meeting at Strasbourg. The scene is 

reminiscent – especially the mention of the “epical headline” – of the situation when Watters’ 

first learnt about the bombing of Hiroshima during the honeymoon with his wife Una. By 

analogy, Watters might be alluding to the Allied bombing of Strasbourg during the war. More 

likely, however, the reference is to the foundation of the Council of Europe (5 May 1949), or 

rather to the Irish involvement in the process, which in a way reintroduced Ireland among 

European states and partly mitigated the effects of wartime neutrality. Furthermore, the Council 

of Europe would later draft the European Convention of Human Rights, as a direct response to 

the atrocities of the Second World War. The Council of Europe would ideally promote 

international rule of law and democracy – yet, as the poem suggests, “men’s fine fingers that are 

never easy” and can draft a peace treaty as well as push the nuclear button. Hence Dermot’s 

guarded, “yawning” response contrasted with Grace’s hopeful, “brightening” comment. The 

couples’ thoughts about the future are however immediately interrupted by the old man, who is 

eager to share his own reminiscences and thus “burdens” the young lovers with his uneasy 

notions of the past.   

As the man inadvertently puts his hand on Grace’s knee, the chorus intensifies with 

Dermot’s repeated plea: “Alone, alone” and segues into another digression:    

 

I have not borne her out of Sparta,  
I am no two-o’clock Tarquin,  
No Pluto with a motorcar in a dark lane.  
We two have sheltered under the one umbrella  
While the rain rang its small bright bells,  
And kissed in the back seats of cinemas until  
The lights blew up again and made us blink.  
Why trouble us? Over the brink  
Of a lamplit bridge we have watched together  
The river smarting under a lash of many lights,  
Felt the pain under our ribs, pain  
Making us hold our breath, linked fingers tight,  
Shout of the mooned motors, rank smell  
Of the river’s wounds, while an ocean of footsteps  
Dragged about the whorl of our private shell  
Whispering the identities, vainly,  
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The shell murmured our own names only,  
Dermot and Grace. (4) 

 

Here, Watters concentrates on Dermot’s relationship with Grace and conveys it through 

a series of allusions, binding together the Classical world with contemporary Ireland. Dermot is 

neither a trickster like Paris who stole Helena from Menelaus, nor did he rape Grace like Tarquin 

did Lucrece. Their flight is mutual and consensual, unlike Hades’ (Pluto’s) kidnapping of 

Persephone. Watters’ uses a technique similar to the one employed in the introductory verses, 

creating in a small space a range of vantage points which position Dermot’s story in a wider 

context. Notably, each of the allusions features an act of violence that in turn breeds more 

violence: Tarquin’s crime leads to Lucrece’s suicide and subsequent revolt against the Roman 

royal dynasty and Paris’ romantic adventure eventually concludes with the fall of Troy. Regarding 

this motif, one may be also reminded of W. B. Yeats’ “Leda and the Swan”. The only exception is 

the story of Persephone, which, however, results in the changing of seasons, thus connecting the 

allusion with the vegetative myths present in Watters’ poem. In general, the passage coveys 

Dermot’s refusal to accept the burden of responsibility, which mirrors the Passion story and 

Christ’s prayer to God in the garden of Gethsemane: “Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup 

from me”.17 

 The historical and mythological reading is contrasted with the personal reminiscences of 

Dermot and Grace’s love affair. It features fairly conventional, cinematic images of two figures 

hugging under one umbrella in the pouring rain and kissing in a darkened cinema. The scene on 

the bridge however introduces two prominent images that will reoccur throughout the poem: 

water and light. The light from the city is described as hurting the river – the natural link with the 

world outside of civilization. Furthermore, this image can be also linked to the potential of light 

to hurt in the context of the nuclear explosion. Both Dermot and Grace feel that pain as they link 

their fingers tight and hold their breath against the “reek” of the river’s light-inflicted wounds and 

the noise from the moonlit cars. The city and its inhabitants are portrayed through a natural 

metaphor as “ocean of footsteps”. The ocean is dragging around the “whorl of a shell” – Dermot 

and Graces’ private relationship – and intrudes on them, similarly to the old man on the train.  

One can read the ocean as the ever-present pressures of modern life and civilization: 

social, national, political and gender roles being imposed on private identities. In such a case, the 

young lovers’ response is isolation and escape: 

 

                                                 
17 Luke 22:42 
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Mile after mile  
We fled.  
Listen to me now, the quiet man said.  
 
Terse telegram wires urged endlessly  
The ying of it, the yang of it,  
The death and the erection,  
The doomed love of the priestess  
Emerging as always from the subsiding wave.  
 
Three times, he said, they had me under the knife,  
They said it was gallstone.  
 
Alone. (4) 
 

Yet, the lover’s flight is not without obstacles. Watters’ indulges in a comedic juxtaposition of 

Finn’s actual physical pursuit of Dermot and Grace from the original tale and the metaphorical 

rendition of that situation in the form of the old man’s constant intrusions and stories of his 

ailments. The mention of gallstone and surgery could refer to the wounds suffered by Finn in his 

final battle.18 Yet the reference also scans well with the wounds of the Fisher King, thus hinting 

towards the possibility of the old man’s impotency contrasted with the young couple’s sexual 

desire. Such interpretation also brings forward the notion of rejuvenation or even resurrection 

embodied in the Christ-like character of Dermot himself.  

Watters builds upon the motif in the following passage where he describes the view seen 

from the train window, projecting onto this simple image the idea of a cyclical movement. When 

Dermot looks out of the window, he sees wires on the telegraph posts rising and falling as the 

train moves on. This movement connotes the image of yin and yang, suggesting duality and 

complementarity, but also “the death and the erection” reiterating the already mentioned 

contrasts of decrepitude and rejuvenation, impotency and physical love. The rise and fall of the 

landscape then transforms into the constant ebb and flow of the sea, which brings us back to the 

doomed lovers, Dermot and Grace, via classical allusion to the story of Hero and Leander in 

which a young man of Abydos falls in love with a priestess of Aphrodite, who lives in a tower in 

Sestos on the European side of Hellespont. Each night, he would swim across the straits to visit 

his love, guided by the lamp lit by Hero. One night, however, the strong wind extinguishes the 

flame and Leander drowns. After realising what has happened, Hero throws herself into the 

stormy sea.   

                                                 
18 Cf. Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, 246. See, for example, James MacKillop, Fionn Mac Cumhaill: Celtic Myth in English 
Literature (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1986) 30-32. Since the battle in question took place after the pursuit, 
the allusion to Finn’s wounds at this stage might illustrate well Watters’ fluid conception of the time in the poem.    
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They have tunnelled the earth and laid us in a tomb.  
 
Aphrodite’s lamp is out. Where have we laid  
Her clearcut image in this smuttering time?  
Grace?  
 
Listen listen listen to me. (4-5) 
 

 This first line of this section represents a crucial turning point of the whole poem and 

confronts the readers and critics alike with a dilemma that touches upon the overall 

interpretation. On the one hand, the reader may only glance over the passage and continue with 

reading the poem along the basic narrative line – the train passes through the tunnel and Dermot 

and Grace reach Castlefinnerty where they spend the weekend. On the other hand, however, 

there is an alternative interpretation which proposes that at this very point, the train crashes, the 

passengers die and the rest of the poem takes place after their death in the limbo-like space of 

their minds. This dilemma is best illustrated by Sean Lucy, one of the few commentators of the 

poem, and his account of the reading experience:  

 

I was comparatively happy in this basic narrative interpretation 
when Donal Murphy informed me that Ó Tuairisc had told him 
with precise certainty that the train crashes in a tunnel at the 
bottom of the fourth page and everyone is killed! Which means that 
the rest of the poem, even if it looks like “real life” takes place not 
in Castlefinnerty but in some otherworld, or underworld, or 
Dreamtime, or conceivably in the cell tissue of Dermot’s dying 
brain.19 

 

Of course one has to be sceptical about the author’s own commentary, even more so when 

presented in the form of a third-hand account. However, the form and the language used in the 

rest of the “Friday” part, as well as in the remaining two sections of the poem, corroborate the 

theory. In terms of structure, the narrative line collapses and gives way to the predominantly 

“stream of consciousness” technique, which imitates the chaotic workings of a dying brain. As 

Lucy points out, “in the tunnel of death the rhythm of consciousness continues. […] The verb 

form changes at the point of death from the past to the present, and from now on the world of 

Dublin and of the past is the world of the dead.”20 

The crucial line – “They have tunnelled the earth and laid us in a tomb.” – bears also a 

great significance to the parallel narrative of Christ’s, or Dermot’s, Passion. While earlier in the 

poem, Watters alluded to Christ’s prayer in Gethsemane and connected his doubts with 

                                                 
19 Seán Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” Poetry Ireland Review 13 (1985): 77. 
20 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 80. 
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Dermot’s, here the tunnel stands for the tomb in which Christ was buried after the crucifixion on 

Good Friday,21 and consequently suggests his resurrection on Easter Sunday. This point therefore 

marks a transition where the poem abandons the themes of life and love for the principal subject 

of death and resurrection, foreshadowed in the poem’s epigraph. This transformation is further 

echoed in the phrase “Aphrodite’s lamp is out”, which alludes to the already mentioned story of 

Hero and Leander. The demise of the young lovers serves as a clear parallel to Dermot and 

Grace’s death. Moreover, the connection with Aphrodite, the “clear cut image” of classical 

beauty, suggests the death, or rather the corruption, of the classical heritage in the “smuttering 

time” of the modern world, a theme central to both The Week-End and “Aifreann na Marbh”. 

The rest of Part One, as Lucy proposes, is “an attempt by Dermot to escape from his old 

life”.22 Indeed, Dermot appears to welcome the relief and oblivion that comes with death, yet the 

presence of his lover (“Grace?”) and continued echoes of old man’s / Finn’s voice (“Listen listen 

listen to me.”) argue against Dermot’s resignation and guide him into the otherworld, which is 

composed of the shards of his memory, the world of the past and of the dead. 

At the beginning of the following section, Dermot makes first direct reference to the 

aftermath of the accident (“after the crash has come”).     

 
The light that died as light lingers as rhythm  
Naked of words; death is an indecision  
Through which the past still skids, there are these grids  
Of knowing, theories in which we teeter  
Making a myth of energy when it is merely  
The I extending its immediacy  
Along the pattern of a railway metre  
After the crash has come, listening,  
Thinking, Christ is there no way out of me?  
The young man of Abydos spread  
The hair of his drowned head  
Over her face as upon a bed:  
Which is his nightgirl, which is the muttering sea? (5) 
 

In the confusion of his present state, Dermot tries to get to grips with the situation, in which 

death of the body precedes the loss of consciousness and the mind goes on thinking, but in a 

chaotic fashion. The light of his life has indeed died, but it “lingers as rhythm / naked of words”. 

The rhythm of the ghost train leads Dermot’s consciousness through a series of haphazard 

recollections of his and Grace’s former life (the “skidding” of the past), but it also guides him 

through the hypothetical future, especially in the remaining two parts of the poem, which appear 

to take place in Dermot and Grace’s original destination.  
                                                 
21 Matthew 27:59-60, Mark 15:46, Luke 23:53, John 19:41-2.  
22 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 77. 
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Dermot’s fate once again shadows the Passion narrative, in which Christ, in the wording 

of Apostles’ Creed, “descendid ad inferos”, that is, descended into hell, or Hades, after his 

physical death.23 However, Christ’s triumphant descent to the underworld is contrasted with 

Dermot’s confused reflection upon the nature of “non-existence”. He questions the “grids of 

knowing”, the powerful narratives, myths and the guiding principles according to which we 

perceive our existence. This can be read, in fact, as a self-referential comment reflecting on the 

validity of Watters’ own, quintessentially modernist, method which uses myth as a framework 

holding the fragmented present together. In a fashion similar to Joyce’s use of Homer’s Odyssey in 

Ulysses or Eliot’s incorporation of vegetative myths into The Waste Land, Watters projects the 

story of Dermot and Grace, which encapsulates the post-war condition not only in Ireland but 

worldwide, onto an archetypal story of doomed lovers combining the classical story of Hero and 

Leander (“the young man of Abydos”) and the original Old Irish tale of Diarmuid and Gráinne. 

Dermot’s vacillation and doubts are closely connected with the emergence of Grace as a divine 

being. Lucy sums up the situation in the following manner: “[…] while the ghost train spins on 

past dead stations, [Dermot] uses the flight with Grace as his metaphor. The only thing he holds 

onto is Grace, who becomes, more and more, the goddess.”24 

In the following lines, Watters captures the central preoccupations of the whole poem in 

a quintessentially modernist manner: 

 

Hero.  
He rose?  
Hiroshima.  
 
Hail hole in determinate night,  
O round O,  
By Jove, Leda’s only easteregg.  
X marks the out out damned spot.  
Ah, my dear brethern,  
Who would not give all the world for threep- 
Ennyworth of beautiful sleep. (5) 
 

The Joycean punning encompasses the whole effect of Hiroshima in merely ten lines. Watters 

uses the homophones “Hero” and a “hero” to move from the Classical literature to issues of the 

present day. The idea of heroism and the question of its possibility and validity, a theme 

                                                 
23 This event is known in the English-language tradition as “Harrowing of Hell”. See, for example, David L. Jeffrey, 
ed., A Dictionary of Biblical Tradition in English Literature (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1992) 332-3.  Although the 
word “Hades” comes from Classical mythology denoting the nether world, the term is actually used in the Greek 
New Testament as well as in the King James Bible signifying “the state or abode of the dead, or of departed spirits 
after this life”. “Hades”, The Oxford English Dictionary, CD-ROM, Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992. 
24 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 77. 
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examined in detail in Watters’ (Ó Tuairisc’s) novel L’Attaque, is rendered meaningless by the 

atomic bombing. The concept of “a hero” celebrated in the traditional epic is posed as a 

question, to which the devastating answer is the name of the city in which tens of thousands 

civilians and soldiers were killed without a single contact with the enemy. A hero does not rise 

but falls with the bomb, while the pun on “a rose” foreshadows the horrific image of a Japanese 

girl with the rose-pattern of her kimono printed on her skin by the nuclear blast.25 The allusion to 

Leda evokes both a Yeatsian moment of a historical turning point, but also presents the Allied 

military action in sexual terms as the East being raped by the West. In his reading of the passage, 

John Goodby also suggests that Watters represents the bombing of Hiroshima as shattering the 

traditional structures also in terms of physics – the rupture of Newtonian universe signified by 

the perfect form of a “round O” by the terrifying display of applied Einsteinian physics 

represented by “X”, the “damned spot” of bombed Hiroshima and a sign of erasure.26 

Dermot’s earlier doubts about the “grids of knowing” or the “myth of energy”, that is, 

the powerful, defining myths or ideologies like Christianity or humanism,27 correspond with the 

sense of unease and confusion in the nuclear age, where one might be left only, like Dermot 

himself, with the consciousness, the “I”, extending its reach beyond the physical body. Dermot’s 

craving for the “beautiful sleep” free from guilt scans perfectly with the opening lines from 

“Aifreann na Marbh”: “Músclaíonn an mhaidin ár míshuaimheas síoraí” – “Morning awakens our 

eternal unrest”.28 As Goodby points out, Watters’ use of form in this passage reflects the general 

rupture: “Hiroshima, for Week-End [sic], represents a crisis not just for Dermot, but of human 

self-understanding, with the socio-political crisis seen, in the best modernist manner, as a crisis of 

representation, of language.”29 

Resisting resurrection, Dermot’s mind now dwells in a limbo, a place without time, while 

oscillating between the memories of his past life, often associated with the old man’s / Finn’s 

voice and his own recollections echoing the monologue before the crash –   

 
Five o’clock in the morning  
She'd smite us out of our warm beds  
With a crock of hot water and a cup of tea.  

                                                 
25 Watters’ source for this image is probably John Hersey’s famous account of the aftermath of the bombing 
gathered from interviews with the survivors and published in New Yorker on August 31, 1946: “Many were naked or 
in shreds of clothing. On some undressed bodies, the burns had made patterns—of undershirt straps and suspenders 
and, on the skin of some women (since white repelled the heat from the bomb and dark clothes absorbed it and 
conducted it to the skin), the shapes of flowers they had had on their kimonos.” John Hersey, Hiroshima (London: 
Penguin Books, 1946) 46. 
26 John Goodby, Irish Poetry Since 1950: From Stillness into History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000) 99. 
27 The phrase “myth of energy” may also refer to the mystery of the nuclear energy. For Watters’ idea about the 
mysterious quality of modern physics see the Chapter 4.2 Philosophical Context. 
28 Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, Lux Aeterna (Baile Átha Cliath: Allen Figgis, 1964) 26. 
29 Goodby, Irish Poetry Since 1950, 99. 
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Nurse, I said often enough to her,  
Which is the water and which is the bloody tea? (5) 
 

– and intimations of an ideal landscape triggered by Grace’s presence, suggesting the hypothetical 

future, which materialises later in Part Two: 

 
The dark girl comes shimmering out of her cave.  
Her laughter pricks our preoccupation,  
Wave over stone,  
Rasp of the cleft wind and a gull’s squawk,  
Alalalone. (6) 
 

The gull’s cry in the last line, echoing the chorus, carries us to the next passage. It takes the most 

apposite form of a litany (compare, for instance, the epistrophe “bear us” with the basic verbal 

structure of a Catholic litany), as Dermot engages in a prolonged supplication in order to be 

delivered from his former life, flashes of which flicker through Dermot’s dying brain: 

 

As the gull’s cry from the bang of the cliff,  
                                                            Bear us. 
As the stone from the catapult,  
The ball from the boot,  
The earth spinning from the bore of the sun,  
                                                             Bear us. 
 
From pet names and anniversaries  
From family feasts and the sepia photographs,  
From our unenthusiastic enemies, 
From the friends who follow about our heels  
With kind eyes and sharp affectionate paws,  
                                                             Bear us. 
 
From Mr. Finn that bald nailbiter of an Architect, 
                                                             Bear us. (6) 
 

Dermot prays to be freed from those reminiscences – memories of childhood and family life 

among others – represented by the intrusive presence, the “kind eyes and affectionate paws”, of 

the old man / Finn. The litany provides us with a thumbnail sketch of Dermot’s family: 

 
From Albert in Drumcondra, semi-detached,  
Big Bert the boys call him at the golf club,  
Plays Beethoven on the radiogram and swears  
Finger-and-thumb’s the sovereign cure for greenfly;  
From Albert’s Florrie, has been in the chorus  
Of the Rathgar Musical Society;  
And from Thomas, the Rev. Thomas O’Dweeney, C.C.,  
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                                                             Bear us. (6) 
 

Dermot’s two older brothers have already been mentioned in passing during the autobiographical 

section at the beginning of the poem. Dermot’s brother Thomas is a Catholic priest, a curate, and 

Albert represents, together with his wife Florrie, an image of a quiet middle-class life in a Dublin 

suburb. In this rather mundane picture, Watters plants some images and motifs which are later 

revealed as crucially important. The gramophone records and Florrie’s activity in the musical 

society prepares the ground for musical clues, especially Watters’ use of Madama Butterfly. 

Similarly, Albert’s praise of the “finger-and-thumb”, which refers to a method of killing 

greenflies, insect species that parasitizes on roses, suggests an innocent image of a rose in 

Drumcondra which will in time reappear in a different context and with shattering resonance. 

 A similar snapshot of Grace’s family ensues:  

 

From Grace’s people: fine silver watch-chained  
Chairman of the Urban District Council  
A man of old custom, old kindliness,  
Sent her a watch on her birthday and a fivepound note;  
From her mother, fond of Dickens, fretful  
If their daughter’s weekly letter is overdue,  
Friday is her night out, she goes to the chapel  
And stops for tea after at Mary Ann’s;  
From Uncle Oscar who fought the Black-and-Tans,  
                                                             Bear us. (6-7) 
 

As in the previous case, Watters establishes individual characteristics against the background of a 

Catholic middle-class family portrait. The father, “a man of old custom”, being literally chained 

to his pocket watch echoes the notion of linear time, which is now, of course, broken. The 

sentimentality of Grace’s mother’s and her fondness of Dickens becomes a distinctive motif later 

in the text, while Uncle Oscar’s wartime stories represent a playful reference to the Old Irish 

mythological hero, Oscar, the grandson of Fionn Mac Cumhaill. 

Uncle Oscar’s stories about his fight with Back and Tans during the War of 

Independence widens the focus from the familial to the national perspective. The litany ends with 

a montage from wartime or post-war Dublin. 

 
From the firewatchers,  
From the Sunday afternoon straggle  
Through the gates at Howth of people paying their shilling  
In June when the rhododendrons are in flower;  
From pilgrims on the Rome train  
Craning their necks to see the leaning tower;  
From the terror of people talking out  
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In the electric twilight of the cinema  
At the interval frighted between the two silences;  
From the knuckles of people gripping  
Columns of birth and death in the morning paper  
In that dumb interlude  
Between the alarmclock and the daylong damnation:  
                                                             Bear us,  
Quick as the country word  
Flies from the tongue when town wearies it. (7) 
 

The mention of firewatchers suggests the air-raid fright even in the neutral Ireland or quite 

possibly it evokes the guilt felt by some Irish when confronted with the stories from London 

during the Blitz. This passage also corresponds with the situation in the darkened cinema and the 

possible reaction to an uncensored newsreel. In contrast, Watters presents snapshots of 

mundane, suburban life with Sunday walks in the rhododendron gardens at Castle Howth and 

certitudes of religion represented by the Irish Catholic pilgrims to Rome (possibly referring to the 

first Irish national pilgrimage in the Holy Year of 1950).30 The columns of birth and death in a 

newspaper are presented in a stark contrast with the daylong damnation, which once again echoes 

the first lines of “Aifreann na Marbh”. For Dermot, this poses the question about the possibility 

of unperturbed, mundane life after the historical rupture of Hiroshima. His reaction is to evade, 

to escape the question. The ghost train journey becomes a metaphor for that effort, as the two 

last lines obliquely to Dermot’s flight from the city to the countryside.          

 
Miles (are we bitter or believing it?)  
Before them to the north;  
The engine flares forth  
Earthsmoke making war against the sun  
Till the windows drip with the blood of a slain god  
And the sprawled newspaper  
Has all his black washed with it. (7) 
 

The motif of a train journey as an escape from the civilization is connected with the notions of 

sin, guilt and redemption. Smoke from the earth “making war” against the sun refers both to the 

train engine and the atomic bomb, both of which, in a sense, obscure the sun. The blood of the 

slain god clearly refers to Christ’s sacrifice, hinting at the connection with Dermot’s own lot.  His 

blood washes away all the black ink of the newspaper, which refers both to the print and the 

possible sins and crimes recorded in it. The motif furthermore corresponds with the moment 

when Watters first read about the bombing of Hiroshima.   

 

                                                 
30 Keogh, Dermot, Ireland and the Vatican: The Politics and Diplomacy of Church-State Relations, 1922-1960 (Cork: Cork 
University Press. 1995) 315. 
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Bone-weary  
We look under slack eyelids  
At the flat rectangular views of beauty spots.  
O Loveliness,  
So old, so flyblown, framed in mahogany  
And crucified with bitter screws to the grain  
Of our timbered world, why do you trouble us?  
We have loved you more or less, willing  
We have paid our Sunday shilling  
And joined the straggle through the gates at Howth  
To see the rhododendrons in flower  
What did it profit us? we were glad again when  
Winter wagged its grey beard and said  
Vah!  
There are no bleeding vegetable powers. (7-8) 
 

The question of sacrifice and resurrection is reiterated through images and verbal echoes from 

the beginning of the poem. The view of the landscape from the train triggers associations which 

connect the physical earth with its spiritual state in after Hiroshima. Similarly, the address might 

be a reference to the Catholic hymn “O God of Loveliness”,31 thus addressing the idea of God in 

the atomic age. The play on the word “timbered”, which refers both to the wooden frames of 

train windows and to Christ’s cross, creates a connection between the landscape and the Passion 

story. This link is then confirmed by the phrase “wagged its grey beard and said / Vah!”, a 

variation on a line from the beginning of the poem referring directly to Christ’s crucifixion.  

 

There was cabbage and onions along one side of the street  
The morning they let me out of the hospital.  
I was a new man. But listen now till you hear.  
 
We will not listen. We have seen Venus glisten  
On a high frosted slate after a late dance  
And we know, too well we know, where we are.  
 
Ah, but it was a famous thing  
To go blinded along by the shopwindows  
With the daze of the sun on them till you wouldn’t know  
Which was the sun and which was the splintering street. (8) 
 

The reference to “vegetable powers”, that is, the powers of growth and reproduction32 are 

comically juxtaposed with “cabbage and onions”, which reintroduce the old man’s / Finn’s story 

                                                 
31 The words were written by the Italian bishop Alphonso Maria de Liguori (1696-1787). His hymns were gathered 
and translated by K. A. Coffin and published as Hymns and Verses on Spiritual Subjects,&c, in 1863. For further 
information see “O God of Loveliness”, Hymnary.org, < http://www.hymnary.org/text/o_god_of_loveliness > 25 
July 2016.   
32 Watters might by referring to Avicenna’s Compendium on the Soul, in which the soul was defined as having various 
powers: vegetable, sensitive and rational. This system drew heavily on Aristotle’s classification. See, for example, 
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about his own resurrection (“I was a new man”). Yet, these recollections suddenly acquire a 

sinister air. The description of the street, together with the phrase “it was a famous thing” which 

was earlier used to describe the bombing of Hiroshima, suggest the moment of the bomb’s 

impact. The image of the sun being in the streets harks back to the description of the atomic 

blast, “brighter than a thousand suns”. 

 
Let us alone. The wheel turns endlessly.  
Too often we have been wide-eyed knowing  
The maiden walls of old belief violated  
By a golden hailstorm of January stars,  
And we knew, all too well then we knew  
That the nude night and all the naughty scene  
(Read Eddington on this and Jeans)  
Was nothing but a  
Huge humped hilarious hiroshima.  
 
Hell, it was a famous thing,  
A summer morning, they had a bit of a garden too  
And I never knew the song of a thrush so sweet. (8) 
 

The passage serves as a follow-up to the old man’s / Finn’s story as it connects knowledge about 

the world with its misuse and abuse. The scientific and technical progress is shown as ultimately 

leading to Hiroshima. The “naked night” and “naughty scene” then accentuate the sexual 

undertones used to describe the bombing. The old man’s exclamation about it being “a famous 

thing” again uses the “thrush’s song” from the beginning of the poem to juxtapose the love 

theme with destruction. 

Two British physicists are mentioned in this context: James Hopwood Jeans (1877-1946) 

and Arthur Eddington (1882-1944), both philosophers, popularisers of science, and founders of 

British cosmology. The latter was also famous for his works on the theory of relativity and for 

introducing Einstein’s theory of general relativity to the English-speaking world. Perhaps more 

importantly, both physicists adhered to some form of idealism, giving the human consciousness 

precedence over the material world, which chimed well with Watters’ worldview. 

 
Let us alone. The bright day is not fleet  
Enough and the boar wounds him upon the hill.  
 
Chill-fingernailed  
The dark girl flips her flapjack open  
Leaning her throat exquisitely from the little glass,  
Aloof, powdering her face.  

                                                                                                                                                         
Thomas F. Glick, Steven John Livesey, and Faith Wallis, eds., Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine: An Encyclopedia 
(New York: Routledge, 2005) 426. 
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Sweet motes time down  
Like a spilling of seed stars  
Till the shade of her lap takes them and they sink.  
My friend,  
Death too is a mythical thing,  
A cry on a hill of one taken  
By the desire of the indelicate dark.  
He sleeps, hands clasped above his abdomen  
Where they wounded him, hell it was a famous thing,  
And his head on a slack neck rolls with the quaking train.  
 
Framed and glazed and landscapes  
Gleam pale in the dusk of their forgotten  
Far-off crucifixions.  
With cold tusks  
The whole world tumbles us over and we lie  
Benighted under the folds of his ancient belly. (9) 
 

After reintroducing the chorus “Let us alone”, Watters significantly changes the recurring phrase 

“the bright day” from “free” to “not fleet / enough”, suggesting that the rupture cannot be easily 

ignored. “Death”, as the old man / Finn says, “is a mythical thing”, and this observation captures 

the essence of this passage which puts Dermot’s death into a wider mythological context. 

Dermot’s spiritual wounds are related to the physical and fatal injury suffered by Diarmuid in the 

medieval Irish tale. According to the original text, Finn, having been recently reconciled with 

Diarmuid, organises a boar hunt during which Diarmuid gets fatally wounded by the boar. Fionn, 

who possesses healing powers, offers Diarmuid a drink water from his hands, but deliberately lets 

it slip through its fingers, so that Diarmuid dies.33 The motif also resembles the story of Venus 

(or Aphrodite) and Adonis, who gets wounded by jealous Ares in the form of a boar.34 Adonis’ 

descent into the underworld scans with Christ’s descent to hell and Dermot’s current condition, 

and Grace’s identification with Venus, Aphrodite, Gráinne, the Dark Girl and so on appears 

more prominently than ever before – even the mundane task of powdering her nose is comically 

transformed into a cosmic event. In the final lines, the world takes the shape of the boar who 

tumbled Diarmuid and deals the death blow with his cold tusks, suggesting both the death of an 

individual and the rupture caused by Hiroshima. 

 
Nothing was  
Ever but runaways and mothering glasses misted  
With tears for Little Emily in a lamplit hour  
Before the tramp of the men coming and the clang of the 
supper things;  

                                                 
33 MacKillop, Fionn Mac Cumhaill, 144. See also Lady Gregory’s retelling in Gods and Fighting Men (1904), cf. Lady 
Augusta Gregory, Lady Gregory’s Complete Irish Myths (London: Bounty Books, 2004) 260-67. 
34 Robert Graves, Řecké mýty I (Praha: Odeon, 1982) 69-70. 
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Nothing is  
But a marked man dozing on the wind of a train;  
Nothing will be.  
Round and again the wheel turns mouthing a litany  
Like a fast priest outpacing  
The scattered bark of his congregation  
Over the names of the holy ones to the last Amen.  
 
Never anything but a schoolboy’s sorrow  
No jam tonight and Greek tomorrow;  
Ever the hope pressed between pages of acquiescence  
That they will ask her to carry the large fan,  
Wear the pink blossom and sing  
The One Fine Day  
That was in the beginning and never shall be.  
Without end the wheel makes mechanical melody,  
A rondo played so often on a radiogram 
That it stamps the stretched mind with hooves that have no 
pity in them. (9-10) 
 

The preoccupation with death and nothingness is underlined in the following passage by negative 

constructions such as “nothing was”, “nothing is” and “nothing will be”, encompassing eternity 

while conflating the familiar motifs from the past – Grace’s mother crying over the death of 

Little Emily in Dickens’s David Copperfield, Dermot’s childhood and adolescence, and Florrie’s 

hopes for singing the leading part in a production of Madama Butterfly – with those from the 

“present” of the ghost train journey. The melody of “One Fine Day” or “Un Bel Di”, an aria 

from the opera, becomes the mechanical tune of the train wheels, the movement of which is then 

likened to the record playing incessantly on Albert’s gramophone, all suggesting the shards of 

memory still clinging pitilessly onto Dermot’s mind.    

 
Night drums on our ears,  
Rain on a church roof moulding our praying attitudes 
To the shapes of people in the doom window  
Whose dolls’ eyes are canted forever upward  
In the downdraught of their deliberate nonenity.  
 
One hour of the hours that have been or will ever be  
Empanels us with gothic tracery  
In this cross-questioning space  
Between the deadline and the broken wheel,  
Between the April opening and that dry  
March that on the bone strikes as a lance:  
“O Venus that art goddesse of plesaunce,  
Why woltestow suffre him on thy day to dye?”  
A light from some dead station to be whistled at  
Outlines her legs, his homespun trouserends.  
The surf of the night breaks about our ears.  
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And they speak. The dead speak. (10) 
 

The hoof beats transform into the sound of raindrops falling onto a church roof, veering for a 

moment from the familial to religious matters. The stained glass window depicts the souls during 

the Last Judgement (the “doom window”), while those praying before it assume their postures of 

wilful resignation. The church is presented as a “cross-questioning space”, to a certain extent 

identified with the limbo-like space in which Dermot now exists. Watters describes the liminal 

nature of the space as “between the April opening and that dry / March that on the bone strikes 

as s lance”, which alludes not only to the opening lines of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, but also 

inevitably to Eliot’s use of the same literary reference in The Waste Land, suggesting the cycle of 

death and rebirth. Watters uses another Chaucerian allusion to emphasise the link between 

Dermot’s death, Grace’s love and her divine status: “O Venus, who are a goddess of pleasure / 

Why would you allow him to die on thy day?” 35 The direct, though abridged, quotation from 

“The Nun’s Priest Tale” can be read also self-referentially in the sense that Chaucer’s deliberately 

comical use of Classical references in this mock epic story scans well with Watters’ modernist 

juxtaposition of the parochial and the universal by the means of allusions to and parallels with 

Classical literature. 

By the final line of the section, the recollections from the past life, which were so far 

presented mainly in visual terms, are now given a voice. Although the final line states that “the 

dead speak”, it is actually the living (with the exception of Dermot’s friend Kelly who died during 

the war) who appear. Nevertheless, for Dermot and Grace, they represent characters from the 

past that is gradually sliding away from them and are therefore nothing but dead, ghostly 

appearances. The first one, Grace’s father, writes to his daughter to London.36 

 
Dear Grace  
Just a few lines  
Every blessing and good wish  
Your birthday.  
 
All on this side are fine Mother is fine  
Poor Oscar is fine  
Damp weather and his old wound. (10-11) 
 

His letter is however interrupted by an interlude, which once again takes us to the ghost train. 

Watters now emphasises the motif of escape, concentrating on the motion of the train 

(onomatopoeic “woom and suck”) and describing Dermot and Grace as “love’s fugitives”. He 

                                                 
35 See Geoffrey Chaucer, The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry Benson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987) 260. 
36 Cf. Grace’s earlier lines: “on this side” and “when I was in London”. 
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also introduces a new chorus (“Hide us from…”), another form of a litany which underlines the 

said motif and which is the last one in this part of the poem.  

 

Hide us from the familiar dead.  
Her head leans on my shoulder and he sleeps  
Out of the wind’s conception, woom and suck,  
Chuckling of the links, the green sign glimpsed  
And gone through damp dishevelled tresses  
Over my eyes rained, love’s fugitives.  
Hide us from their wounds. (11) 
 

However, the familiar dead reappear. One by one, the voices from the past present themselves to 

Dermot who begs to be delivered from them and all they represent. First, Grace’s mother’s voice 

takes over as she talks to her friend Mary Ann about Dermot’s friend and Grace’s late husband 

Kelly (who “was no good to her, / God rest him”) who was killed in the war. In the image of the 

“dark horse”, Dermot is identified as a poor drudge working in Finn’s office, but also as a strange 

character who stands out from the crowd. One might also consider a possibly far-fetched parallel 

between Dermot’s scribbling on the tablecloth and the scene from the Gospel of John where 

Christ is seen writing in the sand, which may suggest, apart from the obvious identification of 

Dermot as a Christ figure, also his intentional disregard for the voices of the dead. 37  

 

Penniless, Mary Ann,  
Some class of a builder’s office at a weekly wage  
And a friend of the boy that was no good to her,  
God rest him, the dickens he was to talk.  
Glad she got over it, but this new fellow  
Is a dark horse, like something out of a book,  
Talking to himself above in a Galway accent  
Of the war and football matches, and all the time  
Thumbnail sketches on the tablecloth. (11) 
 

In the second interlude, Dermot observes the “dim placental slumber” of the sleeping old man / 

Finn and asks Grace, who is now identified with Venus, for a shelter to hide from the emerging 

memories. Grace’s “well-cut breast” is an echo of the “clear cut image” of Aphrodite from the 

beginning of the poem – Dermot wishes for a refuge from the “smuttering time”. 

 

Hide us from the muttering dead.  
He is sheathed away in a dim placental slumber  
Like a pea in a greenlit pod,  
A burden carried over fields he knows nothing of.  

                                                 
37 Cf. John 8:6. “This they said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped down, and with 
his finger wrote on the ground, as though he heard them not.” Emphasis mine. 
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Love, let the muttering memory have rest  
Here on the desilience of your well cut breast.  
O Venus, goddess of exuberance,  
Hide us from the dead, our mother. (11) 
 

Afterwards, the voice that belongs to Dermot’s uncle Albert takes the centre stage in what 

appears to be a domestic row with his wife Florrie, possibly over Albert’s suspected affair with 

another woman.  

 
For Godsake, Florrie, don’t make a scene,  
Dermot’s in the next room, you’ll waken him.  
Yes, yes, but lower your voice-  
Do you want to wake up the whole blasted hotel? 
 
I swear it was no such thing,  
It was just that we played a round of golf together  
And I drove her for a drink then over to Stepaside. (11-12) 
 

In reaction to the scene, the third interlude focuses on the theme of love featuring the 

allusively erotic imagery of eyes and lips as the means of escaping the vulgarity of the domestic 

scene. A series of associations which repeats some of the previous imagery, such as the “leaning 

tower” seen along the way by the pilgrims to Rome, leads from the “blasted hotel” to the tower 

of Love. The connection between Grace’s beauty and a tower may echo the famous description 

of the lover’s beauty in the Song of Solomon: “Thy neck is like the tower of David builded for an 

armoury, whereon there hang a thousand bucklers, all shields of mighty men.”38 It also harks 

back to a frequent image in medieval stories of courtly love, including Jean de Meun’s Le Roman 

de la Rose, translated and often alluded to by Chaucer. In this tradition, courtship is portrayed as a 

siege of the Castle of Love. The proposed connection between love, sexual desire and violent, 

martial imagery plays an important role in Watters’ already mentioned conception of the relation 

between the East and the West.        

 

Hide us from the scenes of the dead.  
In a pool of eyes now we would sink ourselves  
Too deep for the fallings-out to fall,  
In a trance of lips we would unspell their kisses.  
He sleeps, scrawled across an entrained hour.  
Love, there is riches in your leaning tower,  
Hide us from their ruined hotels. (12) 

  

A reminiscence from Grace’s childhood ensues: 

 
                                                 
38 Song of Solomon 4:4. 
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When I was in second book at the convent school  
A nun so old we loved her said  
That sin was like a crow.  
I clapped my hands in a cornfield afterwards  
To see them go wavering up like burnt paper  
Smutching the starched grey sky.  
I threw a shout among them but my legs trembled  
In fear of the black flash I had wrought (12) 

 

It is, in essence, a story about lost innocence, which features Grace’s childlike, literal 

understanding of the concept of sin. In visual terms, the story echoes images which appeared 

earlier in the poem: the “earthsmoke making war against the sun” and the printer’s black ink 

being washed away with “the blood of a slain god the train”. In all these images, the blackness of 

sin either stains a clean slate (a paper or the sky) or is washed away. Grace’s unwitting action 

serves as a reflection of the unwitting, ignorant complicity in a crime. Through the image of 

burnt paper and reintroduction of the smoke-covered sun, Watters furthermore accentuates the 

connection with the bombing of Hiroshima and, in consequence, the notion of the collective 

guilt on part of the Western civilization. Moreover, the statement in the fourth interlude ‒ that 

Dermot’s voice “makes no fallout now” ‒ indicates his demise on the one hand but on the other 

it simultaneously connotes the radiation fallout. 

 
Hide us from the children in us.  
Only their names are ours now to speak endearingly,  
Diminutives that will make the delicate liturgy  
In the first bed of Dermot and Grace.  
His voice makes no fallout now  
Beyond the mouldering streets of his own brain.  
Love, let there be silence when the names are said  
Hide us from the murderous dead. (12) 
 

This motif of lost innocence is revisited through the ambiguous phrase “in the first bed of 

Dermot and Grace”, which refers both to childhood – the “first bed” suggesting a cradle – and 

the adult experience, hinting at the lovers’ first sexual encounter. Furthermore, a “bed of 

Diarmuid and Gráinne” (Leaba Dhiarmada agus Ghráinne) is a common local name given to 

numerous Neolithic monuments all over Ireland which are considered as the couple’s overnight 

campsites during their flight. The actual Irish landscape thus blends with the mental landscape, 

the “mouldering streets” of Dermot’s own dying brain, but also alludes to the destroyed streets in 

Hiroshima.  

The old man / Finn eventually makes an appearance as Dermot’s boss, the architect, with 

pedantic suggestions to Dermot’s design. A splinter of Dermot’s memory is once again 
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connected with the Passion narrative when Finn mentions the customer’s demand for the “more 

masculine and godforsaken” dernier cri (the latest fashion), which represents a clear echo of 

Christ’s “last cry” on the cross: “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?”39  In the 

following fifth interlude, Watters implicitly connects the architect, Finn and the old man from the 

train by the means of a single image, which will become Finn’s visual leitmotif – a collar stud 

glimmering in the dark. 

 

My dear boy  
(He follows. Is there to be no labyrinth  
From the seedy voice of him threading the night?)  
No wish to deride  
Young myself once  
Myself once  
 
But look now don’t you think  
Tone it down a little  
In fact less erse more bone in your design  
After all, clients, customers  
Church dignitaries  
And one must agree  
Demand a more masculine and godforsaken  
Version of the dernier cri.  
 
Hide us from dead wisdom.  
He is laid in a tremulous tomb of the wind’s making,  
Eyes blinded under passionless lids  
May no longer arraign us with their come down to earth,  
Only his stud glimmers where it is transfixed. 
No longer stretched out upon  
The arch text of his woodcut story  
We may wake love in little and let the night  
Closing its wake behind us hide us  
From Finn. (12-13) 
 

 The penultimate ghostly presence is Dermot’s friend and Grace’s husband, of whom 

Grace’s mother made unfavourable remarks and who apparently died during the war.      

 

Let me in out of the stupid street.  
It’s Kelly your bedmate when he was a bachelor.  
Right pal, softly it is if you say so  
The world is soft that bloody raspberry that wants plucking.  
Red were her lips as the ruddy rose  
That grows in the green garden-  
Right pal, no singing, let there be dumb clucks  
And dumb clucks was made-  

                                                 
39 Matthew 27:46. 
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Too too many, but let that pass.  
You go to bed, I’ll sleep in the chair,  
No drunk mind you, just philosophical.  
Kelly old man, I say, your leave’s up:  
What of it? even flies die  
Plucked finger-and-thumb from between the sweet 
scandalous sheets.  
 
Red were her kips-no, no singing it is- 
But I ask you,  
Could I go back to her tonight?  
Could I touch the innocent skin of her  
With these hands? (13-14) 
 

Kelly, currently on a leave, having returned from a pub-crawl, asks Dermot to let him in the 

house, sings loudly and professes he is not drunk, “just philosophical”. Parts of his drunken 

incoherent philosophising however set up several images which will make a powerful impact in 

the following stanzas, the last lines of the first part of the poem. Kelly talks about the end of his 

leave as of a death sentence. “Dying like flies” is perhaps on his mind when he ponders about his 

death and those who will die by his hand. The phrase “plucked finger-and-thumb” is the same as 

the one used by Uncle Albert to describe his way of killing greenflies on his roses. Kelly, too, 

sings about a rose, which is red as his lover’s lips. The rose brings together the notions of death, 

sex and violence – the fly is plucked “from between the sweet / scandalous sheets” – and given 

the previous appearances in the text, it is impossible not to think about the rose pattern burned 

onto a girl’s skin in Hiroshima. Kelly’s inability to touch Grace testifies to an overwhelming sense 

of guilt and humiliation. 

 

Hide us from the humiliation of the dead.  
We dare not look at his sunsick hands.  
Hide us from the dead tragedians  
That hung a naked judy in between  
The dogeared Grammar and the Elements  
Inkstained in this box of a desk  
Where I have written, I have written, what is truth? 
Ah love, love, girl of our long legged youth,  
Hide us from the punchdrunk dead. (14) 
 

The final interlude is clear in its literal sense, but ambiguous in terms of which character is 

referred to. The reference to the “sunsick hands” would suggest that the stanza deals with Kelly 

and Dermot’s recollection of their time in school. The photo of a naked woman represents a 

version of Aphrodite appropriate to their “long legged youth”. However, the schoolboy’s 

mischief of putting a nude picture into his schoolbooks suddenly becomes problematic in the 
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context of the preceding lines as we are reminded of the Japanese girl’s terrible “semi-nakedness” 

and Kelly’s future as a bomber pilot. By the same token, the lines may refer to Dermot himself, 

especially when one considers the parallel Passion story and the possible echo of Pontius Pilate’s 

question: “What is truth?”40 The final line serves as an introduction to the last of the ghosts – 

Dermot’s brother Thomas:   

 
Dermot you sly devil,  
Introduce me to your ladyfriend.  
Grace, this is my brother Tom,  
He’s only a curate though he does talk like a bishop  
Haha. How d’ye do.  
Pleased to meet you.  
Yes, yes, well, having a good time?  
Bit of a dead hole though the bathing is good.  
I always go to the forty-foot myself,  
Fisher of men y’know and all that- 
Godknows who y’d find at the bottom.  
 
Hide us from the wingdrift of the dead.  
He lies in a hole of the night foundered  
In a false light and ghastly landscapes  
Borne on the wheel’s rim, long requiem,  
Nursing a cut with an ape’s hand.  
Which is the, which is the, shot silk,  
Love’s curve, life’s end, words of a feather.  
Hide us from the dead, our brother. (14) 
 

As Dermot introduces Grace to his brother Tom, the curate makes a joke about his profession, 

alluding to Christ’s words to the Apostles: “And he saith unto them, Follow me, and I will make 

you fishers of men.”41 Tom’s remark about going to the bottom suggests also the depths of 

Dermot’s mind, human subconscious or the lowest point of one’s morality, all being equally 

relevant to the poem’s overarching themes. 

 

It is late, late,  
Gaslight is a green disease in the hall.  
Three flights up,  
Easy now with the wound not properly healed.  
She’ll not be expecting me.  
Maybe a bit of a fire and a book with her feet up,  
I’d laugh but for the pain it brings me in the belly.  
Hell of a climb up always.  
But I was young myself once,  
I was myself once,  

                                                 
40 John 18:39. 
41 Matthew, 4:19 
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And if we could warm the damp sheets again,  
Haha, I was myself once,  
And if we could but warm the sheets dear heart  
- Do not touch me! (15) 

 

The appearance of Dermot’s brother marks the end of the third litany (“Hide us from…”), and 

as the first part of the poem draws to an end, Watters heightens the pace by repeating various 

established motifs in a quick succession and seemingly random order, thus making some of the 

final passages deliberately confusing. For instance, Lucy describes the passage above as “Finn as 

dying countryman speak[ing] of ghostly homecoming”.42 While there are certainly some elements 

which suggest the speaker is Finn, mainly in his incarnation as the old man on the train 

“wounded” by the surgery that removed his gallstone (“I was young myself once”), the story 

strongly echoes Kelly’s drunken homecoming. The last words then relate to Kelly’s guilt and 

resulting inability to touch Grace. Last but not least, some of the phrases might just as well apply 

to Dermot himself. The general confusion is arguably intentional and should simulate the chaotic 

workings of Dermot’s dying brain. However, Lucy’s proposed “ghostly homecoming” seems a 

fair summation of the overall theme of rebirth. In such a context, the final words can be read as 

the biblical “Noli me tangere”43 – as a presage of Dermot’s resurrection.    

 
Throb of the controlled wheel turning.  
Let us alone. The bright blood is free.  
He stays inlaid, the voice that broke  
Out of the nightshifting long mosaic  
Of cut stones and lazuli chipped eyes  
Falls back again spent and stylised  
Into the plainsong of the antiphonal wheel.  
Alone. Alone. All one. Why trouble us?  
They died in their own day, the blood is free.  
Love, the dark did not devour your little sparrow.  
It nips and chirps out of the same furrow  
Twinkling a wing between the ellipticals.  
He sleeps, nursing the intangible.  
It may be our sour galactic galled his lips  
Till he cried out of a dream of cracked windows  
Buried among streets of old paving  
And gangling rails, lit knots, the lamps  
Of unfleshed sweethearts gibbering out at us.  
Hide us from the ghosts of ourselves.  
Where gaslight is a green slime on the cobblestones,  
Where the town yet stinks of a damp fecundity. (15) 
 

                                                 
42 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 80. 
43 “Do not touch me.” Christ’s words to Mary Magdalene after his resurrection. John 21:17. 
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Watters gradually weaves in all the choruses, but he significantly changes “the bright day is free” 

to “the bright blood is free”, hinting at Dermot’s / Christ’s imminent death. The imagery 

borrows from sacral art and music. The mention of “the plainsong of an antiphonal wheel” 

reflects the use of a litany as an overall structure of this part of the poem (the alteration of 

choruses and interludes), while binding together the train imagery with the notion of the cycle of 

death and rebirth. 

 Lastly, Dermot exorcises the ghost of his own and Grace’s former selves in a scene which 

reads as a mirror rendition of the passage at the beginning of the poem which describes Dermot 

and Grace’s life in the city. The couple who in the first scene “watched together / 

The river smarting under a lash of many lights” are now the “unfleshed sweethearts gibbering 

out” while Dermot drifts to oblivion. The process is illustrated by the scene’s imagery, which 

gradually changes from the urban to the natural as the gaslight turns into a green slime. This 

image will reappear in the second part of the poem where the slime is washed in by the sea – a 

symbol of a primal life force. 

 
Hide us from the sea, our mother.  
Hell, brother, it was a famous thing,  
A leap out of the muttering rhythm of the deep  
Into the splinter of the sun on the shingle banks  
And the scream of the pterodactyl.  
Intractable  
Wingdrifting memories,  
Awkwardly fingering  
Under a skirt’s edge for the femoral bone.  
And Strasburg lace on the family skeleton.  
Atone. Let us atone. And a flowered kimono  
That burned its roses on the original skin.  
Love, born among the flame of underclothes,  
In foam of silk and two nude rimes  
Long-legged, long-legged, wingfingered,  
And all the time the nailed beak bickering  
Between the lines, between the legs, all one,  
Hide us from our cheap cupidity  
Manhandling always what the hands disclose.  
This is the deliberate breaking of a rose.  
Leave us alone. The blood is sick with thinking,  
Neither bird nor bone is innocent any longer,  
And a white rose against a brick wall in Drumcondra  
Is simply a shattering thing. (16) 
 

In the final surge of poetic energy, Watters brings together all the images that have been 

set up earlier in the poem and ties up the different thematic threads, which all culminate in the 

climactic moment of Dermot’s death. “Hell, brother, it was a famous thing” says the old man, 
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alluding to the “Huge humped hilarious Hiroshima”, which is then represented through 

apocalyptical imagery which draws on Yeats.44 The combination of sex and violence connected 

with a historical turning point is also Yeatsian, which is evident in Watters’ use of the erotic-

turned-morbid imagery in the following lines. “The Strasbourg lace on the family skeleton” harks 

back to the “Strasbourg meeting” Dermot and Grace were talking about in the “Friday” part and 

invokes the notion of collective guilt. This connection is further reinforced as the image of the 

female Hiroshima victim appears with a rose pattern burned on her skin, which an obvious 

reference to “the original s(k)in”. Furthermore, the chorus changes from “alone” to “atone”. In 

Watters’ conception, atonement for complicity in the bombing of the city should be universal, 

since “neither bird nor bone is innocent any longer”. The final couplet in the section represents 

the most powerful and poignant poetic expression in Watters’ long poem. The overused symbol 

of a rose is carefully reconstructed throughout the poem to its most common meanings of 

beauty, love, sexual desire, but also purity, only to emerge in the end as a bitter reminder of 

brutality and guilt, as “simply a shattering thing”. 

 

I heard it I tell you,  
Before the thing broke it must have been,  
The slap of a door shut to.  
They tell me I was little dead things then,  
A blot on the immaculate mountain of the painted screen.  
But I tell you I heard it plain,  
The faint deliberate shutting of a door  
Plain as a wink.  
 
Hide us from this last analysis.  
His eyelids are shells through a young green water, 
He will not break again out of his mother’s sleep.  
Then let them speak. Let the dead speak.  
We shall not hear them in pulse of the tides rising  
Wise in the ways of their own miss-mastering moon  
That makes atonement of the dichotomies,  
Relinks the flame with the anatomy,  
Surgeon with handiwork of love and bone  
In windy music, opus number one,  
That must resolve the double crucifixion  
And pluck the nightshade berries, in a word,  
The hanging nude, caress, to loose, release,  
To find the stones within the drupes of the breast  
Of this dark slender sea.  

                                                 
44 Apart from foreshadowing the images of the second part of the poem, the pterodactyl’s scream is reminiscent of a 
Yeatsian symbol of an apocalyptical moment – a scream of Juno’s peacock. See W.B. Yeats, A Vision (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 1962) 269.  
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I ask you, with these hands?  
Alone, alone, old pal, the bright blood is free. (16-17) 
 

The explosion and the “deliberate shutting of the door” mark Dermot’s demise. Death 

releases him from the grips of his former life and the memories cease; the dead can speak, but are 

heard no more. The sea imagery prevails as Dermot’s eyelids turn to sea shells and tides carry him 

from the limbo of his mind to the underworld, once again repeating the motif from the story of 

Hero and Leander. The rhythm of the train wheels is replaced by the ebb and flow of the sea as 

Dermot gets carried towards rebirth. Finally, at least seemingly, Dermot and Grace escape Finn 

and the initial chorus (“Let us alone”) meets with its final echo: “Alone. Alone”.    

 

5.4 Part Two: Saturday 

 
The second section of The Week-End moves in several directions. In terms of the parallel 

between Dermot’s story and the Passion narrative, the poem should reflect the events of Holy 

Saturday, that is, mainly Christ’s already mentioned descent to Hell, often referred to as the 

Harrowing of Hell. Indeed, the “Saturday” part features a descent into an underworld, 

represented by a simulacrum of the original destination of Dermot and Grace’s flight – the 

seaside resort of Castlefinnerty. 

While the main motif of the “Friday” part was death and destruction, “Saturday” is 

dominated by images of rebirth and regeneration. The mechanical rhythm of the train wheel, 

which underlined the first part of the poem is here replaced by the gentler, yet no less prominent 

and relentless sound of waves hitting the seashore. Although Watters hinted at the cyclical motif 

already in the first part of the poem (the wheel turning in sync with the gramophone record, for 

instance), the general movement of the “Friday” part was in essence linear and had a clear 

ultimate destination – Dermot’s death. In contrast, the “Saturday” part works more with the 

notion of the everlasting cycle of death and rebirth, suggested by the ebb and flow of the tidal 

waves, even though there is a discernible ad fontes /ad originem motivic line which can be read as a 

reversal of the first part of the poem. In general, nature and rebirth as opposed to technology and 

death represent the main thematic constants of the second part of The Week-End. 

 
5.4.1 Section One 

 
The first section opens on Saturday morning on the Castlefinnerty beach. Dermot and 

Grace take off their clothes and enter the sea: 
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I  
 
Castlefinnerty beach. A new morning  
Hunts like a dog’s tooth flickering  
In long courses tracking the trembling  
Water out and the sweat of the rock.  
We have disclosed ourselves  
Decorously out of sight of the village windows,  
We have littered the barren stones  
With the daily haze of pink mythical silk,  
The slack socks, the breastbits,  
The liturgical mauve garters  
Adding a touch of irony to the scene,  
And with fingers the toolmakers tutored for us  
We have undone all the philosophical buttons  
Made to fit the philosophical slits.  
And we are then as we are,  
Windbitten amateurs timidly entering  
Into the divine comical upset of the scene,  
Slipping with inadequate toes on the wet weed. (19) 
 

Needless to say the actual physical stripping off the clothes constitutes also a symbolic act which 

works on several levels. First, by casting off their garments, Dermot and Grace figuratively shed 

their physical bodies, thus completing the process that began in the previous part of the poem. 

Second, by virtue of that action they also, at least for the time being, leave behind the world they 

have been trying to escape. By having “undone all the philosophical buttons / Made to fit the 

philosophical slits”, they shed all the intellectual and spiritual issues of sin and guilt which have 

dominated the first part of the poem and enter into a purely natural state symbolised by their 

nakedness. The scene also partially echoes the New Testament teaching about resurrection, 

particularly 2 Corinthians.45 Furthermore, there is a possible reference to the “grids of knowing” 

from the first part, referring to the imposition of a static rational order on the fluid/chaotic 

reality, which is always arbitrary to a certain extent. Finally, the scene illustrates the main theme of 

rebirth since the image of the bare bodies corresponds with the already mentioned notion of 

coming back to one’s origins both personally and biologically.  

Although Watters does not work here with any readily recognisable direct allusions, the 

passage in general offers certain Homeric parallels and references to Christian liturgy. In some 

aspects, the scene is reminiscent of Odysseus’ meeting with Nausicaa. Some features of imagery 

used by Watters can be traced back to Odyssey, such as clothes strewn across the beach, left 

                                                 
45 2 Corinthians 5:1-4: “For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building 
of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. For in this we groan, earnestly desiring to be clothed 
upon with our house which is from heaven: If so be that being clothed we shall not be found naked. For we that are 
in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened: not for that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon, that mortality 
might be swallowed up of life.” 
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behind by the princess’ handmaidens who ran away in fear when they discovered the naked 

Odysseus. The passage also employs the motif of symbolical rebirth which mirrors Dermot’s 

journey: when Odysseus is shipwrecked near the Phaeacian coast, he manages to swim ashore but 

falls unconscious. He wakes up later on in a foreign land, naked and confused.46 In this context, 

the phrase “the daily haze of pink mythical silk” may be read as a reference to the famous 

Homeric epithet of “rosy-fingered” dawn. The colour may refer to the naked bodies, but it also 

connects the image with the rather confusing description of “liturgical mauve garters”, 

presumably left on the shore by Grace, together with her other undergarments. It is also tempting 

to suggest a link between the colour of the underwear and the violet/mauve liturgical garment 

worn by Catholic priests on Holy Saturday.47 This would indeed constitute a rather irreverent 

“touch of irony”, which however fits within the general tone of the passage. For one, Watters 

stresses the notion of inadequacy and clumsiness of Dermot and Grace’s actions.48 Thus, any 

pretence of a solemn ritual is rendered irrelevant. Furthermore, as the couple escaped the world 

of their past, they also left behind the liturgical structure that governed their existence – the litany 

which disappeared at the end of “Friday” and the requiem which will appear on “Sunday” – and 

embraced the natural rhythm of the sea. 

 
Let us take hands  
Attempting the wave’s wet nakedness.  
Let others, brothers, who are skilful dive  
Through curving spaces, graces, character  
Indrawn through gulls to break a meaningful  
Theory of this dragged expansiveness:  
We make ourselves at home,  
Stretching like children the tendon of a toe  
To the first touch of the salt reality,  
Pretend a lost excitement, egging on,  
Till cloth clings wet, the obscenity of it  
Climbs like a girdle up to the bellyknobs  
And laughter sobs, we are no watergods,  
Gobdaws reared on prim divinities  
Of deadly little text-books, we are breath-taken  
In this many boisterous comedy, our origins,  
Until the skin is cooled to what it swims  
Or rather flounders in, mouth overcomes  
The first green disgust, knows and names  
The peaks of the experience, while the I lurks  
Sick as always at the heart of things  
Between these links, under each mild explosion,  

                                                 
46 Homer, Odyssey, Book VI. 
47 Adrian Fortescue, J. B. O’Connell, and Alcuin Reid, The Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, 15th ed. (London: 
Burns & Oates, 2009) 37. 
48 Note, for instance, the use of words “amateurs”, “upset”, and “inadequate”. 
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Orgasm of the ocean,  
That designed our genitives and gave us gods  
And set our periods  
And implied our genes in an erotic vein.  
Why should the sleep of a man on a night train  
Impale our delight in limbs that lie  
Irking as islands in the lusty water?  
This is the brief time ungartered  
Of the week’s tight discipline,  
In this king’s song of the senses we have no fear of him- 
Shall the gloss on the margin, the dead starfish,  
Convict us of sin? (20) 
 

Dermot and Grace are now testing the water with childlike joy and innocence, which is 

reflected in their utter inability to comprehend the environment. Free from the pressures of 

intellectual scrutiny, Dermot leaves it to others, the philosophers or theologians, to make sense of 

“this dragged expansiveness” of the sea. The couple, in contrast, try to make themselves “at 

home”, at ease with the primordial power, but Dermot comes to the conclusion that they are “no 

watergods” yet, but “gobdaws”, foolish and pretentious individuals reared in conventional 

religion. Furthermore, the description of the situation as “the brief time ungartered [emphasis 

mine] / Of the week’s tight discipline” corroborates the point made earlier about leaving the 

strict liturgy behind.  Consequently, when the couple eventually plunge into the sea, the sensation 

is literally “breath-taking” as they do not swim as much as “flounder”.  

Watters’ choice of words evokes the notion of the sea as a primal natural power which is 

sexual in its core: the waves of “lusty water” shadow the successive “peaks of experience” which 

result in the “orgasm of the ocean”, Watters’ etymological pun expressing both the swelling of 

the water mass and the release of sexual energy.49 Eventually, Dermot and Grace get fully 

immersed in what is described in a reference to Song of Songs as “the king’s song of senses” and 

seem unperturbed by the sudden flash of memory featuring Finn in the form of the old man 

sleeping on the train. Yet, the appearance of a dead starfish in the last lines of the passage 

functions as a peculiar memento mori (that is, given the general nature of the situation) and brings 

back the notion of guilt and sin. 

 
But the water keeps the ancient customs  
That are strange to us coming back after long absences;  
It is not easy for exiles  
To understand the slurred speech and the salted phrases;  
The gulls ride down upon the water,  
The water slants and slides and leaves us to our own devices;  

                                                 
49 The word comes from the Greek ὀργάειν meaning “to swell as with moisture.” “Orgasm”, The Oxford English 
Dictionary, CD-ROM, Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992. 
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It is not easy for exiles  
Revisiting the scene of their genesis.  
 
Later, perched on a cliff with cigarettes,  
The landscape lends its own detachment  
To a moment of light and artifice, and we achieve  
A mood poised between boredom and desperation,  
Remembering such and such a Saturday. (21) 
 

 
The sense of Dermot and Grace’s confusion and uncertainty as regards their new environment is 

captured in the recurring phrase “It is not easy for exiles”. The motif of exile pervades the whole 

“Saturday” part of the poem. The couple are exiles in the original story, in which Diarmuid and 

Gráinne are hiding from Finn in the same manner as Watters’ protagonists are trying to escape 

their former lives. The crucial theme of losing one’s innocence links them with other famous 

exiles – Adam and Eve. Casting off clothes and diving in the sea represents an effort to revisit the 

Paradise-like innocence, but also “the scene of their genesis”, which can be understood both in 

the biblical (i.e. the creation of man in the Garden of Eden) and scientific sense (i.e. the origins of 

life in the primordial sea). Here, Watters creates another of his characteristic conflations of Celtic 

and Hebrew myths with scientific and private reality. 

Later on, while Dermot and Grace lounge on the rocks after the swim and smoke 

cigarettes, the relentless rhythm of the waves brings back haunting memories. This time, the 

couple is pursued by the many different Saturdays they lived through while they were still in the 

city.  

       
They have drawn the dustsheets over dead counters,  
They have dumped the plans in a drawer anyway,  
They have lingered in the staff lavatory powdering noses,  
talking of the Opera and Madame’s hairdo,  
They have leaned their chairs on two legs telling from  
mouthcorners the latest story of old Finn;  
One gingham day in the glass and satin glitter of the week,  
One day not drawn to scale in the week’s specifications;  
When Miss ironing her bits of breast cloth may smile at  
Madame’s great whalebone front,  
When Jack drinking with goodfellows may throw a curse after  
the thought of the glittering guy;  
There are crowds in Moore Street haggling for cauliflowers,  
Crowds in Haffners elbowing for sausages,  
Crowds in the Pro-Cathedral queueing for forgiveness;  
The pillars of St. Audoen’s stand up pale  
As hyacinths in the sunmote mornings,  
And cars hoot their way out to country places,  
Floodtide bringing slinky magazines to the beaches, 
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Nylon and muscular middle-age to the golf links,  
Literary flotsam to elizabethan loungebars  
And blonde girls to the ruins of the bronze age. (21) 
 
 

The passage has a dialogical structure, as Dermot’s recollections alternate with Grace’s, and is 

therefore similar to the “Hide us” litany in the “Friday” part of the poem. Here, however, it is 

presented in a more compact and concise form as the change occurs every other line. Dermot 

puts his designs in the drawer and gossips about his superior, the architect Finn, while Grace 

leaves the office or the shop and talks about the evening performance of Madama Butterfly. Their 

memories then turn into a more general direction as they depict Dublin’s daily life of trade 

(barrow vendors at the food market on Moore Street, the Haffner’s butchers), religion (Catholics 

congregating in St. Mary’s Pro-Cathedral and St. Audoen’s Church), leisure and culture. The final 

image of holiday-makers “flooding” the beaches stands in a poignant contrast to Dermot and 

Grace’s own situation.     

 
But the barrow-girl keeps her daily station  
At the butt of the built stonework,  
Sends her cry into the chaos of the traffic  
Urging the pippins, the pippins, and the wheel’s disclose- 
Red were her lips as the ruddy rose. 
 
They come over us  
A constant chorus,  
Groundbass to the air of the prima donna.  
The sea shakes out a jewelled fan and sings,  
We remake the waves of the recitative  
After their images: (22) 
 

The image of Dublin’s street market with barrow vendors inevitably leads to Molly Malone. The 

famous ballad about an eponymous Dublin fishmonger, however, functions here as a catalyst for 

the evocation of the disturbing imagery seemingly abandoned in the “Friday” part. She sings the 

song Kelly had tried to sing to Grace, evoking the image of a rose, which acquired such horrific 

connotations at the end of the previous part of the poem. Watters emphasises the notion of a 

sudden remembrance of things past by depicting it as a powerful tidal wave. Similarly loaded 

imagery from Madama Butterfly is evoked as the successive waves of reminiscences hit Dermot and 

Grace.            

 
Mother never did like Saturday, up and down between the  
grocery and the bar filling out porter and Indian meal, for  
blunt people with one eye on the shifty hooves of their  
animal in the street outside;  
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Bert sprays the Drushki roses with sleeves rolled trimly back  
and a great show of primitive man;  
Florrie shakes crystals in the bathwater and lies enrosed,  
ripping scales and bits of Butterfly up through the steam;  
Thomas sits in the twilight with a violet stole on, hearing them  
walk on the stones and sins whispered;  
Father obliterates the rings on the counter and rinses the glasses;  
Oscar gets up sometimes and goes for a walk by the canal bank  
where the water is still, limping;  
The dead have their own half tide halfholiday;  
But mother never did like Saturday though the shop boomed  
with gossip and business, the suck of corks pulled, clinked  
glasses, and coins dripped in the till-  
The sea chinks silver on the little stones,  
We do not know the coin of this kingdom;  
We stamp the unmilled shilling pieces  
With our own images;  
It is not easy for exiles  
Revisiting the scene of their genesis. (22) 
 

Similar to the previous case, this passage is thematically reminiscent of the litanies in the 

“Friday” part and offers a fleeting glance at some members of Dermot and Grace’s families. 

“The dead” are partly remembered in the half tide of the couple’s memories: Dermot’s mother 

serves customers in the shop and in the bar, her brother Albert is attending to his roses, his wife 

Florrie is taking a bath and singing arias from Madama Butterfly, Dermot’s brother Thomas is 

listening to the confessions; the father is cleaning up in the pub and Uncle Oscar is walking along 

the river with a limp caused by his war wounds. The reappearance of Albert’s roses is 

noteworthy, as they are linked with Madama Butterfly through Florrie’s rose scented bath salts, and 

Thomas’ violet stole which symbolises the confines of strict liturgy cast off by Dermot and 

Grace.   

   By the association of sounds, Watters returns to the Castlefinnerty beach in the last six 

lines. The clinking of coins against the counter in a bar turns into the rattle of pebbles on the 

seashore, the “silver” of the sea, the unknown currency which leaves Dermot and Grace no other 

option but to “stamp their own images” on them. One might also consider the allusion to obolus, 

a coin which was put under the tongue of the deceased as part of funerary rites in ancient Greece. 

Obolus was meant as a payment to Charon who would then ferry the soul across the river Styx, 

which divides the world of the living from the realm of the dead. The section is concluded with 

the established chorus, reiterating the theme of exile and origin.       

 
5.4.2 Section Two 
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The setting shifts from the beach and the sea to a “scene in the fields” and from Saturday 

morning to Saturday afternoon. On the literal level, this part of the poem depicts Dermot and 

Grace’s stroll through the fields, but the text itself seems to consist largely of Dermot’s 

philosophical asides on the nature of civilization. The sexual motifs continue to occur, but the 

theme of origin is replaced with images of fertility and reproduction.   

 
II  

 
Scene in the fields. The unticketted hours  
Tipsy with fertilisation, crane flies  
Riding the dogrose and the whole world goes to it.  
June is advertised  
At large in the hedgerows, clinging, starry-eyed,  
A natural selection and erotic frieze  
Of love’s largesse titillating out of smirk leaves,  
For it is yet but tickling time,  
Tormentil and queueing-up time,  
Edge of an afternoon of ecstasy,  
Time of the midge in the moondaisy.  
Furze is prinked up for the bees’ delight  
In tissue so silk-sacrosanct  
They faint and snicker as they sample it.  
All one today-  
Look at the fuchsia, no village maiden,  
Sleeked to the cinematic height of fashion hanging out  
Her little bawdy lantern inviting  
The dullest clodhopper to come on in,  
Plebs or patrician,  
Noli-me-tangere wings or shank’s mare,  
This is the feast of the god of the fields,  
A Roman holiday. (23) 
 

The whole passage is indeed a “scene in the fields”, a description of summer meadows 

which uses the imagery of plants (dogrose, moondaisy, fuchsia, tormentil) and insects (bees, 

midges, crane flies) to invoke a time of intoxicating, procreative sexual activity (“tipsy with 

fertilization”). Despite its apparent novelty, some of the images hark back to the previously 

established symbols, albeit in a rather roundabout way. Although the Drushki rose naturally does 

not appear, “the tissue so sill-sacrosanct” of furze flowers connotes the human tissue – Grace’s 

skin, which Kelly was not able to touch, and the burnt skin of the Japanese girl in Hiroshima. 

The notion of a sacrilegious touch is also present in Watters’ play on impatiens noli-tangere or 

jewelweed, a plant famous for its exploding pods. Watters changes its name to “noli me tangere” 
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in order to evoke a scene from the gospel when Christ meets Mary Magdalene after his 

resurrection but forbids her to touch him.50  

The scene is further complicated by the final lines which feature a significant twist. The 

whole scene is described as “a feast of the god of the fields” (presumably Pan, or other such 

deity, which would link nature with sexual activity), but it gets immediately juxtaposed with the 

phrase “a Roman holiday”. The term originally comes from Lord Byron’s Childe Harold’s 

Pilgrimage, where it is used in a description of gladiator fights51 and consequently it denotes an 

occasion where pleasure is derived from misfortune or pain of the others.  

 

No bondsmaids now  
Carrying the corn in baskets down to the earth,  
To the cold clay again and the scythe after;  
No slaves at the beck of the skinflint giver  
Between the two raw ends of the day;  
No servitude  
To the rude god of granaries between  
The two raw ends of a lifetime;  
No dawn worship at family shrines  
With the saturnian image in the temple always  
Tawny as old grain  
His eyes taking no delight of the shafted day-  
Why should we bear his burdens for him for death?  
We are not his daysmen now spending ourselves  
Between the generations.  
The gold day shivers apart like a bombshell,  
The blade comes to the stalk,  
The ball of light is broken in the man’s eye:  
What good is it then to have borne  
Fine sons for the sacrifice?  
Why engender,  
Why assemble the quick rods and cones  
To be painted with desire of the white mountain,  
To be blinded with the bright breaking world?  
A little while  
Love lights his paper lamps,  
The wing gathers the wind again and death stinks  
In the gardens of Cho Cho San. (23-24) 
 

The mention of “Roman holiday” in the last line of the previous passage is taken up in the 

following section, but now as a reference to Saturnalia, a specific ancient Roman festival in the 

honour of the god Saturn, an agricultural deity (“god of granaries”) who in Roman mythology 

                                                 
50 John 20:17. 
51 “Butchered to make a Roman holiday!” Lord Byron, Child Harold’s Pilgrimage, Canto IV, cxli, l. 7 in The Major 
Works, ed. Jerome J. McGann (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) 188. 
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ruled over the world during the Golden Age, which the festival tried to emulate.52 The holiday 

was celebrated by a reversal of social roles and by the overturning of social norms in a way similar 

to the Christian Carnival. 

The topsy-turvy world is signalled by the anaphoric negation in the first couple of lines: 

the people are “no bondsmaids”, “no slaves” and “no servants”. Yet, the revolt is aimed at the 

festival itself as Dermot reflects upon the cultivation of land as the basis for civilizations and their 

eventual downfall.53 Building on this premise, Watters takes the scene of Saturnalia, or its 

equivalent, as a shorthand for the origin of the Classical Graeco-Roman culture, which in turn 

represents one of the pillars of the Western civilization, and juxtaposes it with the already 

established images evoking the bombing of Hiroshima (“The gold day shivers apart like a 

bombshell”) which in his view represent the ultimate corruption and downfall of civilisation. The 

“bright breaking world” furthermore echoes “the bright day is free” from the “Firday” part and 

“lá gréine na blasféime” from “Aifreann na Marbh”. Watters’ “Saturnian image” may be also 

possibly taken as a play on the double meaning of the word “Saturnian”, which primarily denotes 

“pertaining to Saturn” but can also be used to describe “a model of the nuclear atom in which 

electrons are assumed to orbit in rings around a central nucleus, thus resembling the appearance 

of Saturn”.54 The crescendo of the final lines is broken by a swift change of scene which revives 

some of the images from the previous part: the Japanese girl, the rape of Leda, and the lamp of 

Aphrodite reappear, and Cio-Cio-san (spelled by Watters as Cho Cho San) strolls in the gardens, 

lighting paper lamps which are to be soon extinguished as “the wing gathers the wind again and 

death stinks”. 

 
But it is not easy to unconfine ourselves  
Of the shell they evolved for us under the many moons of 
their wisdom.  
We have swallowed our bit and slept when the time came  
Cockled between the palebone past and the opalescent 
future,  
And it was always a kind of limbo with us  
Expecting the light to come;  
Always beginning, always on the brink of a new meaning,  
Always climbing up the hill to perihelion  
Out of the picture-caves of our June;  
Our wombs would bud forth in the full season  
Young giants of morning with the first glad faces,  

                                                 
52 The term may also apply to another Roman deity, Consus, or the Greek equivalent of Saturn, Cronos, whose 
festival, Kronia, closely resembles Saturnalia. Jennifer R. March, Dictionary of Classical Mythology (Oxford: Oxbow 
Books, 2014) 139-40, 355, 435. 
53 According to Lucy, Dermot is “thinking of how the civilizations based on cultivation finally always destroy 
themselves.” Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82.  
54 “Saturn”, The Oxford English Dictionary, CD-ROM, Oxford: Oxford UP, 1992. 
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We should be spent husks then – what matter,  
Their argosies would labour in from the Indian stars,  
No wars,  
Peace like a whiskered university professor  
Between the sunmotes saying the old names,  
Thermopylae, ah, it was a famous thing,  
To an empty classroom all one Saturday.  
But the tide of light ran always with the same rhythm  
Swinging from full noon to the neap of night,  
No nice mounting from the threshold up  
To some unimaginable sublimity:  
A little jelly  
Melting on a dry shingle apace,  
That is the naked truth of it. (24-25) 
 

The first of the two longer stanzas that echo the general chorus (“It is not easy for 

exiles”) thematizes the decline of civilization, loss of faith and disintegration of beliefs. Dermot 

and Grace find it difficult to break free from the old conception of the world which had been 

devised over a long time period by those endowed with intellectual authority – the moon has age-

long association with wisdom (for example, Greek goddess Hecate, Egyptian Thoth or Buddha), 

but the phrase seems to have ironical undertones pertaining to the alleged quality. The whole 

situation works well as a general comment on the established religious, social and political norms, 

but it can also have a more specific meaning. The imagery is connected with the first part of the 

poem: the “shell” reminds us of Dermot and Grace’s “private shell”, but also, through the 

snapshots of the life in Dublin, of the political and moral cocoon of  wartime Ireland, and “our 

June” harks back to the  “rhododendrons in June” in the Howth Castle gardens. The “picture-

caves” refer to pre-historical parietal art but also connote the darkened Dublin cinemas, thus 

creating a visual link across the millennia of human existence. The same image also alludes to 

Plato’s allegory of the cave, which was used several times to illustrate the nature of Irish 

Neutrality.55 Similarly, the phrase “between the palebone past and the opalescent future” scans 

well with Ireland’s limbo-like state during the Second World War. The opening part of the 

passage can be read as an effort to break free from this specific condition, but Watters’ ambiguity 

allows the reader to interpret the lines as a description of an optimistic, utopian vision of 

progress, which is, however, deflated by the end of the passage.   

The shadow of Hiroshima becomes once again painfully present as the professor echoes 

the old man’s remarks about the bombing: “Thermopylae, ah, it was a famous thing.” The 

implication may be that in this vision of future, the bombing of Hiroshima would in time become 

merely “a story”, another item on the list of events in a history textbook. More likely, however, 

                                                 
55 See the Chapter 3. Historical Context. 
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the juxtaposition of Thermopylae and Hiroshima works as a comment on the Western 

civilization and the idea of heroism. The battle of Thermopylae, famous for the proverbial heroic 

resistance of three hundred Spartan soldiers, has become an icon of the Western civilization, 

embodying the ideals of honour, duty and self-sacrifice.56 The bombing of Hiroshima, which was 

done in the name of defending these ideals, ironically represents a complete reversal of the 

situation since there is no room for heroism and self-sacrifice between the nuclear button up in 

the sky and the tens of thousands of doomed civilians in the city bellow.     

In the last lines, Watters strikes a final blow to the vision of progress with “the naked 

truth of it” – an image of a washed up jellyfish dying on the beach, which harks back to a similar 

image of the starfish at the beginning of the “Saturday” part. As the passage is preoccupied with 

the disintegration of beliefs, the final scene, together with the image of “a whiskered university 

professor”, might be a reference to Matthew Arnold’s “Dover Beach” where the waning faith is 

linked with the ebb tide of the sea, leaving the speaker confused, standing “on a darkling plain” 

watching the “naked shingles of the world”.57 

 
Yet it is not easy to unburden ourselves  
Of the old seminal service,  
Smalltalk of Sarah and meet  
Libations of the family sherry.  
Evening like a gemmed hetaira makes us free  
Of her musky loins, but the choiring  
Of all the surpliced windows in Drumcondra  
Follows us  
Up into the red flower of the moment  
And the slow censers swung  
Of cutglass, bathroom chromium,  
While the vestal bedroom suite  
Is mellifluous in its evening benediction:  
Satin walnut on the instalment system. (25) 
 

The second stanza begins with a variation of the chorus and focuses on the difficulty of 

leaving behind the material and physical burdens. Watters’ depicts the sexual activity ironically, as 

“the old seminal service”, and combines the erotic imagery of a “gemmed hetaira”, that is an 

ancient Greek concubine, with her “musky loins”, and the elements of a church service with 

censers and surplice windows in the Drumcondra church. The concept of materialism is in turn 
                                                 
56 It is worth noting that the English Victorian art critic John Ruskin employed this image in the third volume of his 
Modern Painters where he portrayed the British soldiers who died in the Crimean War (1853-1856) as the Spartans 
who fell at Thermopylae. Echoing Simonides’ famous epitaph commemorating the Spartan’s sacrifice, he wrote: 
“they [the British] held the breach and kept the gate of Europe against the North, as the Spartans did against the 
East; and lay down in the place they had to guard, with the like home message, ‘Oh, stranger, go and tell the English 
that we are lying here, having obeyed their words’.” John Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. 3 in The Works of John Ruskin, 
ed. E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn, Library Edition (London: G. Allen, 1903-1912) 5:411-2. 
57 Matthew Arnold, Selected Poems (New York: Penguin, 1995) 164. 
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evoked by the furnishings of a hotel room, which bring back the notion of Albert and Florrie’s 

comfortable middle-class life in Drumcondra, summed up in a hilariously deflating, ironical image 

of a satin walnut panelling “on the instalment system”.  

 
Sunset. The hours are amorous marble  
Leading on sweet-sinfully  
By bosomy allegories of the holy wood,  
Filming with silk transparencies  
Metamorphoses of the stars and the first blush  
Of the mammary moon, until we pass  
Into the exquisite epithalamie,  
The dark of dark,  
Where only her silver car shines out  
On charmed eyes keeping their saturnalia  
Libidinous, in still swarms imaging  
Figurines of her upon the retina  
Till the held breath of the night proclaims  
Great is Diana of the Americans. (25-26) 
 

The day comes to its close and in spite of Dermot’s earlier rejection of the sensuous Saturnalian 

festivities, he succumbs to the temptation, making love to Grace. As Lucy points out, Dermot 

does not “believe in progress or final peace”, nor is he “seduced by the blessed security of the 

ordinary comfortable domestic life,”58 which is the subject of the previous stanzas. Yet he is 

eventually overcome by the primordial sexual energy and power of procreation, which is 

symbolised by the “exquisite epithalamie” – a song upon the nuptial chamber, the bed of Dermot 

and Grace. The sun sets and the moon, Diana’s silver car, appears on the sky and is reflected in 

the lovers’ eyes. The final line, “Great is Diana of the Americans”, is an allusion to the biblical 

Acts of the Apostles. It refers to a riot against St. Paul’s preaching organised by the silversmiths 

of Ephesus on behalf of their goddess Diana of the Ephesians,59 who was attributed with 

generative and nutritive powers of nature and was usually depicted as having many breasts, hence 

Watters’ phrase “mammary moon”. Watters’ may have also used the story to explore the notion 

of a man-made god, since in the story, St. Paul converted many of Diana’s former worshipper by 

explaining that “ they be no gods, which are made with hands”.60 Given the context of the poem, 

these deities may be equated with modern technology, in which case the “Diana of the 

Americans” can be quite plausibly identified as the false idol, the atom bomb.   

 
5.4.3 Section Three 

 

                                                 
58 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 80. 
59 Acts 19:36. 
60 Acts 19:26. 
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In terms of interpretation, the final section of Saturday represents perhaps the most 

challenging part of the whole poem. Lucy commented on its difficulty, admitting that “it contains 

themes and details that still defeat me”.61 The section works with the previously established 

images and characters: Leda makes appearance again and so does Madama Butterfly, snippets 

from Dermot and Grace’s past lives occasionally surface, and Kelly’s song is heard once more. 

However, the structure is less clear than in the previous sections and a definite thematic or formal 

guiding principle is ostensibly missing, which makes commenting on specific allusions in relation 

to the overall themes a rather chaotic and unwieldy enterprise. The following text will therefore 

deviate from the established practice of commenting individually on every stanza and will offer a 

general assessment of the whole section in order to facilitate the reading experience. For the sake 

of completeness, the entire text of this section can be found in the Appendix.     

After the return to the origins of life in the first section and the festival of procreation in 

the second, the whole final section of “Saturday” consists of a preparation for Dermot’s rebirth, 

which explains the number of previous allusions to the birth, rebirth, and resurrection. In this 

section, Watters recasts specific allusions, situations and characters established in the previous 

sections into archetypal images. It is therefore feasible to accept Lucy’s characterisation of the 

section as “the last rehearsal of the past, of the dead world seen increasingly in terms of archetype 

and general process”.62 This argument would also provide an explanation for its anomaly in the 

context of the whole poem. The form can be read as part of the process of Dermot’s 

depersonalisation preceding his rebirth, to which the whole section gravitates. Dermot’s 

personality, which consists of various emotions, feelings, and memories, is split into pieces 

(described as scattering of the “passionate bits”) to be reassembled later on. In Watters’ 

conception, the notion of resurrection is therefore linked to the philosophy of ancient atomism 

(advocated, for example, by Democritus and Epicurus and formulated most famously in 

Lucretius’ De rerum natura), of a constant movement of indivisible particles which dissolve and 

reassemble into larger units. The whole structure of the section therefore also draws attention to 

one of the main motifs of the poem, the destructive force of nuclear energy released as a result of 

splitting those seemingly indivisible parts, thus harking back to the notion of a rupture that 

pervades the entire poem.     

The section is also characterised by a specific form different from the rest of the poem, 

which is written in free verse with occasional rhymes. Here, Watters writes predominantly in 

linked unrhymed quatrains, reminiscent of the “Lux Aeterna” and “Graduale” parts in “Aifreann 

na Marbh”. Apart from this dominant stanza form, the section is also introduced and concluded 
                                                 
61 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82. 
62 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82. 
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with individual three-line stanzas which create a frame for the whole section. The final standalone 

line “It is not easy for exiles” emphasises the general theme of the entire “Saturday” part, i.e. 

Dermot and Grace’s exile from the state of innocence. 

Watters’ unusual use of punctuation is also worth noting. Although Lucy’s suggestion that 

the quatrains “proceed without one full stop”63 is simply not true (there are at least seven full 

stops within the quatrains), Watters’ remarkable use of colons and semicolons to end the quatrains 

deserves attention, as it suggests a “linking” principle where the individual ideas and images are 

delineated but joined together in a greater whole, a notion corresponding to the main theme of 

the section. Lastly, since Watters mentions hokku at one point in the text (“Take him away, he’d 

make a duck sing, Hokku”), which is a term for the opening stanza of a Japanese collaborative 

poem renga or renku, it is also possible to regard the whole formal arrangement of the section as 

an allusion to the Japanese form of collective poetry.64 The collaborative principle, the Japanese 

connection, linking of individual pieces, and, to a certain extent, the depersonalization scans well 

with the role of this section as explained above.      

The first four stanzas serve as a setting of the scene and as an introduction to the main 

part of the section, the archetypal sequence consisting of thirty linked quatrains: 

 

III  
 
Water out of rock  
She drips and wrinkles  
In the full bucket of the night:  
 
Dark hair like water now with a glint on it,  
Fungi turning pale rumps up to the moon,  
Thought like water flickering  
By the place where the moon lights: 
 
Encamped by a brook’s edge  
We abide the sequences,  
Flashback and fade-out,  
Ash of the light-images:  
 
Crosstalk out of the soundtrack,  
Conspiring more or less with a love story,  
Zigzags of memory  
Sensitized by the moonspark: (26) 

 

                                                 
63 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82. 
64 Patrick D. Murphy, Terry Gifford, and Katsunori Yamazato. Literature of Nature: An International Sourcebook (New 

York: Taylor & Francis, 1998) 116-17. 
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The section bears no definite indication of place in the first line, unlike in the preceding sections 

where “Castlefinnerty beach” and “Scene by the sea” specified the location and foreshadowed 

the main theme. However, it is evident from the first stanzas that Dermot and Grace are sitting 

by the brook, watching the moonlight reflected on the water. Lucy also suggests (perhaps 

drawing on the line “A ball drops on the last green” which occurs in one of the later stanzas) that 

the lovers are sitting by the golf links,65 which would then contain an apt pun reflecting the 

“linked” structure of the poem. The lights flickering on the surface also remind us of the scene in 

“Friday” in which Dermot and Grace stood on a bridge and watched the electric light “hurting” 

the water. The “water out of rock” is perhaps an allusion to the miraculous event in the Old 

Testament when Moses draws water from a stone,66 which in any case suggests a combination of 

two notions, of the origins of life, explored already in the first section of “Saturday”, and of a 

miracle, both present in the process of resurrection. 

 As has been mentioned above, the following sequence consists of thirty linked quatrains 

in which Watters repeats some of the major themes but recasts them into archetypal imagery. 

Lucy, who does not deal with the individual allusions in his commentary on the section, offers 

instead a list of themes, or archetypal images, which, in his view, are explored in each of the 

stanzas.67 The list is, of course, very subjective and open to debate, but it captures the essential 

thematic movement from childhood innocence to sexual awakening, from primitive state to 

civilization, and its culmination in the interweaving notions of love, war and death.  

In the final stanza of the linked sequence, Dermot makes an ultimate appeal to Grace, 

whose name has at this point gained a pronounced Christian meaning. Together with the echo of 

“It is not easy for exiles”, his plea brings forward the themes of lost innocence and guilt.     

 
We called for Grace, it is not easy  
Bring to mind after the palms of the years  
First joy of the minted piece,  
The name keeps it as on velvet and the night: (31) 

 
A resolute “enough” after the last colon severs the chain of linked stanzas and ends the rehearsal: 

 
Enough. The night is an old man’s moneybox  
Broken, the hard tack all spilled,  
Then let the young pilferers  

                                                 
65 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82. 
66 Numbers 20:8. 
67 Lucy begins with the first stanza depicting the birth of a girl. His list follows thus: “Father’s reaction, desire, 
rejection of desire, children’s stories, sweets, streets of childhood, growth of desire, flame of love, fires of war, 
destruction of civilisation, birth of will, aim of will, flight of will, failure of will, dream of love, dream of lust, rondo, 
motes, spores, desire, beauty, beauty as rose, beauty as ice, sharp beginnings, early Mass, Love and death, birth and 
death, war death, war for love, Grace, ‘Enough.’” Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 82. 
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Scatter the passionate bits,  
 
For love is an easy theft, the village fool  
May carry in a bucket awhile  
Divided wheels of the moon.  
 
Images, we move on a lighted screen  
Unquiet even in our stillnesses,  
Keeping a tryst with time’s dark phrases.  
                                                                        Flutes. 
 
It is not easy for exiles. (31) 

 
The rehearsal of images is over, the process of depersonalisation completed, everything is still 

and dark, prepared for the final act. Only faint music of the flutes leads Dermot to resurrection. 

 

5.5 Part Three: Sunday 

 

After the ramified second part, which functioned as a preparation for Dermot’s 

resurrection, in the third and final part of The Week-End, the act nears completion and Watters 

ties together the different threads established in “Friday”, which in a sense represents a mirror 

image to the events in “Sunday”. In “Friday”, Dermot stood poised between life and death, 

slowly drifting towards oblivion, while in “Sunday” the same process repeats in the opposite 

direction. The leitmotif of the final part is Dermot’s argument with life, with the idea of being 

reborn into the world and accepting guilt. In the parallel story of Christ’s Passion, “Sunday” 

reflects the events of Holy Sunday, that is, of Christ’s resurrection. 

The section lacks any indication of place. However, Dermot and Grace appear to be still 

in the underworld which bears the shape of the Castlefinnerty seaside resort. The guiding 

principle of this section is the ritual of Catholic Mass, which structurally connects the final part of 

The Week-End with its Irish language sister poem “Aifreann na Marbh”.  

 

Introit.  
Now the light blows up about us. Fans, girls. Sing  
The beak of the warship entering  
Through a break in the backstage scenery  
Bringing the loved one, the white sailor,  
To walk along our cherry terraces.  
Enters by the ear the string-slender  
Filament that makes conceive  
Like a drawn bow the spirit’s touchiness.  
Between lids of the eyes to the light bending  
In an idle hour the familiar printed page  
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Gets children on the dreaming brain.  
Into the poet’s brain enters the alien  
Slim bullet disturbing an ancient people  
To a new sparkling anger. Morning enters  
By the blind’s edge into the shop and brings  
To the beer-taps, the oak furnishings,  
News of some far slow catastrophe  
Before which the mind stands groping in its stocking feet.  
 
Let be, let be. That is the hemlock yonder,  
There are purple traces on the shank of it.  
There is joy still in the pain and the pity of it  
That we shall walk again from the old boathouse  
Children with sun shy faces as that first time. 
I will not drink again of the dreaming wine. (33-34) 
 

Building upon the symbolic significance of the new dawn, the passage in question 

presents various images of both hope and despair. The first few lines, referring to fans, singing, 

and cherry orchards, once again allude to Madama Butterfly with Cio-Cio-san looking towards the 

eastern horizon in hope to see the ship bringing back her “white sailor” Pinkerton. Instead of the 

first rays of the morning light, however, comes the nuclear blast causing a “break in the backstage 

scenery”, which suggests the rupture caused by the bomb. The light also creeps into the bedroom 

at Castlefinnery where Dermot and Grace wake up to the dawn that brings “News of some far 

slow catastrophe / Before which the mind stands groping in its stocking feet”. The whole 

passage is reminiscent of the beginning of Watters’ “Aifreann na Marbh”, which opens with the 

morning sun shining over Dublin on the day after the fateful bombing that has brought not only 

instant death to thousands in Hiroshima but also a slow moral catastrophe to the Western 

civilization. Aware of these ramifications, Dermot is reluctant to commit himself to another life 

and refuses resurrection symbolised by the “dreaming wine”. As Lucy points out, the wine is 

identical with the “bright blood” mentioned in the “Friday” part,68 which makes the allusion to 

the Eucharist more pronounced.  

A slightly obscure addendum to the first passage appears to be a variation on the themes 

explored in preceding lines: 

 

This is the classic air, mist without mystery,  
Firstlight pencils the reeds in sparingly  
Aslant over sparkless water, digammas,  
Fragments of a ruined epic.  
 
Ra. Ra. Ra. (34) 
 

                                                 
68 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 83. 
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The first line seems to reflect the motif of a new beginning, suggesting the notion of primordial 

state of knowledge, “mist without mystery”, tabula rasa. “Digammas” refer to the letters of the 

ancient Greek alphabet, which are, however, no longer in use, thus evoking the ruins of an 

ancient European civilization, “fragments of a ruined epic”. The final line neatly combines the 

sun with the nuclear explosion, referring both to the Egyptian solar deity and the symbol of the 

chemical element radium. If this seems as stretching the interpretation a bit too far, one needs to 

remember that this is not the only instance where Watters’ uses formal representation of natural 

sciences in his poetry. In “Aifreann na Marbh”, for example, he structures one part of the poem 

around the mathematical equation E=mc2.   

 After the introduction, Dermot’s friend and Grace’s late husband appears again: 

 

Kelly my friend, are you the first of them?  
Never say Kelly, say Cerberus.  
I have done the dog too in my time?  
Ay, but gently Dermot, your gentle bitterness.  
But you married her at your leave’s end?  
University Church. Morning suit. That was my sin.  
She cried, Kelly, after the thing was done.  
She would be a bride now and walk in the sun.  
Can the dead mouth these tags of memory?  
My gag is your own tragedy.  
We are one then, you, I, all of us?  
Of one accord, strings out of harmony,  
Till death pulls the communication cord.  
In the tunnel I think it was, we met him then?  
In more than one sense you entrained with him.  
What is Finn? (34) 
 

The passage consists of a short dialogue alternating line by line between Dermot and Kelly, who 

appears in the form, or rather the function, of Cerberus, the infernal hound guarding the entrance 

to the underworld. It is possible to connect the reference to the dog, death and the “tags of 

memory”, which would bring about the notion of “dog tags”, with the army and Kelly’s death in 

the Second World War. Subsequently, Kelly relates the events preceding his own death, 

mentioning his hurried marriage with Grace before the end of his leave from the army, and 

confirms Dermot and Grace’s death in the train accident, which, in fact, has not been explicitly 

stated so far. By the end of the dialogue, Finn is introduced once more and for the last time, as 

Dermot remembers meeting him in the compartment. Since Dermot also met his death on the 

train, there is little doubt that Finn stands for the Grim Reaper himself. As Kelly points out, 

Dermot “entrained” with Finn, both in the literal sense of being on the train at the same time, 
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but also in terms of being carried away by Finn into the underworld where he stayed for the 

whole of Saturday.  

At the very end of the exchange, Dermot asks Kelly who Finn is, or rather, what it is, 

recognising that Finn is just an embodiment of some general concept. Kelly obliges with a 

comprehensive list, the form of which, with frequent repetitions, has a slight liturgical air to it. 

 

Finn is the gash of the footlights hung  
Between our eyes blinded with radiation and the guessed  
Vast auditorium where only a shirtstud gleams,  
Half believed in, one half dream.  
Finn is a kind of plainsong  
Bearing along on its many charactered swell  
The eyes half-blinded and the strenuous limbs  
Between the two profundities,  
Half believed in, half believed in,  
Heaven the blue untried, the tide-grey will.  
Now Finn is form, a scherzo movement  
Wrestling with the apathetic windy power  
That unconfined in sinew, gut and string  
Would lose itself in the last  
Vast auditorium where as a shirtstud gleams  
Blue light of the last star, 
Play within play shaping it as a flower.  
Finn is the middle fifties, the frosted hair  
Formally inclined above the monthly minutes  
To give with neat ballpoint hieroglyphics  
The unimpassioned sanction of the chair.  
Finn is the fight itself, the narrow pass  
Between the anger of it and the anger of it  
Passionless, but one remembers afterwards  
The dragged grey tide it was.  
Finn is your man all over  
With his fine beard spread and his comical style  
Saddening the sea for the sad child he makes  
-’Fore God, your only maker, Finn -  
Making a laughter of a laying-in.  
Nameless in the chorus with bare arms  
And in the ambuscade without a name  
In well-thumbed smallprint prodigal pages,  
Half believed in and half dream,  
He shuts us in a solitary confinement 
Behind anonymous eyeballs watching the years as they 
straggle  
Bar after slanting bar on a whitewashed wall  
Across the initials of a nameless ageing man,  
And nameless down the last blue cadences  
Bar after timely bar he brings our weary limbs  
Until labour done we smell birth in the room,  
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Dream on the first strange crying, that white bloom:  
There is terror in the heart of it,  
Beauty in the make of it,  
Pity in beholding it,  
And in the skein of it somewhere  
The seed of a seed,  
A whisper of blond summers of hair,  
Memory of frost curled up like a little letter,  
And a deckling of the edge again for the new rhythm.  
For the old rondo,  
For the tide rising,  
Fullcock and the first shot again,  
Opening night opening on our breasts and bracelets,  
That pale woman dying in the opening pages,  
And may I sign these minutes, gentlemen, may I sign?  
Half thought, half tide,  
Glimpsing the sun light and relight my little room  
Of dust and childbirth shuttered within the vast  
Auditorium where only his shirtfront gleams  
Surgeon and spectacle, half dream, half dream,  
Signing some man’s thin name across the scene  
Where time and again we wrestle with the winged  
Bright black and tawny terror of our dreams  
Eyes blinded and the comic polyphonic loins  
Bending the wild thing to the recurrent rhythm,  
Half man, half I,  
These minutes, Domine, Domine, may I sign?  
These hours that come strangely to us,  
These days that come  
Softfoot as the sun comes to that shuttered room,  
Half dawn, half dream,  
To make of that first strange crying a white bloom,  
And all the glittering laughter of the laying-in-  
This too is Finn. (34-36) 
 

The long passage consists of multiple definitions of Finn, or rather, poetical variations on the 

concepts he represents, which is limitation and finality, but also liminality expressed by numerous 

references to ambiguousness (“Half believed in, one half dream”, “Half thought, half tide”, “Half 

man, half I” etc.). In this context, as Lucy notes, Watters brings forward motifs such as 

“measurement, repetition, age, convention, contract”.69  

Finn’s shirt-stud gleaming in the darkness identifies him as the old man on the train. The 

auditorium evokes the theatre in which Madama Butterfly is performed. Finn is the “gash in the 

footlights”, an image which harks back to the old man’s wound, but which is also similar to the 

“break in the backstage scenery” from the opening lines of the “Sunday” part, suggesting the 

rupture caused by the bomb. The blinding light and radiation thus represents a clear reference to 

                                                 
69 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 83. 
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the deaths in Hiroshima. Finn, standing for finality, works also self-referentially since the theme 

of death and resurrection, of  birth and demise, “the two profundities”, unifies Watters’ “many 

charactered”, polyphonic poem into a “kind of plainsong”: a single thematic thread leading to the 

inevitable end. Staying with the musical metaphor for a while, Finn is also a “form, a scherzo 

movement” which is a reference to the poem’s musical structure and to the form of a fugue, 

where the individual motifs are repeated, expanded, and rehearsed in different contexts. 

Finn is also “the fight itself”, which may be interpreted in various ways. It suggests a 

reference to the original warrior Fionn Mac Cumhaill, to the heroism revered throughout Irish 

history, especially in the context of the fight for independence; at the same time, it points to the 

absence of fighting and the “solitary confinement” of Irish Neutrality during the Second World 

War. From the general and the archetypal, Watters moves to more specific characterizations. The 

limitation is suggested by a satirical portrait of Finn (“your man all over”) as a boring, narrow-

minded Dublin clerk in his mid-fifties. This image serves as a reference not only to Finn’s age but 

also to Ireland’s post-war decade, surrounded by the “whitewashed walls” of unrecognised guilt 

and counting “bar after slanting bar” the humdrum years. As James MacKillop points out, 

Watters’ Finn is an “insubstantial figure created from the experiences, the fears and oppressions, 

of the Irish past”.70 Finn’s death-ridden past and lifeless present lead inevitably to the deadly 

future. The last section of Finn’s passage moves to the scene of childbirth, which is also the birth 

of a new atomic age that commenced with the bomb. It is a very apt connection, considering the 

fact that the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima was codenamed “Little Boy”. As MacKillop 

argues, Finn’s “continuing unfolding story gives shape to a modern identity threatened by atomic 

holocaust”.71 The creation in death or creation by death, the grandeur connected with horror, 

might also evoke the ambiguous “terrible beauty” of Yeats’s “Easter 1916”. Watters creates Finn 

as a figure which is both elusive and omnipresent, a liminal character poised between life and 

death, between the past, the present and the future. 

The next section shifts back to the morning in Castlefinnerty. Dermot has already woken 

up, Grace is still asleep: 

 

I have carried the doom of him about with me since dawn  
Cracked the delicate dim  
Withdrawal of our tented sleep. The brown bivouac  
Boomed with reverberation of light and slight  
Blades shot home incisively  
Through chinks in our snailshell wall until  
The minute spider hung from a sliver of glass  

                                                 
70 MacKillop, Fionn Mac Cumhaill, 159. 
71 MacKillop, Fionn Mac Cumhaill, 160-161. 
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Above the hair of the dark girl still asleep,  
One temple and one cheekbone scarred white  
And last night’s moondark lips breath-parted  
Drupes in the ripening sun.  
Echo of the world’s dawn breaking  
Drew a sigh from her, a breast dreaming,  
As if the earth yawning with seed might whisper,  
“Hiroshima”.  
 
Christe. Christ. Christe eleison hemas. (37) 
 

As MacKillop suggests, Dermot is aware that Finn as “the myth has condemned him”,72 and 

Finn’s deadly shadow indeed still hangs over him: the new morning brings in the news of the far 

off tragedy. Watters once again evokes the image from the “Friday” part, the image of a private 

shell, here a snail shell, that hides Dermot and Grace from the outside world. However, Dermot 

can clearly hear the sound of the “world’s dawn breaking” and there is no escaping the beginning 

of the post-atomic age. Again, birth, rebirth and death are joined together in that particular 

moment. The birth of the bomb alluded to in the previous passage coincides with the death in 

Hiroshima. The rebirth or resurrection is invoked by Christ’s name in the final line, which brings 

us back to the liturgical nature of the whole “Sunday” part. However, more importantly, the 

words meaning “Christ have mercy on us” were, according to Hersey’s account, heard in 

Hiroshima immediately after the impact of the bomb.73 

 Watters continues with three more sections, each marked by the phrase “Look Dermot”, 

offering an image of the bombing and the dawn seen from different perspectives and in different 

contexts but essentially reverting to the already established motifs: Christ’s resurrection, Easter 

Rising, Madama Butterfly and the ripped backstage scenery, and ruins of ancient civilization. 

 

Look Dermot, how the sun flitters the mists.  
It is the rape of the women of a broken city.  
Frail city so easily broken.  
We did not build it easily, we two.  
Let us walk out along the mountainside.  
Walk out along the mountainside and see.  
Along the mountainside what shall we see?  
A break in the backstage scenery -  
 
Kyrie eleison.  
On those who fell in the Easter rising  
With some few sins, you know how it is,  

                                                 
72 MacKillop, Fionn Mac Cumhaill, 161. 
73 “Shu Jesusu, awaremi tamai! Our Lord Jesus, have pity on us!” Hersey, Hiroshima, 27. Watters took Hersey’s English 
phonetic transliteration, transcribed it according to Irish spelling and used in as a chorus in “Kyrie” in “Aifreann na 
Marbh”. Ó Tuairisc, Lux Aeterna, 27-8. 
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Mercy on us too who came limping  
Into lean years from the fight,  
Leaving dismembered shops, burnt offices.  
She sleeps on a dreaming arm, the nightdress  
In the new light is young no longer,  
Plucking some tune in the curl of a finger.  
Comes the loved one, the white stranger. 
By the blind’s edge to half-resentful eyes  
That if they had the courage of their cowardice  
Would take the morning milk in and not see  
The immense indelicacy. (37-38) 
 

In the first lines, Watters rehearses the image of bombing as a rape of the city, Hiroshima being 

pictured as a female victim. It seems plausible that the underlying image is the sack of Troy and 

the rape of the female Trojan prisoners, most notably Cassandra, the daughter of King Priam, 

and Queen Hecuba, by the Greek soldiers. A more specific reference might be Euripides’ Trojan 

Women which portrays the aftermath of the fall of Troy from the perspective of three Trojan 

women: Hecuba, Cassandra, and Andromache. The sexual nature of the attack is once again 

reinforced by the allusion to Madama Butterfly: the “white stranger” Pinkerton and the stroll along 

the mountainside painted on a ripped backstage scenery.  

  
Look Dermot, how the sun flames on the beach  
That was as silk to our bare feet yesterday.  
Every pool is a saucer of Greek fire.  
With which they came birdbeaked and crucified  
Achieving their civilisation  
In terms of a sanitary accomodation  
Upon remembered streets of Crete, Tyre,  
Brick, cane and corrugation. Kyrie  
Eleison. Who fell in the Easter Rising  
Before the last fallout with some few sins  
Gone in the flame of the flower. Music of violins  
Curling and cupping within lucent sheets  
Stamen and pistil and the quick dust that clings. 
To the ideal ghost as about a nucleus.  
That as a diver going clean  
In to the screaming shocked sea  
Brings the long morning under  
This humped slumped salt virginity  
Half dawn, half death, birdhaunted history.  
Through a break in the backstage scenery  
Bringing the loved one, the white stranger,  
To walk upon our sanguine terraces.  
Leaving dismembered shops. Burnt offerings.  
Along the mountainside what shall we see?  
Immense indelicacy (38) 
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Back at Castlefinnerty, Grace points towards the sunrise and notices a change: water, which 

yesterday represented the original, primordial and innocent state, has now been turned into fire 

by the sunlight. The Greek fire serves as an ambiguous symbol of Western civilization, alluding 

both to the creative Promethean flame and to the destructive force of the literal physical weapon. 

Both elements are manifested on “remembered streets of Crete, Tyre” where the growth of 

Minoan and Phoenician civilizations is implicitly contrasted with their destruction that resembles 

the fate of Hiroshima: the Minoan eruption of Thera and Alexander the Great’s destruction of 

the city of Tyre in 332 BC.74 This connection powers the irony of the preceding lines where 

civilization is achieved by destruction: in this case, the “birdbeaked and crucified” American 

bombers defend the Western civilization by burning the Japanese city in a flame that is likened to 

the symbolic flower. The mention of the Easter Rising can entertain a similar notion (the “burnt 

offices” that change to “burnt offerings” can easily refer to Dublin in 1916 as well as to 

Hiroshima in 1945) together with the pun on Christ’s Resurrection (rising on Easter Sunday) and 

the sunrise at Castlefinnerty (rising in the east). 

 

Lifting its fine tits over the street that like a boat  
Asleep on its own desire floats down in silence  
To that immoderate image in the east.  
Flaming sand and the two children romping  
Ahead of their shadows into the sun’s rising.  
Eleison. On us too who came limping  
Into lean years from the fight.  
 
How the air makes one yawn and young.  
I have carried the doom of him with me since dawn.  
At home they are all asleep except for father  
Gone down to meet the milk and the sunrise.  
By the blind’s edge to half-resentful eyes  
That if they had the courage of the cowardice  
Would take the morning milk in and not see.  
Look Dermot, how the hills bare themselves  
Immense warm stones out of the wet mist 
The sunshaft is like a finger.  
Plucking some tune in the fringe of a nightdress. 
Comes the loved one, the bright stranger.  
What matter, I shall bring down upon Hamburg  
The humiliation of my palms and my anger.  
With some few sins, you know how it is.  
We know, all too well we know, the rising.  
Kyrie, Christ, Kyrie. This is it.  
Eleison. On us too who came limping  
Into lean years from the light. (38-39) 

                                                 
74 Watters might have also in mind the apocalyptic prophecy featuring a destruction of Tyre in Ezekiel 26-27. 
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The multiple meanings of the phrase “Easter Rising” provides an equally ambiguous 

“immoderate image” of the sun rising above the horizon, which Watters uses to bring together 

the bombing with its moral ramifications in different scenes: on Castlefinnerty beach, Dermot 

and Grace’s lose their innocence; in Dublin, Dermot’s father shows indifference to the tragedy 

(or ignorance of the matter) as he comes to collect the milk in the morning.75 The theme of 

indelicacy and indecency is reflected also in the change in one of the recurring phrases pertaining 

to Madama Butterfly from “white stranger” to “bright stranger”, echoing the “bright blood” and 

“bright day” from the “Friday” part, which brings to mind the “lá gréine na blaisféime” – “day of 

sun’s blasphemy” in “Aifreann na Marbh”. 

The final section returns to the morning at Castlefinnerty and to Dermot’s rebirth and 

associated rituals: 

 

Light and the sweet air  
Between them are making a chalice of the morning;  
The shore far down is like a napkin folded  
And laid out upon it very simply  
Castlefinnerty all silverpoint and silence  
Is wine before the holy spilling of it  
Into the cup and the white hands.  
Ah,  
Shall we fall again into the old phrasing,  
Make the antique personation  
Between the lips of the stark woods they carved  
Priestlike with their fine Athenian tools  
Prising the grain apart until it cried  
Out with loud voice? Ah,  
The stone is raised treading upon a stone  
And the pillars of the king’s house are lifted  
To the sound of flutes among the unmelodic hills.  
The fable? Well, what would you?  
Our fathers knew it all in their young days, still  
There are some sharp things in it. Look,  
Grace, how the shades are like black tabernacles  
Thrown down along the mountainside piecemeal.  
It would be ghastly to wake here always.  
A, a;  
Ti su pros melathrois? ti su tede poleis,  
Phoib ‘? (39-40) 
 

                                                 
75 The phrase might refer to a simile “whit as morne milk” used by Chaucer in “The Miller’s Tale” and “The General 
Prologue” to The Canterbury Tales. See Chaucer, The Riverside Chaucer, 29, 68. Watters’ use has a revealing connection 
especially with “The Miller’s Tale” where the phrase occurs in a description of a sexually attractive woman. The 
tension between the notions of innocence, violence and sexuality is evident.     
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First, the natural imagery of the morning at the Castlefinnerty beach is transformed into various 

objects used during the Catholic Mass (chalice, cloth, wine). However, a proposition of an 

alternative rite is introduced by the interjection “Ah”: an unspecified ancient Greek ritual (“old 

phrasing”) with statues (“antique personation”) and music. The ritual of resurrection is 

punctuated by the line from Euripides’ Alcestis, now transliterated, which serves as the motto of 

the whole poem. The very situation of meeting between Thanatos, the Death, and the sun god 

Apollo chimes well with the image of the deadly nuclear explosion, but since it is the former’s 

words, the quotation inevitably heralds another monologue by Finn.     

Finn gives a slightly cynical speech, in which he revisits the theme of civilization: 

 

Have a drink my boy.  
Old enough to be your father  
I have seen in my time styles of architecture  
Religiously like the female figure  
From Crete to concrete follow the raj,  
The rump, the waspwaist, and decolletage.  
Actually I have been aware  
Of this crux of curvature  
Before the Jew fastened on to it. In fact  
The fashionable is the only feasible fact,  
The rump is half your aesthetic of the beautiful  
And the rest is mainly bull. So whether  
You design a labyrinth for a government department  
Or build a cowshed for an itching queen,  
Do it within terms of the fundamental equation  
Which entails (Here he bites a nail,  
Spits an infinitesimal fraction) room for interaction  
Between a limited amount of bloody energy  
And whatever mass is available at the time;  
Provided that (straddling the carpet  
Blue as a map under his blackshining boots)  
The sanitary arrangements are adequate,  
You achieve a civilisation. Have a drink.  
Styles of architecture are sex-linked,  
Stones and material loose ends,  
And dawn breaks trains of towns.  
It is mellowing and a lowing  
Where under the roof of the ultimate station  
Day breaks, they are uncoupling the cattletrucks,  
Horns, blood, orbs and entrails  
Sliding asunder on the gravitational rails,  
Hips, haunches and historical ends - 
And empires? Ces sont les Parisiennes. 
But have a drink. (40-41) 
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Here, Finn also revisits his earlier incarnation as Dermot’s boss, the “bald nailbiter of an 

Architect,”76 identified in this passage by literarily biting his nails. Yet, the omniscient tone of 

Finn’s monologue suggests that he passes off not merely as an architect, but the architect – God, 

the Architect of the Universe. This connection provokes various interpretations from different 

philosophical and theological vantage points, be it the orthodox Christian, Gnostic or Hermetic 

reading. The last perspective is, however, particularly interesting in the context of the poem since 

the Hermetic tradition advocated the idea of man’s potential to become God’s equal in terms of 

creative thought and action. This particular aspect of Hermetic thought is regarded (most notably 

by the British Renaissance scholar Frances Yates in her seminal 1964 monograph Giordano Bruno 

and the Hermetic Tradition) as the precondition to the scientific revolution of the seventeenth 

century77 and therefore to modern science. The invention of atomic power, which might be 

regarded as divine power, can be regarded as a fulfilment of that potential. Nevertheless, the 

unifying idea behind those conceptions is the rational, mathematical principle of God’s creation. 

This is exactly what Finn represents as he sweeps away the mythological and religious 

explanations for civilization and exposes its essential biological, physical, and mathematical 

principles. As Lucy notes, Finn paints the picture of all civilization as a sexual wheel.78 Styles of 

architecture, which in his conception represent the religious and political underpinnings of a 

civilization, are “sex-linked” – that is, genetically inherited but also simply connected to sex, the 

curves of the female body (“The rump, the waspwaist, and décolletage”) are inseparable part of 

the architecture. The primacy of sex over any ideological principle is summed up in Finn’s 

shrewd remark, which alludes to the story of the “itching queen” Parsiphaë, the mother of 

Minotaur, who, cursed by Poseidon with lust for a white bull, ordered Daedalus to construct a 

hollow wooden cow by means of which she was able to satiate her desire:79 “The rump is half 

your aesthetic of the beautiful /And the rest is mainly bull.” Finn relativizes the importance of 

myths, ancient or modern (no matter whether they deal with Minotaur’s labyrinth or a 

government department), by the means of simple equation: room for interaction of limited 

amount of energy and mass available. This formula may simply refer to the idea of sexual wheel 

mentioned above, but interestingly, it comes very close to Einstein’s already mentioned famous 

equation. 

                                                 
76 See the Section 5.3 Part One: Friday. 
77 Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke, The Western Esoteric Traditions: A Historical Introduction (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2008) 5. 
78 Lucy, “Comes the Experiment,” 84. 
79 Graves, Řecké mýty I, 305. 
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Finn urges Dermot not to fight these powerful laws of nature, but rather to drink the 

wine and accept another life (“Have a drink my boy”). At that moment, he is interrupted by a 

similar suggestion coming from drunken Kelly: 

 
Fill them up again old man,  
More milk for the baby - ’scuse me miss - 
Red were her lips as the ruddy rose  
That grows in the green garden,  
The old man made it out of Bardolph’s nose  
And the ducts of Dolly Varden -  
Make a note gentlemen: sweetness and light. (41) 
 

Kelly’s sings what he believes is a pleasant and instructive (“sweetness and light”) song for 

Dermot, praising drink and beauty. The red colour of the beautiful rose is connected with the 

proverbial red nose of Bardolph, the drunken companion of Prince Hal in Shakespeare’s Henry 

IV. The reference to the “ducts of Dolly Varden” is more obscure. The name refers to the 

character of a beautiful and coquettish young girl from Dickens’s novel Barnaby Rudge, but it has 

appeared in different contexts too. Most notably, it has been used as a term for a fashion fad of 

the late nineteenth-century woman’s dress, which inspired many popular songs including one that 

scans perfectly with Kelly’s ditty.80     

 Dermot asks whether he must drink the wine from the cup, forsake the peaceful oblivion 

and be reborn:     

 
Am I to drink then of the dreaming wine?  
 
To make a myth of it, Dermot, is all very well,  
But during the dreamwork one must go on living.  
Then friends, am I to sign,  
Put my name down on the dotted line,  
Drink from the light cut glass in his hand and go  
To muse a darkling co-existence out,  
To hear songthrushes through a green rent in the city  
Utter unravished phrases of their own making,  
They too were innocent once upon a time,  
Making for once their own phrases and not mine?  
What matter, so it make you drink and living. (41) 
 

In Dermot’s description of waking from the slumber of death, Watters produces a remarkable 

tension between the image of conscription (Dermot putting his “name on the dotted line”) and 

the poet’s escapism (“darkling co-existence”) evoked by the echo of Keats’s “Ode to a 

                                                 
80 See, for example, “Dolly Varden”, Dickensandshowbiz.com < http://www.dickensandshowbiz.com/sb054.htm> 7. 
August 2016. 
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Nightingale”.81 The impending guilt is raised by the sound of “songthrushes”, which harks back 

to the “Japanese town whose name / Is a phrase of the mating thrush’s eastersong”,82 but quickly 

dismissed by Kelly’s sharp rebuttal. 

 However, Dermot does not give up and argues with both Kelly and Finn against his own 

rebirth, refusing to be born again into the world and live under the shadow of Hiroshima: 

            
Am I to drink then of the dreaming wine,  
Am I to collaborate,  
Copulate with this skeletal I  
Pulling the wool over ruined eyes?  
What matter, life is an accommodation,  
The juice of a fly between determinate sheets.  
And hear me Dermot, I have a claim to speak,  
Having egged on the action,  
Not having bargained for the insect life  
And one gets tired too of the cracked cups and the 
abstraction.  
Am I to drink then of the dreaming wine  
After the wing has been where beauty was?  
After Augustine set down beauty as  
A virtual intuition of the unknown,  
Red were her lips as the ruddy rose.  
Because I do not wish to see this bud  
Gather and grow big within its sheath again.  
Because from the beginning I have known  
The burden of the song, nothing but the burden, 
I am content to fill out the simple round  
Between the swansdown yawning and the sink.  
Because, I think, I do not wish to see  
Death’s egg  
Wax over ironic centuries to make  
Afterwards in the canonical manner  
- Diastole, pray make a note gentlemen -  
Its own divine unbearable sparagmos.  
Afterwards, afterwards, no time for spelling now.  
I will not drink again of the dreaming wine.  
Because all things move to a ruddy rhythm  
And again the boy fills out drinks in heaven  
For the gods after the international match in Troy,  
And divine Helena is brought straitly home  
To return again like a breast to a brassiere  
After the slack season. Because I fear.  
Because we stand shamefast of our unlittered skin.  
I will not sign. 

 
                                                 
81 “Darkling I listen; and for many a time / I have been half in love with easeful Death, / Call’d him soft names in 
many a mused rhyme / To take into the air my quiet breath […]” John Keats, Complete Poems and Selected Letters of John 
Keats (New York: Modern Library, 2001) 237.  
82 See the Section 5.3 Part One: Friday. 
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Dear boy, this is mere bravado. (42-43) 
 

Dermot argues his resurrection would mean living a life of self-delusion about collective guilt, 

which is referred to as the “skeletal I”, echoing “The Strasbourg lace on the family skeleton” 

from the “Friday” part, but also suggesting the physical body which, at the moment, Dermot still 

lacks. Kelly dismisses Dermot’s moral objections as irrelevant abstractions and argues for the idea 

of life for life’s sake. Tired of Dermot’s constant refusal, he speaks from the authority of one 

whose life was cut short prematurely and rendered insignificant. 

 Dermot’s further argument against another life is based around the notion of beauty and 

its destruction. The bombing of Hiroshima is suggested by the line “After the wing has been 

where beauty was” where the wing refers to the bomber and beauty implies the established 

symbol of a rose. This passage invokes St. Augustine’s idea of beauty on earth as a manifestation 

of divine beauty and other divine attributes,83 which makes the destruction of beauty sacrilegious. 

Dermot uses this argument as a further proof of the moral reprehensibility of the bombing. He 

will not drink the wine that would usher him to the existence under the shadow of “Death’s egg”, 

Leda’s egg, the bomb. He does not wish to continue living in a world built upon bloodshed – 

visualised as chambers of the heart filling with blood (“Diastole, pray make a note gentlemen”) 

and the Dionysian ritual (“Its own divine unbearable sparagmos”) where sacrificial animals are 

torn to pieces and given to the manic crowd,84 suggesting the notion of self-destructing force. 

History moves in a circle to the “ruddy rhythm” and death and destruction in the Trojan War are 

seen as a mere pastime for the gods, but Dermot opposes such cynical attitudes. “We stand 

shamefast of our unlittered skin”, he argues, alluding once again to the image of a Japanese girl 

with flowers from her dress burned into her skin. We might not feel the physical effect of the 

bomb, but the moral one affects us all. Yet, Kelly and Finn dismiss the rhetoric as bravado. 

Dermot gathers strength to his last protest, which gradually changes into a delirious 

dream culminating in his resurrection:         

 

Lavabo. 
I shall wash my hands among the innocent. 
They numbered my bones in their experiment. 
And I shall go down into the garden 
Among the polyanthus pyramids 
Handling the blonde, the redhead and the dew. 
Among the innocent. They too. 

                                                 
83 The problem of beauty pervaded St. Augustine’s work; he postulated that God is the highest form of beauty and 
that beauty on earth is a manifestation of the divine. See, for example, Richard Viladesau, Theological Aesthetics. God in 
Imagination, Beauty and Art (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999) 106-7. 
84 March, Dictionary of Classical Mythology, 162. 
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Out of the boathouse in the new morning 
Repace the pattern of sand and shell 
Bringing a white lunch and an innocence 
Sunblind to a barefoot school. And the bell 
Rang among the shells falling. Calling. 
Comes the loved one, the white stranger. 
By the blind’s edge into the unavailing 
Disquiet, distemper of the middle-ages 
Dawdling a Sunday morning 
At the stairfoot stockingfoot wondering in God’s name 
where. 
In bed, some blind other morning, 
Sunday by the quiet of it, himself? 
The milkman’s knock must have wakened him; 
There was an uncomfortable dream on my mind, 
Something of sand, the sea shrunken 
Out of sight almost, an empty tin, 
The water I think would not come again. 
I shall wash my hands among the innocent, 
A little stirring of the fingers clears. 
Plucking some dream in the curl of a finger 
She sleeps easily, the sun’s risen 
After the green unfruitful night, 
What matter, I shall bring down into the garden 
The humiliation of my palms and my anger. 
Comes the loved one, the bright stranger. 
Through a crack in the upstairs scenery 
Contrived in terms of an academic equation, 
In fact you might say a surgical operation 
On the stones. And a terrible beauty was born. 
Red were her lips as the ruddy rose. 
Quieting, quieting this sparkling polyphone 
That is loosed in the last analysis of the inane. 
The water I think would not come again. 
Not drink, not drink. Sex-linked. Comes the experiment. 
I shall wash my hands among the innocent, 
A little water, brethren pray, 
A little stirring of the fingers clears, 
Brethren pray that my sacrifice. 
Some dream in the curl. Some passionate 
Departing from a balanced way, 
Broke here I thought dimly on my eyes. 
Return, return Dermot, come again, 
What is there in the dry veins of death? 
Have they not painted there as here 
Sharp profile and the single quickset eye? 
Brethren pray that my sacrifice. 
Some doom a long way off 
Broke here I thought dimly on my eyes 
By the blind’s edge, too dimly to discern. 
Come again Dermot, return, return. 
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Dear heart, do not touch me so. 
And I shall go out into the garden 
Quieting the humiliation of my palms and my anger. 
Comes the loved one, the blind saver. 
Where the morning blows up sweet and the dew is sanguine. 
For I may not drink again of the dreaming wine. 
 
Blind sailor in these straits, the I dispenses 
At least with its dreaming masks, shrinks, 
Unthinks itself into birth’s wounds, a Friday moment, 
Nailed, naked, architected 
Headlong down the tunnel of mischance. 
Here death and love are one. Strangled and alone 
Within her crutch’s dark elation 
The I cries its whimpering negation, 
Drawing the air in to make blood and voice. 
 
Brethren pray that my sacrifice (43-45) 

 

The main dynamic of the final section consists of Dermot’s final struggle to resist the 

resurrection, which is represented by the contrasting images of innocence and corruption. 

Dermot’s principal desire is to regain lost innocence, which is symbolised by the ritual washing of 

his hands. The section is introduced by the sentence “lavabo” (“I shall wash” in Latin), a part of 

Catholic liturgy during which the priest washes his hands. On the symbolic level, the act 

represents the priest’s plea for inner purification and the sorrow felt for one’s sins, which seems 

to be exactly what Dermot yearns for and experiences respectively. The symbolic practice also 

appears in the Old Testament where the priest washes his hands before making a sacrifice85 and 

Dermot’s recurrent phrase “I shall wash my hands among the innocent” comes from Psalm 26,6. 

The implications of Dermot’s craving for innocence and purification are therefore strangely 

ambiguous. On the one hand, it suggests a preparation for sacrifice, which is implied not only by 

the whole underlying Passion narrative, but also by the liturgical signposts revealed during this 

last part. On the other hand, however, it expresses Dermot’s reluctance to accept responsibility 

and collective guilt. The latter notion is closer to Pontius Pilate’s washing of hands, which is 

synonymous with the notion of evading responsibility. 

The ambiguity of the first line is indicative of the whole final section and, for that matter, 

the meaning of the entire poem. What is clear is that the poem culminates in the act of 

resurrection which carries strong Christian connotations, supported throughout the poem. 

However, how does Dermot’s attitude towards his own rebirth harmonise with Christ’s sacrifice, 

allusions to which pervade the entire final section? One may argue that Watters is essentially 

                                                 
85 See, for example, Exodus 30:19-21 and 40:32. 
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treating the main theme from three different perspectives, which however shade into each other. 

First, Dermot’s reluctance to be reborn is intimately connected with guilt and longing for 

innocence. Correspondingly, the images of innocence are corrupted during Dermot’s vision, for 

example, the shell, a symbol of Dermot and Grace’s private life established already in the 

“Friday” part, is transformed into the falling shell of the bomb. In a similar vein, Dermot 

rehearses numerous images from his previous argument with Kelly and Finn, most notably in the 

passage describing the dropping of the bomb (beginning with “Through a crack in the upstairs 

scenery”) which combines familiar allusions to Madama Butterfly, Einstein’s formula, and Yeats’s 

famous line from “Easter,1916”.  

Second, in the context of the messianic prophecy, Christ’s resurrection is inseparable 

from his death and sacrifice on the cross. This notion is accentuated especially in the final stanza 

which alludes to the crucifixion as “a Friday moment, / Nailed, naked, architected”. Naturally, 

Christ’s death and resurrection are intermixed with references which point in Dermot’s direction, 

for instance his and Grace’s death in the tunnel. Dermot’s words “they have numbered my 

bones” offer another interesting conflation of these two perspectives. The phrase comes from 

the Catholic “Prayer before the Crucifix”, which in turn borrows from Psalm 22, often quoted in 

the New Testament as a prophecy of Christ’s crucifixion.86 However, in the context of Watters’ 

poem, the presumably gaunt body which is referred to in the psalm evokes also the “skeletal I” of 

guilt, so feared by Dermot. The motif of guilt and redemption thus creates a powerful tension in 

the last movement of The Week-End. 

The third perspective represents an intersection of the previous two. The liturgy of the 

Mass effectively connects Dermot’s guilt and Christ’s redemption with the Eucharist constituting, 

as a means of grace, a process of transition from the first to the latter. Both Dermot’s and 

Christ’s resurrection are thus contained in the Christian rite of the Mass. Grace’s voice, now the 

embodiment of divine grace, calls Dermot back to life (“Come again Dermot, return, return”) to 

which Dermot answers with: “Brethren pray that my sacrifice”. Dermot’s phrase constitutes only 

a fragment of an exhortation spoken by the priest during the Mass to the faithful, which in full 

reads: “Pray, brethren, that my sacrifice and yours may be acceptable to God, the almighty 

Father.”87 It would therefore seem that the ambiguity suggested at the beginning is resolved and 

Watters’ poem ends on a generally conciliatory note, with Dermot’s death and resurrection 

completed and solace found in the mysteries of the Christian faith. Yet, such a neat unravelling is 

disturbed by pronounced sexual overtones (for example the phrase “within her crutch’s dark 
                                                 
86 “Prayer Before the Crucifix,” Our Catholic Prayers, < http://www.ourcatholicprayers.com/Prayer-Before-A-
Crucifix.html > 6 August 2016. 
87 In the original Latin: “Orate, fratres, ut meum ac vestrum sacrificium acceptabile fiat apud Deum Patrem 
omnipotentem.” 
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elation”) which disturb the purely liturgical interpretation and bring back the motif of sexually 

motivated violence, which pervades through the whole poem. Last but not least, the 

overwhelmingly excruciating context of the whole poem is a testimony of an immensely hard 

moral struggle and an uneasy peace. The fact that Dermot’s last sentence remains unfinished 

implies the possibility that the rupture caused by the tragedy of Hiroshima is still felt and the 

wounds of both the individual and the civilization have not yet healed. 
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6. Overall Interpretation 

 

The Week-End of Dermot and Grace is a highly intricate and demanding work which invites 

numerous readings and interpretations; any attempt for a concise summary will inevitably fail to 

do justice to the richness of the original work. Since the main contribution of this thesis lies in 

the preceding detailed commentary, the purpose of the following paragraphs is to offer a brief 

overview of the main features of The Week-End, namely its structure, the conception of time and 

space, together with imagery used by Watters to convey the main themes of the poem. Last but 

not least, this chapter will propose a new reading of the poem in context of Watters’ long 

modernist poem in Irish “Aifreann na Marbh”. 

The Week-End is based on the three part structure of a fugue, with the initial exposition, 

the development and the final section returning to the main theme. The name of the musical 

form also scans well with the poems’ title and one of its themes. The term “fugue” comes from 

the Latin word fuga, which relates both to fugere (to flee) and fugare (to chase), and thus harks back 

to the original medieval Irish tale Tóraigheacht Dhiarmada agus Ghráinne (The Pursuit of Dermot and 

Grace). Watters employs the recurring phrases and sentences, often quotations, to simulate the 

effect of a musical motif. Similarly to Richard Wagner’s use of leitmotifs, Watters’ recurring 

phrases may serve as signposts to alert audience to the appearance of a particular character, 

emotion or situation, but can also acquire a different, sometimes opposite, meaning in a specific 

context. With regard to the increasingly convoluted and digressive nature of the poem, the 

recurrent phrase also functions as a point of reference, taking the reader back to the initial 

situation. 

In keeping with the modernist aesthetic, the perception of time in The Week-End does not 

follow a fixed chronological pattern but moves freely between various time levels, oscillates 

between past, present and future, between fragments of memories and premonitions. The precise 

time of the actual flight of Dermot and Grace from Dublin remains ambiguous. On the one 

hand, the overall urgent tone of the poem suggests that the journey represents an immediate 

reaction to the bombing, while some of the references seem to place it in the late 1940s, for 

instance the allusion to the foundation of Council of Europe on 5 May 1949. On the other hand, 

however, the immediacy of the “Sunday” movement, especially the final section in which 

Dermot’s rebirth is closely juxtaposed with the images of nuclear explosion, indicate that the 

bombing coincides with Dermot and Graces flight. Furthermore, the parallel with the Passion 

narrative, which is delineated by the division of the poem into parts corresponding with the last 

three days of the Holy Week, creates a tension between Easter and the events of August 1945. 
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In terms of space, the poem appears to be more rigorous. Although the stream of 

consciousness technique allows some fluctuation, Watters introduces each section with an 

indication of place, which also prefigures the motifs and themes prevalent in the particular part of 

the poem. These signposts, on the one hand, mark out the spatial journey of Dermot and Grace 

– the flight from Amiens station in Dublin to a seaside resort at Castlefinnerty beach in Donegal. 

On the other hand, they also emphasise its spiritual dimension – from the materialism of the city 

and emblems of civilization (the urban space of the train station at the beginning of the poem), 

through nature (the beach, the fields and the sea in the “Saturday” part) to the pure ritual of the 

mass in the final movement.  

 The journey is reflected in the development of the main characters. Dermot’s 

physical flight from Dublin to Castlefinnerty is intertwined with the story of his death, his stay in 

the limbo-like underworld and his eventual rebirth, which scans with the Passion story of Christ’s 

death on the cross and burial on Good Friday and resurrection three days later. Watters’ 

conflation of Dermot and Christ’s narratives is not coincidental and has its foundation in his 

philosophical essay “Religio Poetae”, where one of the prominent ideas consists of the poet 

assuming the role of the priest. Since one of the fundamental Catholic beliefs is that the priest 

celebrating the mass acts in persona Christi, that is “in the person of Christ”, the logical conclusion 

in terms of Watters’ philosophy and aesthetics is that the poet should be in some way regarded as 

a Christ figure. As has been mentioned in the commentaries to the “Friday” part, Dermot’s 

family background is modelled on Watters’ own and the autobiographical elements thus enable 

one to regard Dermot as a poet and as Watters’ alter-ego. Therefore, on the one hand, Dermot’s 

journey in The Week-End can be regarded as a testimony of Watters’ own struggle to accept the 

religious role of the poet and the burden of responsibility, on the other hand, however, the poem 

also conveys the general notion of a poet trying to come to terms with the tragedy of the post-

Hiroshima world. 

Dermot’s role is complemented by the “dark girl” who in essence embodies the poetic 

inspiration. She undergoes a transformation from a Dublin shopkeeper Grace, inspired by the 

mythical Gráinne, through the incarnation of the love goddess Aphrodite, lunar deities Diana and 

personifications of Ireland (Roisín Dubh) to an embodiment of divine grace, which is delivered 

through the Mass. In the combination of Christian theology, Celtic mythology, sexual and poetic 

attributes, she represents a perfect foil for Watters’ conception of the poet. In contrast to Grace’s 

life-affirming role stands Kelly, Grace’s husband and Dermot’s classmate and friend, a bomber 

pilot who died during the war, who in the limbo state assumes the role of Cerberus, guardian of 

the Underworld. In the general context he symbolises death. 
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Death is also closely linked with the last member of the main cast – the old man or Finn. 

In the basic narrative line, he takes a dual form inspired by the qualities of Fionn Mac Cumhaill 

from the original story of Diarmuid and Gráinne. His authority as the leader of the warrior band, 

the Fianna, to which Diarmuid belongs, is manifested in the character of Finn, the architect, 

Dermot’s boss in Dublin. The motif of pursuit is then realised in the character of the old man 

who sits with Dermot and Grace on the train, bothering the couple with stories of his ailments. 

The old man’s wounds and mental decrepitude also constitute attributes that make Finn an 

archetypal figure akin to the Fisher King, which ties up this character with the vegetative myths 

of death and rebirth. This relatively harmless form of pursuit grows darker and more serious as 

the poem progresses and Finn is ultimately used as the symbol of Irish past haunting the young 

lovers. Last but not least, in the limbo sequence during “Saturday” and “Sunday” movements, 

Watters presents Finn as the Architect, the demiurge, the technical mind associated with the 

creation of the atomic bomb. 

Despite the length, complexity and multiple thematic lines in The Week-End, one can, as 

James McCabe points out “isolate from its whirling mass of voices and themes the central theme 

of Hiroshima and a central, guilty voice.”1 Watters’ long poem is dominated by the striking image 

of the bomb and the theme of collective guilt, which is however conveyed through a number of 

recurring symbols and motifs creating interconnected imagery.   

The bombing of Hiroshima is portrayed unequivocally as an unprecedented act of 

violence performed by the American army, arguably defending the values of the Western 

civilization, towards Japan. The Japanese motifs are chiefly built on the story of Madama Butterfly, 

where the long-expected return of the American soldier Pinkerton to his Japanese wife gets 

transformed into the American planes dropping atomic bombs on Hiroshima. In this context, the 

aria “Un bel di” (One fine day), to which Watters allude in his poem, turns out as bitterly ironic 

since the protagonist, Cio-Cio-san, hopes one day she will see a puff of smoke on the horizon 

signalling the return of Pinkerton’s ship, which in The Week-End transforms into the nuclear 

mushroom cloud. Another motif associated with Japan is the horrific image of a girl with a rose 

pattern from her kimono burned onto her skin after the nuclear blast in Hiroshima, inspired by 

John Hersey’s account of the aftermath of the bombing.  

In The Week-End, Japan in general is thus associated with a woman, and specifically 

Hiroshima is treated as a feminine character. In consequence, the portrayal of the bombing gains 

certain sexual undertones. This in turn evokes Classical connotations, mainly the story of Leda’s 

rape by Zeus who had taken the form of a swan, which is also connected with the destruction of 

                                                 
1 James McCabe, “Hiroshima: Eoghan Ó Tuairisc and World War II,” New Hibernia Review 9.1 (2005): 139. 
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a city. The rape results in the birth of Helen whose beauty brings about the Trojan War and the 

eventual fall of Troy. Watters’ point of reference here is Yeats’s famous sonnet “Leda and the 

Swan” which brings about, besides the sexual imagery, also the notion of a historical turning 

point and the sense of apocalypse unfolding. Indeed, the first use of nuclear weapons represented 

a watershed moment in history after which the world had to face the everyday threat of a nuclear 

holocaust. In the poem, this metaphorical rupture in history is symbolised by the actual “break in 

the backstage scenery” (33, 37-38) in a Madama Butterfly production, which also alludes to the 

figurative ripping of the sky by the nuclear blast.  

In essence, the moral ramifications of this particular rupture represent the main concern 

of the whole poem. Watters examines the collective guilt of the West in relation to an event 

which to some represents a mass murder, and to others a justified act of war carried out in the 

name of defending the values of Western civilization. The most prominent symbol of this guilt is 

the motif of a rose, an image which transforms throughout the poem from the conventional 

symbol of beauty to the bitter reminder of the guilt: the white rose against the brick wall of a 

quiet suburban garden in neutral Ireland is mercilessly juxtaposed with the image of a Japanese 

girl with a rose pattern burned onto her skin. 

No general critical assessment of The Week-End can be complete without a discussion of 

Watters’ long Irish-language poem “Aifreann na Marbh”. There are numerous reasons why The 

Week-End and “Aifreann na Marbh” should be regarded as complementary, sister poems. The 

bombing of Hiroshima and its political and moral ramifications are present as the principal 

thematic preoccupations in both long poems. Their philosophical underpinning is based on the 

ideas Watters developed in his essay “Religio Poetae”, especially the “religious”, priest-like role of 

the poet. While “Aifreann na Marbh” has the religious ritual in its title, in The Week-End, echoes 

of and allusions to the Catholic Mass pervade the whole poem and culminate in the last “Sunday” 

part where Dermot arguably assumes the role of the priest celebrating the Mass. 

On a personal level, it can be argued that the inspiration for both poems stemmed from 

the same incident, the moment when Watters first learnt about the bombing of Hiroshima during 

the honeymoon with his first wife in 1945. The Week-End and “Aifreann na Marbh” thus share 

the same gestation period during the 1950s and some of their elements may be regarded as a 

reflection on the post-war Ireland. Last but not least, the simultaneous publication on 4 

December 19642 may indicate a certain intention on the author’s part, encouraging a comparison. 

To what extent are these two works merely different linguistic mutations of the same poem, 

                                                 
2 Mícheál Mac Craith, “From Celtic Myth to Atom Bomb: A Poetic Response to Hiroshima,” Studia Celtica Japonica 7 
(1995): 1. 
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separate but complementary pieces, or one unified artistic whole, is a matter of debate. The 

following paragraphs will discuss some of the main points. 

Beside the same thematic preoccupations, “Aifreann na Marbh” shares with The Week-

End the formal approach. Both poems are works of high modernism, building on a rich use of 

allusions and fluid conceptions of time and space. Just as The Week-End represents a treasury of 

quotations from and references to Chaucer, Donne, Dante, Eliot, and the Classical and Celtic 

mythology, “Aifreann na Marbh” builds on similar foundations. Furthermore, Watters uses the 

same symbols drawn from the Celtic mythology in both poems. While The Week-End works with 

the connection between solar deities and the nuclear explosion, in “Aifreann na Marbh”, the 

relation is elaborated into an intricate wordplay. Building on the fact that the bombing occurred 

in August, Watters connect the Irish name of the month Lúnasa with the festival of the Celtic 

god of sun, arts and crafts, Lugh, whose name is etymologically related to lux, the Latin for 

“light”. The famous description of the nuclear blast as “brighter than a thousand suns” thus fits 

perfectly in this equation.3 Such symbolism is used in a similar fashion in The Week-End where 

Watters often repeats mentions of “brightness”, “bright day” and so on, frequently in connection 

with Finn, the architect and symbolic creator of the atomic bomb, whose original name Fionn in 

fact means also “bright”. In this context, the phrase “the bright day is free” has therefore 

pronounced ironic undertones, since in Watters’ vision the day of the bombing represents the 

beginning of the guilt-ridden post-war epoch.  

Although the two poems differ from each other in terms of form, there are some 

interesting shared points. For instance, some portions of “Aifreann na Marbh”, especially the 

fourth and the longest part “Dies Irae”, are written in a style reminiscent of the dominant form 

used throughout The Week-End, that is, a type of a free verse with occasional rhymes and 

prominent use of choruses or repetitions employed as structural signposts. Conversely, the 

formally abnormal third part of the “Saturday” movement in The Week-End reminds one of 

Watters’ use of linked quatrains in “Lux Aeterna” and “Graduale”. There is also a significant 

connection between the two poems in terms of the choruses which enhances the thematic and 

source affinities. One of the recurring phrases in the “Sunday” part of The Week-End is “Christe 

eleison hemas”, which is a Greek phrase used in the Latin liturgy meaning “Christ have mercy on 

us.” According to John Hersey’s account, the same phrase, or at least a very similar one, was heard in 

Hiroshima immediately after the dropping of the bomb. In his famous 1946 reportage, Hersey 

transcribed the sentence phonetically from Japanese as “Shu Jesusu, awaremi tamai!”, which 

Watters rendered according to Irish spelling as “Siú Íosasú, amhairreimí tama-i!” and used it as a 
                                                 
3 Watters’ even extends this wordplay to Einstein’s famous formula E=mc2. For a detailed analysis see Mac Craith, 
“From Celtic Myth to Atom Bomb,” 5. 
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prominent recurring phrase in “Kyrie”, the second part of “Aifreann na Marbh”.4 Although this 

might seem as a rather cumbersome attempt to illustrate the connection between the two poems, 

the point is that the themes and sources shared by both poems manifest themselves also through 

formal features.  

The primary difference is, of course, the linguistic one. The reason why “Aifreann na 

Marbh” attracted more critical commentary than The Week-End is that Watters became the first 

author to adapt the aesthetics of Anglophone high modernism into the Irish-language 

environment on such an ambitious scale. While “Aifreann na Marbh” represents a revolutionary, 

pioneering work in the context of literature written in Irish, gaining high praise for example from 

Alan Titley who described it as “the most beautiful and most frightening poem in modern Irish, 

the most important, the poem of greatest depth and thought”,5 The Week-End is doomed, by the 

virtue of its language, to unfavourable comparisons with the masterpieces of Eliot and Joyce. 

This general attitude can be illustrated by Patrick Crotty’s remark about The Week-End, praising 

Watters’ idea but deriding his technique which in his view “limps so far behind [Watters’] 

aesthetic desire that the reader is left with page after page of risibly inept Eliotics, flat-footed 

conflations of ‘Death by Water’ and ‘Ash Wednesday’.”6 While there are some passages in The 

Week-End that would perhaps benefit from Ezra Pound’s blue pencil, Crotty’s critique seems too 

harsh. The point is that, despite being brilliant poetic responses to the atomic bombing of Japan, 

both poems are handicapped by their linguistic context when read individually: “Aifreann na 

Marbh” is relegated to obscurity by the fact that it is written in a minority language, and The 

Week-End will be always overshadowed by the Anglophone modernist tradition. 

In the light of this issue, it seems desirable to look at the poems not as mere linguistic 

permutations of one another, but as complementary pieces and to read the two compositions side 

by side. Indeed, there are numerous instances where the two poems complement each other. The 

title of “Aifreann na Marbh” is ambiguous, for it could mean both the requiem for the dead, but 

also of the dead. Although Watters explicitly states that the poem is dedicated to “those who died 

in Hiroshima” (Fuair Bás ag Hiroshima Dé Luain, 6ú Lúnasa 1945), the poem is more concerned 

with those who have been affected morally rather than physically. As James McCabe put it, 

“Aifreann na Marbh” is “a requiem mass for the soul of neutral Ireland, not for the dead of 

Hiroshima”.7 This ambiguous notion of death is features prominently in The Week-End too, where 

                                                 
4 John Hersey, Hiroshima (London: Penguin Books, 1946) 27; Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, Lux Aeterna (Baile Átha Cliath: 
Allen Figgis, 1964) 27-8. 
5 Mac Craith, “From Celtic Myth to Atom Bomb,” 1. 
6 Patrick Crotty, review of W. J. McCormack, ed., Ferocious Humanism: An Anthology of Irish Poetry (London: J.M. Dent, 
2000), in Times Literary Supplement, 2 June 2000: 4-5. 
7 McCabe, “Hiroshima: Eoghan Ó Tuairisc and World War II,” 118. 
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“the dead” who speak to Dermot are actually living people, only presented as bits of Dermot and 

Grace’s past lives. Since many of these memories are employed in order to highlight the main 

theme of guilt (most prominently the “rose in Drumcondra”), the whole concept chimes very 

well with “Aifreann na Marbh”.    

In terms of space and structure, there is a sense of continuity between the two poems. 

Both poems are structured around the ritual of mass and both involve a journey. The Week-End 

takes its protagonists from Dublin to the west of Ireland, from the city to the countryside, and 

from life to death and subsequent rebirth. “Aifreann na Marbh” involves a journey around 

Dublin, which is however interspersed with scenes from Hiroshima. As has been already 

mentioned, the space of The Week-End changes from the urban environment and death, through 

nature and the limbo, to the abstract ritual and rebirth. “Aifreann na Marbh” continues with the 

ritual but returns to the city. The third part of The Week-End is structured as the ritual of the Mass 

which runs parallel with the process of Dermot’s rebirth; “Aifreann na Marbh” is divided into 

sections that correspond to the respective parts of the Catholic Mass for the dead. Sequential 

reading brings about a sense of cyclical nature of the events, in which the flight from the city 

does not end at Castlefinnerty but returns to Dublin. This cyclical aspect corresponds to the 

motifs of birth and rebirth.  

One might however go even further and suggests that The Week-End and “Aifreann na 

Marbh” represent two halves of one artistic whole and that one should read them in sequence in 

order to appreciate the whole structure. This approach is supported by the apparent continuity 

between the conclusion of The Week-End, which ends the middle of a sentence with Dermot 

waking up from the sleep of death, and the opening lines of “Aifreann na Marbh”: “Músclaíonn 

an mhaidin ár míshuaimheas síoraí” – “Morning awakens our eternal unrest”.8 “Aifreann na 

Marbh” in turn ends on a much more conclusive note with an image of the Word, poetry 

“returning to the source” (“filleann an fhilíocht ar an bhfoinse”), suggesting the end of the cycle. 

Bearing in mind the fluid nature of time employed in the poem where the causality works rather 

on a symbolic level, there is also an interesting possibility to regard both poems as 

chronologically compatible. “Aifreann na Marbh” takes place on Monday 6 August 1945 and it is 

tempting to see it as a culmination of a trajectory drawn in The Week-End, bringing the sequence 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday to its natural conclusion. On that fateful Monday, Hiroshima was 

bombed at 8:15 local time, which corresponds to fifteen minutes after midnight on the same day 

in Dublin. By that reckoning, the sun that rose in the east on the Monday morning in Dublin 

                                                 
8 Ó Tuairisc, Lux Aeterna, 26. 
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figuratively carried the “News of some far slow catastrophe / Before which the mind stands 

groping in its stocking feet” (34).  

Reading the poems in sequence highlights yet another feature. “Aifreann na Marbh” 

brings Dermot’s journey to conclusion. Since Dermot is conceived as a poet figure, his 

development represents a poet’s struggle with the reality of the post-atomic world. Dermot’s 

death and rebirth illustrate the poet’s struggle to respond to the tragedy of Hiroshima, going 

through the phases of denial and defeatism to the final acceptance of the burden. In face of the 

catastrophe, Watters offers a poem. This might not seem much, but one has to bear in mind that 

poetry had a religious meaning for Watters and a poem was conceived as a Mass. The Week-End 

thus captures the initial flight from responsibility which ends in acceptance of the role and 

preparation for the final act of offering which is delivered in “Aifreann na Marbh”. Finally, the 

transition from The Week-End to “Aifreann na Marbh” can be also interpreted as a symbolical 

rebirth from the point of view of Watters’ career, as the movement from the Anglophone 

tradition to the new poetry written in Irish, a language which Watters’ regarded as “a vital force in 

a devitalised society.”9 

 

                                                 
9 Quoted in Máirín Nic Eoin, Eoghan Ó Tuairisc: beatha agus saothar (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar, 1988) 349. 
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7. Conclusion 

 

The extensive and multifaceted work of Eugene Rutherford Watters (Eoghan Ó Tuairisc) 

is one of the neglected voices in the rich bilingual tradition of Irish literature. Moreover, his two 

long modernist poems represent a unique response to the bombing of Hiroshima, which remains 

unparalleled both in the Irish-language and Anglophone literary tradition. For that reason alone, 

Watters’ poetry would deserve closer and more extensive critical scrutiny. “Aifreann na Marbh” 

has enjoyed, perhaps justly, more critical attention, which is understandable given the cultural 

context of Irish literature where linguistic experimentation of such scale and ambition as carried 

out by Watters in his modernist epic represents a major innovative step. 

The Week-End of Dermot and Grace thus remains in the shadow of its Irish-language 

counterpart, with which it shares many thematic and formal features. Furthermore, The Week-End 

may suffer from comparison with the masterpieces of Anglophone high modernism, mainly with 

T. S. Eliot’s Waste Land, from which Watters drew inspiration. Although the techniques are 

similar to those used by Eliot, the strength of The Week-End lies rather in their imaginative 

application to the subject, which has that has been largely neglected by Anglophone poetry –a 

direct response to the atomic bombing of Japan in August 1945 and its moral ramifications for 

the Western civilization.     

The main problem with tackling texts such as The Week-End is their allusive nature. The 

principal purpose of this thesis was therefore first to untangle the intricate web of quotations and 

references which make up the texture of Watters’s poem and to comment on the text in its 

entirety, instead of summing up the main thematic and formal features with a few illustrative 

quotes. In this manner, the thesis hopefully provides the necessary, if only rudimentary, ground 

for further research. The chapters which deal with biographical, historical, literary and 

philosophical background might serve, beside their contextual function, as an indication of 

directions for future critical endeavours.  

As has been mentioned earlier, despite the effort to elucidate as much as possible, there 

will always remain many white spaces which could be filled by future scholars. One of the 

possible outcomes of the present work might therefore be a basis for a more detailed and 

contextualised commentary, which could in turn serve as groundwork for a critical edition of The 

Week-End. The complementarity of Watters’ two long modernist poems described in Chapter 6 

also merit more thorough critical attention, especially when one assumes that both poems 

constitute one artistic whole which was meant to be read in sequence. In this regard, another line 

of research might focus on the genesis of the two poems, paying greater attention to the 
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biographical context and autobiographical elements present in the work. It would be definitely 

worthwhile to consider The Week-End and “Aifreann na Marbh” in the context of Watters’ whole 

oeuvre. Last but not least, this MA thesis may serve as a stepping stone for reassessment of The 

Week-End in the context of poetic responses to the Second World War, especially reactions to the 

atomic bombing of Japan, and also for revaluation of the poem as an important work of 

Anglophone modernism and its integration into the canon. 
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Appendix 

 

The full text of the third section of the “Saturday” part, The Week-End of Dermot and Grace (26-31). 

 

III  
 
Water out of rock  
She drips and wrinkles  
In the full bucket of the night:  
 
Dark hair like water now with a glint on it,  
Fungi turning pale rumps up to the moon,  
Thought like water flickering  
By the place where the moon lights: 
 
Encamped by a brook’s edge  
We abide the sequences,  
Flashback and fade-out,  
Ash of the light-images:  
 
Crosstalk out of the soundtrack,  
Conspiring more or less with a love story,  
Zigzags of memory  
Sensitized by the moonspark:  

 
In the beginning:  
Always beginning, always on the brink of a new birth;  
She is fine sir, and it’s a fine child,  
A girl, but God is good: I thought 
 
The frost jingled on the town pump  
And I trembled with a rich man’s fear looking up  
At the bedroom window lit like money,  
Smelling of birth and money and the moon;  
 
Nothing contingent, nothing born,  
The I of winking hinges on desire,  
There is a want in the socket which first causes  
Lights to take a pride in them:  
 
Fade out revenant brother,  
Leave to these come from suburban terraces  
Dream of the eyes in the lightshaft,  
Red shift of the stars to the will 
 
We gave them to read what had been written of,  
The divine book with the comic flavour  
That seeks the lost sea-childhood everywhere  
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Dividing its loves till the last chapter:  
 
We gave them all as it was given us,  
The penny with the bent wheel on it  
Which I divided on nancy balls  
In the town called of the tumulus: 
 
Some burg buried in the back-out  
Winged over with the rooky centuries  
Where the boar ruts in the black garden  
Recruiting the bacon factories:  
 
The street with the sun on the names of it,  
Childhood close to pavements and the buds  
Under processions, white sequences  
Veiling a Mayhead I understood:  

 
If it would come again, the nuclear moment,  
The redknot fire, the flat upon the mist  
When the I lay under a girl’s eyelids  
Scarred with the ash of a kiss:  
 
On such a night as this  
We fired the captive lorries at Ashbourne,  
Scattering red buds of revenge:  
Wingdrifting images:  
 
Form is percipience, as on a screen  
The stroke of a mountain and the stroke of a cloud  
Asking nothing of us, being of being -  
They made a rag of that too and all my house:  
 
Take him away, he’d make a duck sing, Hokku,  
Thinking to herself she was maybe Leda  
With entertaining of abstract characters  
To squeeze a swan’s egg through the scenery:  
 
A ball drops on the last green  
And rolling makes the hole,  
Theme of the links resolved in one  
This alone may be the beautiful:  
 
The I diving by the seagulls  
Past the winged links of the articulate  
Breaks lace barriers of meaning  
Into a manycharactered spate:  
 
Late. The words dance. Many changes.  
Not the same man since she went from us.  
Always a flighty piece. Turning the pages.  
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All one, when you come to think of it, all of us:  
 
One lies under a girl’s lids  
All shining in the dark till the strangling dawn,  
Dreaming you came again, the blind saver,  
Albert, to my flat upon the town:  
 
All bright and pinioned in the beam  
Alone I winged down on the manifold  
Till she stripped in the gods’ dusk of the scene,  
Red were her zips as the ruddy rose:  
 
Scene by the brook is not all fable,  
We went out there having played a round,  
There is music in the recurrent cadence,  
Kind of a tumble in the background:  
 
Mothwing trotting within the globe  
Darkens the maggotty names. Touchwood.  
Time I had these glasses renewed.  
Late meeting. Motes. But why motes?  
 
Cool as a pirouette  
The mushroom lifts its skirt of windy spores,  
Design for a parachute,  
Sauce for the epicures:  
 
Ah, it’s old Lao Striptease again  
Skinning the kernel of the night  
Of the shell only that makes it sensible,  
Desire and the itch to take the intangible:  
 
Yet one perceives an abstracted music  
In the well-hosed, the well-gartered;  
I daresay it might be beauty  
To layout a rose garden:  
 
Beauty is but the moon’s ice showing  
The scar of the sun in its cicatrice,  
There is in the rod, in the cone, in the corona  
A splinter of truth which seen pierces:  
 
Pins and silk things in a tiring-room  
Firstnight before dulled with doing,  
Chatter in halfdress till lights down bring  
Terror and the overture:  
 
It is the sprinkled silver of the sanctuary bell,  
Candlelight on large lettering  
While pipsqueak Latin of the acolyte  
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Spills against grey panes of gusty morning:  
 
The last tender pages of the sevenhundred,  
Tears of things, weddings, their brave bits of white,  
David my son, how long my son David?  
Yet one thinks of Dora’s gift: Dead right:  
 
No night, death rather within whitewashed walls.  
Nurse. Spring like a young breast as it used to come.  
Dry lips. Nurse. Nothing to muzzle now  
But the last bitter gag served up to us:  
 
And Flight-Sergeant Kelly is bird’s dust  
That touched no featherbed for all his phrases.  
Memento hamburg quia pulvis es  
Et in dux belli reverteris:  
 
What we fought for, not the sodden hill  
All day dribbling into the anonymous stream  
But richly wearing the shift of the midnight song  
And owning on our ignorant lips the name of a queen;  
 
We called for Grace, it is not easy  
Bring to mind after the palms of the years  
First joy of the minted piece,  
The name keeps it as on velvet and the night:  

 
Enough. The night is an old man’s moneybox  
Broken, the hard tack all spilled,  
Then let the young pilferers  
Scatter the passionate bits,  
 
For love is an easy theft, the village fool  
May carry in a bucket awhile  
Divided wheels of the moon.  
 
Images, we move on a lighted screen  
Unquiet even in our stillnesses,  
Keeping a tryst with time’s dark phrases.  
                                                                        Flutes. 
 
It is not easy for exiles.  

  

 


